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FOREWORD

Evaluation is a comprehensive process which involves 
Testing - measurement and judgement about students' learning 
at various stages of education. Teachers are engaged in the 
process of teaching and testing pupils' achievement in the 
classroom utilizing various evaluation procedures.

There are Public Examinations at various stages of 
education, for eg. Elementary (VII Standard), secondary (X 
Standard) and Senior Secondary (XII Standard or PUC). Time 
to time, the Board of Secondary School Examination in every 
State changes the question paper pattern. The SCERT, DSERT 
or the Department of School Education and Government 
Examination Boards will organize training programmes for 
paper setters in all subjects. Under the coordinatorship of 
Dr.G.Anwar, Reader, Education a training package has been 
developed in a workshop mode from 3-7 October 2005 involving 
expert teachers from Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and from 
DIET, Mysore, assisted by RIE and DMS faculty. I hope the 
package on “Training of Paper Setters in the latest Trends, 
Issues and Practices in Evaluation at the Secondary Level 
for Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu" would prove a useful 
device for training in evaluation.

G Ravindra 
Principal
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PREFACE

Evaluation of Classroom learning helps both the teachers and the Pupils in 

the learning process .teachers may assess their own work through Pupils 

performance in their subjects, where as students may feel satisfied with the learning 

on one hand and due to the Evaluation result they will be promoted to the next class. 

Examinations are considered as necessary at every stage of Education either 

school Education or Higher Education. Every state board of Examination will 

change the examination paper with better and balanced question paper. The Board 

of school examinations and the SCERT.DSERT.& Depts of School Education Train 

the secondary school teachers in New trends issues and practices in the evaluation 

of school subjects.

This year as per the SCC- Meeting held at both Chennai & Hyderabad a 

common Regional programme on paper - setters training was requested and it 

was finally approved in the PAC of the N CERT and Dr.G.Anwar, Reader in the 

Dept of Education was given the responsibility of coordinating this Programme for 

the benefits of secondary school teachers of both Andhra- Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.

On 3rd October2005 a workshop was organised for the Development of 

Training package to use in the Training of paper setters of AP & T.N for Five days. 

To this programme we invited Experts From Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 

There were also Resource persons from DIET, Mysore .Principal Maharani’s 

Science Arts College,Mysore

Prof.V.Kesavan, Retired Chemistry Professor has contributed for the 

development of this package. The coordinator thanks them all for their hard work in 

this endeavour. The Institute faculty and also DMS faculty also contributed I am 

thankful to them for their help even though they had their busy schedule of work but 

they helped to develop this material



1. Concept of Evaluation

Evaluation is universally accepted as an integral part of teaching and learning 
process. It is one of the basic components of any curriculum. Through 
evaluation a teacher can judge the growth and development of students, the 
changes taking place in their behaviour, the progress they are making and 
also the effectiveness of teaching in the class. In fact, evaluation plays a 
pivotal role in deciding what the learners learn and what the teachers teach. It 
is, therefore, acknowledged as a powerful means of improving the quality of 
education in schools.

Meaning of Evaluation

The word ‘evaluation’ is often confused with testing and measurement. 
Therefore, many a time teachers who give a test to the students, think that 
they are evaluating the achievement of the students. Testing is only a 
technique to collect evidences regarding pupil behaviour. Measurement, on 
the other hand, is limited to quantitative description of the pupil behaviour. 
Evaluation is a more comprehensive term which includes testing and 
measurement and also qualitative description of the pupil behaviour. It also 
includes value judgement regarding the worth or desirability of the behaviour 
measured or assessed. Therefore, Gronlund (1981) has indicated this 
relationship in the following equations :

Evaluation = Quantitative description of pupils (measurement) +
Value judgement

Evaluation = Qualitative description of pupils (non-measurement)
+ value judgement

Thus, evaluation may not be based on measurement alone but it goes 
beyond the simple quantitative score. For example, if a child gets 60 marks 
in English language test, it alone does not tel, us whether his achievement is 
satisfactory or not. It is only when we compare this mark of 60 percent with 
the marks obtained by other children in the class or with certain criteria laid 
down in advance, or with the child’s own marks in previous tests, we are able 
to judge or evaluate whether his achievement in English is satisfactory or not. 
Thus, a students’ achievement may be viewed at three different levels :

1. Self-referenced how the students is progressing with 
reference to himself/herself.

2. Criterion-referenced- how the student is progressing with 
reference to the criteria set by the 
teacher

3. Norm-referenced how the student is progressing with 
reference to his/her peer group.

Evaluation has been defined by various educationists in different ways.



Tyler (1950) defined evaluation as “a systematic process of 
determining the extent to which educational objectives are achieved by 
pupils”, which indicates that evaluation is a systematic process. However, this 
omits the casual, informal or uncontrolled observation of the pupils. The 
definition also implies that objectives of education have been identified in 
advance. Without predetermined objectives, it is not possible to judge the 
progress, growth and development of students.

According to another well known definition, evaluation is providing 
information for decision making.

Thus evaluation is a systematic process of collecting evidences about 
students’ progress and achievement in both cognitive and non-cognitive areas 
of learning on the basis of which judgements are formed and decisions are 
made. It has the following three components :

4
• information gathering
• information processing
• judgement forming and decision making •

4
Evaluation is not always the end of a course. We not only want to 

know whether a student has developed a certain ability stated in the 
educational objectives or not but we also need to know about the progress 
during the course of teaching and learning. Thus, it is a continuous process. <

Evaluation in Teaching and Learning

Evaluation is an integral part of any teaching and learning programme.
Whenever a question is asked in a class and answered by a student and the 
answer is judged by the teacher, evaluation takes place. Thus, both teaching 
and evaluation go hand in hand with each other. In fact, it is not possible to 
have teaching and learning without evaluation.

Both teaching and evaluation are based on the instructional objectives 
which provide direction to them. Instructional objectives are those desirable 
behaviours which are to be developed in students through the learning 
experiences. These are reflected in the form of syllabus, instructional material 
and information given by the teacher. Instructions are given for achieving the 
objectives and evaluation is done to see whether the instructional objectives 
have been achieved and to what extent. The interrelationship of objectives, 
instructional process or the learning experiences and evaluation in a 
programme of teaching can be expressed more clearly through the following 
diagram :
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The above diagram illustrates that the three components of education- 
instructional objectives, learning experiences and evaluation constitute an 
integrated network in which each component depends on the other. Thus, 
through evaluation, the teacher not only assesses as to how far the students 
has achieved the objectives but also examines the effectiveness of the 
teaching strategy such as methodologies, means and materials used for 
achieving those objectives.

Purposes of Evaluation

A number of important purposes are served by evaluation, which 
ultimately contribute to the improvement of the instructional methods, 
textbooks, the curriculum and even an advancement of our educational goals. 
Evaluation helps us to set tasks and goals which are bigger than what we 
aspired for earlier thus giving leadership in education. Certification, selection 
and classification of pupils, guidance and diagnosis of strengths and 
weaknesses are some of the important purposes of evaluation.

Evaluation is helpful to the teacher and the taught. The teacher comes 
to know how far his teaching is successful, his methodology effective. The 
pupil also knows where he is and how far his efforts have become successful. 
This enables him to renew his efforts or revise his study habits to facilitate 
better achievement.

Evaluation, therefore, implies objective-based instruction and 
continuous assessment of the progress of the pupils, leading to the 
improvement of instruction and learning which in turn contributes to the total 
growth of the child.

Defining the objectives in clear terms, organizing appropriate learning 
procedures, continuous and comprehensive appraisal of pupil achievement 
through suitable techniques and tools and using the information thus gained 
for modifying and improving all aspects of education constitute the process of 
evaluation.

3



Characteristics of Evaluation

Evaluation is one of the most important aspects of education. It can be 
defined as the process of collecting evidences of pupil growth in desirable 
directions. In order that it is meaningful and effective, it should satisfy some 
criteria. These could be enunciated as follows :

1. Evaluation is objective-based: The desirable directions in which 
education directs pupil growth are indeed the objectives of instruction. And 
evaluation is aimed at knowing the degrees of success that the entire 
teaching-learning process has been able to achieve in realizing these 
instructional objectives.

2. Evaluation is continuous : Evaluation does not operate in strokes, 
but it is a continuous process. It thus yields a constant flow of feedback both 
for the student and the teacher for further improving their performance.

3. Evaluation is comprehensive - Unlike other commonly used terms in 
the field of measurement, evaluation is by far the most comprehensive 
process in terms of its coverage. It covers all the aspects of pupil growth, 
scholastic as well as non-scholastic. This essentially involves the use of a 
great variety of tools and techniques several of which have to be specifically 
developed for the situation.

4. Evaluation is dynamic - With its coverage extending to all the 
aspects of pupil growth and also since it has to be continuous process, 
evaluation situations keep on changing. Each new situation presents a 
challenge to the teacher who has to be innovative for meeting it by developing 
new strategies, techniques and tools.

5. Evaluation can be a learning experience - Good evaluation situation 
can prove to be an excellent learning experience. In trying to find solutions to 
evaluation situations, the students may take recourse to several resources 
which may not otherwise do. Many of these could provide valuable learning 
to them.

6. Evaluation results have a wider usage - Examinations are almost 
sole means of evaluation today. Examination results are used only for 
purposes of grading, classification and certification. Results of evaluation 
can, however admit wider purposes like diagnosis, guidance and academic 
prediction as well besides those to which examination results are being 
currently used.

To conclude, it may be said that evaluation is a much wider concept 
than both measurement and examination for both of which it is often 
erroneously used as a synonym. The above characteristics indeed
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distinguish it from not only these two but several other terms mistakenly 
deemed to be equivalent or interchangeable.

3. Instructional Objectives in Testing

What are Instructional Objectives ?

Education is a process of bringing about change in the individual in a 
desired direction to. enable him to develop certain skills, certain 
understandings, thinking processes, insights, attitudes, etc. Our educational 
objectives, therefore, are the changes we wish to produce in the child. The 
changes that must take place through education are represented in the 
knowledge children acquire, the skills and abilities children attain, the interests 
children develop and the attitudes children manifest.

E.J.Furst defined educational objectives as “the desired changes in 
behaviour in a persons that we try to bring about through education”.

According to Edwin Harper, “objectives are the statements of expected 
results”. This means that the objectives state in what way a pupil will be 
different at the end of a particular course or lesson. Therefore, objectives are 
also known as learning outcomes. They are the products of learning and 
represent what the pupil does after undergoing instruction. Instructional 
objectives, are, therefore, the predetermined targets of learning.

The terms like goals, aims and objectives are related terms. 
Educational goals are broad and nebulous e.g. goal of education may be to 
prepare a good man. Goals are divided into a number of aims e.g. the aim of 
education may be to prepare a good citizen. The aims are further specified 
into objectives. The objectives are tangible and achievable in educational 
terms.

Purpose of Instructional Objectives

Instructional objectives serve as the guide posts in teaching and 
learning. These are required for the purpose of clarifying to the teachers as to 
what they are expected to teach and to the students as to what is expected to 
them at the end of a given period of study. A teacher, therefore, needs to be 
clear about the objectives of his/her subject with a view to :

bring about desired changes in the pupils 
decide how to bring about these changes 
evaluate whether the changes have taken place

Both teaching and evaluation are based on instructional objectives. 
The instructional objectives provide directions to them. Instruction is 
provided to achieve the objectives and evaluation is carried out to find 
whether the objectives have been achieved and to what extent. Thus,
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an objective is the first step in teaching and learning 
it is also the last step as it validates the instructional process 
it provides the basis for planning the learning experiences 
it helps in selection of evaluation procedures

Sources of Objectives

The educational objectives are derived from basically three sources - 
society, individual and nature of knowledge. Some educationists like to point 
out economic order, religion, philosophy of life as sources of objectives. 
These and many such others can be considered as the parts of the above 
three sources. For instance, economic order, political structure, religion, etc. 
can be combined under society. The variety of sources is required to work 
out practicable and useful instructional objectives.

Society: The objectives of education in the broad sense are determined
by society at the national level, its problems, needs and requirements. For 
instance, there may be a need to preserve and transmit cultural heritage, 
transforming the existing culture, instilling democratic values of life and 
augmenting the use of information technology. The analysis of social needs, 
thus, leads to the development of certain competencies and qualities among 
its members both to develop it and also to survive in it. In this way, society is 
a rich source of working out relevant instructional objectives.

Individual: If the society determines the basic requirements of education, it 
is in terms of the individual that these are mainly executed. In addition, there 
are certain needs of the individual too such as self-development which 
includes physical and psychological growth. Psychological growth in turn 
encompasses cognitive, affective and psychomotor aspects. Various theories 
of learning try to explain how growth takes place. Needless to say psychology 
of learning has much to offer in choosing, grading and sequencing objectives 
to suit the individual growth.

Knowledge: Knowledge is the most important characteristic of a
growing civilization. Knowledge has its categories like facts, processes, 
ideas, concepts, thought systems etc. Knowledge is organized and classified 
into various disciplines. These disciplines are an important source for deriving 
instructional objectives.

Classification of Objectives

The taxonomy of educational objectives by B.S.Bloom was a major 
breakthrough in the history of objectives. All instructional objectives fall under 
three main domains of human personality - cognitive, affective and 
psychomotor. These are related to head, heart and hand. Thus, cognitive 
domain includes objectives related to intellectual aspect; affective domain is
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related to feeling i.e. with attitudes, interests and values and psychomotor 
domain is concerned with physical, motor and manipulative skills.

The classification of objectives in these three domains is as follows:

Cognitive Domain Affective Domain Psychomotor Domain
Evaluation

!
Characterizing

t

Naturalisation

Synthesis Organizing Articulation

Analysis

Application
!

Comprehension
1

Knowledge

(By B S Bloom)

vt

Valuing

Responding

t
Precision

t
Manipulation

Receiving

(By Krathwohl)

Imita ion

(By R H Dave)

t

In the cognitive domain Bloom has classified the objectives in six categories.

»
ft

1. Knowledge This is the information level and is essential for 
everything. It requires recall and recognition of facts, 
principles, concepts. It is based on simple memory 
and in other words can be called remembering 
information.

1 2. Comprehen This includes knowledge and something more.
ft sion Some thinking process starts at this level.
ft
1 3. Application This includes both knowledge and comprehension of 

the learnt material and ability to use it in unfamiliar 
situations.

4. Analysis This means breaking the problem in parts or its 
constituent units and seeing their interrelationship.
This includes all the above three objectives i.e. 
knowledge, comprehension and application.

>
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5. Synthesis This includes putting together elements and parts of 
concepts and forming a whole in order to form a 
theory or seek a salutation to a problem.

6. Evaluation - Evaluation is the highest level in cognitive domain. It 
is concerned with making value judgement about 
people, methods, processes, materials, ideas, 
purpose, etc.

Characteristics of Instructional Objectives

From the above discussion of the objectives of cognitive domain, it is 
clear that instructional objectives are hierarchical in nature. For example, in 
the cognitive domain, knowledge is at the base. It is the lowest level objective 
whereas evaluation is the highest level objective.

Another characteristic of these objectives is that they are cumulative in 
nature which means that each next objective includes the lower one. For 
example, comprehension subsumes knowledge, and application includes both 
understanding and knowledge. Without the base of knowledge and 
understanding, one cannot apply the knowledge in a new situation.

Objectives at Different Levels

Objectives can be defined at various levels, from national level to 
lesson or unitwise objectives. The main purpose of stating objectives at •
national level is to provide a basic platform to an educational programme. <
They lay fundamental guidelines for curriculum development. But, such
objectives do not serve much purpose for a specific educational activity.

To be practical and to ensure functionality the objective have to be 
stated at various levels e.g.u <

• National level objectives
• Stage wise objectives
• Subject wise objectives
• Classwise objectives
• Unitwise objectives
• Lesson wise objectives

The lowest level objectives are stated in more specific terms - both from 
behaviour as well as content point of view. But considerable know-how is 
needed to accomplish such a task successfully.
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How to select instructional objectives ?

The instructional objectives for a particular unit or course are to be 
selected carefully keeping in mind the following factors.

• Objectives should be attainable by the pupils under school 
conditions.

• They should be testable in terms of observable and verifiable 
changes.

• They should be comprehensive enough to cover all areas of human 
development.

• They should be in conformity with the broader goals of education.
• They should be in accordance with the psychology of learning.
• They should be acceptable to teachers from the point of view of 

teaching resources, instructional time and materials available to 
them.

• They should be socially acceptable.

How to formulate objectives ?

Below are given some suggestions for stating the instructional 
objectives in clear and definite terms.

1. The objective should be stated in terms of pupil behaviour rather than 
in terms of teacher activity because the aim of both teaching and 
learning is the achievement of the students. Thus the end product of 
teaching i.e. the change in the pupil behaviour is to be stated in the 
form of the objective.

2. An objective should be stated in a complete statement form so as to 
give definite guidance to the teacher. For example, * Comprehension of 
Spoken English’ does not indicate as to what is to be done with this 
comprehension. If the same objective is stated in full statement like, 
‘The student comprehends English when spoken at normal 
conversational speed’, it avoids all confusion and gives a direction to 
the teacher that he has to teach oral comprehension in such a way that 
at the end of the teaching learning process the student is able to 
comprehend spoken English.

3. The statement of objectives should contain both the modification in 
behaviour and content part. It is not enough to say, ‘The student 
acquires knowledge’. It should also specify what knowledge. Thus, 
the objectives should be stated like this, ‘The student acquires 
knowledge of the elements of English language’.
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4. The objective should be stated in a non-composite manner. Only one 
behaviour should be stated at a time e.g. ‘The student locates key 
words, phrases and sentences in a passage’.

When an objective is defined in the above stated way, it helps the 
teacher in determining the learning experiences that should be provided to 
the students for attaining that objective. It also helps him in identifying the 
appropriate evaluation procedure to find out if the desired change has taken 
place in the pupil or not.

Classification of Objectives by the NCERT

Based on the Bloom’s model of the Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives, the National Council of Educational Research and Training, New 
Delhi developed a simpler and more practical taxonomy in which the first two 
categories of Bloom’s objectives under the cognitive domain are kept as it is 
but remaining four categories are assembled under one name i.e. 
‘Application’. Thus application in the NCERT model includes application, 
analysis, synthesis and evaluation of Bloom’s model. The NCERT model also 
takes skill from the psychomotor domain and combines it with the objectives 
of cognitive domain. Thus, NCERT model has four objectives for the subjects 
like sciences, social sciences and mathematics. These are knowledge, 
understanding, application and skill. The skill in this case refers to the 
translation of verbal and tabular information into graphics i.e. in the form of 
diagrams, maps, graphs, circuits, etc. On the other hand, laboratory and 
project work and practical examinations involve other skills in addition to the 
drawing skills. In languages, the objectives are different from the content 
subjects. The instructional objectives in languages are categorized as 
knowledge (of the elements of language), comprehension and expression. 

Specification of Objectives

To be practicable and useful in teaching and testing broader objectives 
are broken down in more specific objectives which are called ‘specifications’. 
Specification of an objective indicates the specific behavioural outcomes 
which are expected as a result of the teaching learning process. For 
example,

Pupil reads English with comprehension.

This broad objective may have many specifications which indicate as to 
what the pupil should be able to do at the end of the course in order to provide 
evidence that “he reads English with comprehension”. This objective may 
have the following specifications :

• Grasps the meaning of words, phrases and sentences from the 
context

10



Locates key words, phrases and sentences in a passage 
Distinguishes between related words and ideas 
Infers the mood of the author or character, etc.

Description of the Specifications for Different Objectives

A brief explanatory description of the specifications of different 
instructional objectives is given below :

Objective Specification Explanatory Description
Knowledge 1. Recalls It involves responding to a given stimulus, 

primarily on the basis of memory. The nature 
of information requires precision and 
exactness. It should not differ too much from 
the way it was originally learnt.

2. Recognizes It requires identifying the correct response 
merely on the basis of memory without going 
into the basis of inappropriateness of 
alternative responses.

Under
standing

3. Translates Renders in the required medium material 
from another given medium faithfully, giving 
the closest possible equivalent of the original.

4. Illustrates/ Cites 
examples

Cites (produces) some similar material verbal 
or otherwise to clarify a point.

5. Identifies 
relationships

Shows in a familiar situation as to what is the 
correspondence between two sets of familiar 
data.

6. Detects errors Pinpoints a mistake or fallacy in a 
communication, representation, apparatus, 
etc. suggests or carries out necessary 
corrections.

7. Compares Draws out similarities and dissimilarities 
between sets of data, terms, trends, etc. It 
can be both on the basis of given criteria or 
unspecified criteria.

8. Discriminates Draws distinctions on some basis between 
closely related facts, events, ideas, etc.

9. Classifies Groups together facts, terms, etc. into 
homogeneous categories on the basis of 
criteria provided or implied.

10. Interprets Draws meaning from extracts, maps, charts, 
graphs, table, data, etc.

11. Extrapolates Extends the trend beyond the given data.
12. Solves Finds out solutions to numerical problems 

using appropriate formulae, etc.
13. Summarizes Condenses a communication by picking up 

main ideas and deleting trivial details.

11



Objective Specification Explanatory Description
Application 14. Establishes 

relationship
Brings out new association(s) or relationship 
between sets of facts, principle, etc. for the 
understanding of the new problem.

15. Gives reasons for 
cause effect relation

Using the systematic knowledge, explains 
why and how some process, procedure, 
material is taking place along with the 
underlyihg relationships.

16. Analyses Breaks down a communication or situation 
into components and according to the 
required criteria solves the issue. Clarifies 
communications, discovers basis for its 
organization and/or underlying assumptions.

17. Sifts relevant data 
for given purposes.

It presupposes analysis of the given situation 
but goes beyond it so as to choose relevant 
fact to the problem in hand.

18. Hypothesizes Gives a probable explanation of the 
phenomenon or even the absence of 
confirmed generalizations.

19. Predicts Considers the situation in the light of available 
data and infers aboutthe future events of 
phenomena, trends, etc.

20. Evolves 
appropriate procedure 
/ plan of action

Draws up or prepares a design or method or 
set of procedures to tackle a problem and 
resolves it displaying in genuity.

21. Infers Analyses and examines the data and arrives 
at certain conclusions of decisions pertaining 
to a situation.

22. Generalizes Observes similarities in otherwise different 
things in a way to derive a principle 
inductively.

23. Reorganizes the 
materials

Puts together various items of information 
(arranges and combines) in a way that a 
pattern emerges clearly which may not be 
there before.

24. Judges adequacy Examines a new set of data and arrives at a 
decision about the appropriateness, 
completeness, relevance, essentially for 
drawing any warranted conclusion.

25. Justifies Judges comprehensively an argument, idea, 
material, method, hypothesis of 
generalization, etc. against the criterion or 
standard provided to justify its use of value in 
the system.

26. Display originality Applies the knowledge of the principles 
underlying a certain known appliance to 
design another on his own or designs an 

| altogether new appliance to solve a problem.
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Objective Specification Explanatory Description
Skill 27. Draws diagrams Draws diagrams accurately and neatly, etc. 

displaying the quality of skill expected of the 
class concerned.

28. Labels diagrams Puts correct names, etc. in the map, 
methodologically and in a systematic manner 
for recognition as desired.

Instruments used for experiments

Analyses
Formulates
Suggests
Establishes relationships 
Infers
Generalises
Predicts
Hypothesise

u/c

—>
....Kf

.. .  T
F

..F. ur
----

Translates (T) 
Interprets (I)
Cites Examples (CE)
Detect errors (DE)
Identifies (I)
Compares©
Classifies
Calculates
Explains
Discriminates (D) 
Solves Problems (SP) 
Distinguishes (D)
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Arranging
Apparatuses
Systematically

Repairs
Apparatuses

r Draws Neatly 
-► Accurate figures 
-> Labelling correctly 
-► Methodically draws

Prepares Chart, model 
► Prepares Graphs 
,t Records results carefully 
-► Observes carefully 
-►Handles Apparatuses carefully

Selection of Apparatuses correctly

Instructional objectives of Teaching all the School subjects 
At the secondary stage

I Knowledge:
1.0 The pupil KNOWS terms, facts, concepts, principles, formulae, etc., 

Specifications

The Pupil -
1.1 Recalls terms, facts concepts, principles and processes.
1.2 Recongnises facts, concepts, specimens, instruments, apparatus, etc.

II Understanding:
2.0 The pupil UNDERSTANDS terms, facts, concepts, principles, 

processes etc.

Specifications
The pupil -
2.1 Translates tables, floral diagrams, symbols, equations, words, etc. from 

one form to the other
2.2 interpret charts, graphs, data, etc
2.3 cites examples of scientific concepts, principles, etc.
2.4 detects errors in faculty statements, diagrams, concepts and rectifies
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2.5 Identifies relationship between various facts, concepts, processes etc.
2.6 Compares scientific facts, concepts, processes etc.
2.7 Discriminate between closely related concepts.
2.8 Explains scientific concepts, principles, processes, etc.
2.9 Classifies substances, terms, specimens, organisms, apparatus, etc.
2.10 Calculates, using appropriate units, in a familiar problematic situations 

involving quantitative relationships.

III Application:
3.0 The pupil applies knowledge in new situations

Specifications
The pupil
3.1 analyses the given data or the problem
3.2 formulates hypotheses based on observations
3.3 suggests designs, appropriate methods and materials for a given 

purpose.
3.4 Establishes relationship between cause and effects.
3.5 Infers or generalizes from the given data
3.6 Predicts results from the given data

IV Skills
A. Drawing skills Specifications
4.0 the pupil exhibits SKILL in drawing and experimentation

The pupil
4.1 Draws neat and accurate diagrams sketches, charts etc. at 

reasonable speed.
4.2 labels the different parts of diagrams, charts, sketches, etc correctly 

and methodically.
4.3 Uses appropriate scales in making graphs neatly
4.4 Prepares charts and graphs neatly from the given data
4.5 Reads charts and graphs with correctness and quickness

B Experimental Skills Specifications 
The pupil

4.6 Arranges the apparatus systematically for practical work.
4.7 Checks the instruments, apparatus, etc. accurately to rectify errors if 

any
4.8 Carries out simple repairs efficiently
4.9 Handles apparatus, instruments and substances, etc. carefully
4.10 Makes observations of volumes, heights, temperature, specimens, etc. 

carefully and in a planned manner.
4.11 Records relevant data systematically in a tabulated form.
4.12 Improvises apparatus and models to illustrate scientific concepts or 

principles.
4.13 Collects, mounts and preserves specimens carefully.
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V Affective - Area : Feeling about the subject:
5.0 The pupil show Interest in the subject and in their natural environments

Both plants and animals

Specifications
The pupil -
5.1 collects, mounts and preserves various type of specimens of his own.

Live specimens, Dry specimens
5.2 enjoys observing, living organisms and natural phenomena
5.3 voluntarily participates in science fairs, science exhibitions, etc
5.4 contributes scientific material for school and other magazines 

voluntarily
5.5 Reads extra books and journals on science and biologies of scientists 

with delight and satisfaction.

Statement of Objectives
Objectives when stated in terms of learning outcomes indicate the 

direction of pupils growth. They guide selection of subject matter, teaching 
methods and instructional materials. They also provide basis for developing 
tests and other instruments of evaluation. Objectives in terms of learning 
outcomes (specific behaviours) can be stated like the following :

The pupil defines technical terms in his own words.
The pupil distinguishes between technical terms having similar meanings 
The pupil identifies meaning of technical terms when used in a context.

In this case the objectives are stated as an ends in themselves. We 
can instruction directly for the specific behaviour and test the same for that 
specific behaviour on one to one basis. For example the pupil may be told the 
definition of ‘germination’ during instruction and may be asked to define 
‘germination’ to measure the learning outcomes. It is possible to teach for all 
such specific behaviour but teaching would be the training level only.

Criteria for stating objectives
a. Write down general objectives/instruction using verbs like knows, 

understands, applies, appreciates, etc.
b. Objectives should be written in terms of students performance rather 

than teachers performance.
c. Objectives should indicate the learning outcomes (product) rather than 

the learning processes (Learning experience)
d. Objectives should indicate terminal behaviour rather than the subject.
e. Objectives should be stated in non-composite manner, i.e. reflecting 

unitary character by avoiding overlapping of different objectives.
f. Objectives should be stated at a proper level of generality. It should 

neither be to general to become vague not too specific to become 
fragmentary.
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g. Objectives should be written in full statements rather than in the form of 
phrases.

h. Objectives should be followed by specifications.
i. Different organizing unit of work as for the construction of evaluation 

tools.

4. Writing Objective Based Questions

In any comprehensive programme of examination, reform improvement 
in the quality of question paper is a foregone conclusion. Individual questions, 
would, therefore have to be framed in such a way that when put together in 
the form of a question paper they fulfill all the requisites of a good measuring 
instrument. There are two main categories of questions.

i) Supply Type Questions where the student is required to supply the 
answer ranging from one word to a number of paragraphs. Supply type of 
questions can be further sub-divided into Very Short Answer, Short Answer 
and Essay type questions.

ii) Selection type questions where the student is required to choose one 
out of a number of choices. Such questions are also known as objective type 
questions.

We may make use of essay type, short-answer type, very short answer 
type or objective type questions or all of them together. But they should all 
conform to the characteristics of a good question.

Characteristics of Questions

1. Objective : A good question should be framed on a predetermined 
objective and it should test it effectively. The essay type question may 
sometimes test more than one objective. It may also test one or more 
specifications of a particular objective on which that question is based. Care 
has to be taken that a question tests the same ability which it is designed to 
test and not some other ability. Moreover as far as possible writing of 
questions testing single objectives based on single specification should be 
encouraged.

2. Content: The content of a question is closely related to the objective 
being tested. The framer of the question has, therefore, to take into account 
the topic or the sub-topic he is going to test. He should also see that the 
question samples exactly the same area of content which he wants to test.

3. Form of question - Essay type, short answer type, very short answer 
type and objective type questions are the main forms is use. In a question the 
form depends considerably on the kind of ability as well as the content to be 
tested. Some forms are more amenable than others in testing abilities. 
Essay type questions are more suited than others to test abilities like
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organization of thoughts, interpreting, commenting, etc. Therefore, a judicious 
use of appropriate form of question will have to be made while setting 
questions.

4. Language : To bring objectivity in evaluation, there is need for using 
clear, precise and unambiguous language while framing questions. Use of 
unfamiliar and difficult terminology may be avoided so that the comprehension 
of the question itself may not become a problem for the students. The 
question should be so worded that by and large all students may make the 
same meaning out of it. Here special care may be taken in using directional 
words like ‘write short notes on’, ‘what do you know of, etc. They should not 
be used indiscriminately.

5. Structuring the situation - Selection of appropriate situation is an 
important step in framing questions. Textbook situation amounts to the 
testing of only knowledge. Other situations discussed in the class may be 
suitable to test knowledge or understanding. But to test application of 
knowledge, some new situations have to be provided. Although in such a 
case, situations go beyond the textbook yet they should be in keeping with the 
ability levels of students. It will be advisable if the teacher collects such 
situations and keeps a record of these so that they may be available as and 
when the need arises.

6. Difficulty level - While writing a question the setter should be conscious 
of the difficult level of the question in relation to the ability of pupils for whom 
the question is meant. The difficulty level of a question usually depends upon 
the complexity of mental processes involved, the area of content to be tested, 
and the time available to answer it. It can be estimated fairly well. Actual 
difficulty index, of course, is obtained only after the question is really tried out 
and analyzed.

7. Discriminating value - It is not possible to estimate the discriminating 
value of question unless it is tried out. Nevertheless when some novel 
situations are involved and common place questions are avoided, the 
questions definitely go a long way in discriminating bright students from the 
poor ones. Questions at either extreme of the difficulty continuum are poor 
discriminators, while those in the middle have been found to be good in this 
respect.

8. Delimiting scope of the answer - The question writer should see that 
while framing a question he gives some thought to the expected answer. He 
may prefer to even write the answer. This would sometimes reveal the 
weaknesses in the question itself. It should be specific and precise in 
language so that the scope of the expected answer is clearly delimited.

9. Key, outline answer and marking scheme - In case of objective type 
questions key must be prepared along with the questions. In case of essay 
type, short answer and very short answer questions outline answers and the
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marking scheme should also be prepared. Weightage to each value point in 
terms of marks may also be mentioned.

10. Translatability - Sometimes an item written in one language has to be 
translated into another for use. It is, therefore, desirable that the wording of 
the question should be such that it tends itself to translation without affecting 
the import of the item and the difficulty.

Paper setter, therefore, while constructing a question should be 
conscious of the various dimensions of a question discussed above as also 
the other considerations peculiar to a particular form of the question which are 
discussed hereafter.

Constructing Supply Type Questions

1. Essay Type Questions

An essay type question is one where the response to a question is 
extended. There is no single correct response. Accuracy and quality of 
response can be evaluated by a person who knows the topic. These 
questions require the candidate to select relevant facts, organize them and 
write the answer in his own words. They generally open with such words as 
“Explain”, “Describe”, “Interpret”, “Campare”, “Discuss”, etc.

Essay type tests have been repeatedly criticized by those who are 
interested in the scientific measurement of achievement but little effort has 
been made to improve their reliability in spite of the fact that they are widely 
used by the classroom teacher. If properly constructed, they can measure 
important outcomes of learning, which cannot be measured otherwise. They 
have other potential values and unique advantages as an educative influence. 
On account of their usefulness, there is a need to further improve these 
questions.

Essay type questions are easy to administer. They can be easily 
adapted to the various school subjects. Higher mental processes like ability 
to organize, interpret, summarize, etc. are better evaluated by essay type 
questions. For constructing better essay type questions, the following 
considerations may be kept in view :

Requisites of Essay Type Questions

1. Essay type questions should be set to test only those instructional 
objectives, which are not amenable to testing, by other forms.

2. Each question should be set to test specific mental processes or 
learning outcomes implied by the objectives in view.
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3. Phrase questions in such a way that their meaning and intent are clear 
to the examinee.

4. Structure questions in such a way that the scope of the expected 
answer is clear.

5. Directional words like “What do you know of, “Give an account of’,
‘Write short notes” may be avoided or clearly defined to avoid 
vagueness of answers and consequent subjectivity of scoring.

6. Maturation level of examinee must be taken into consideration while 
constructing an essay question. Length and nature of answer will differ 
from class to class. For example, questions requiring discussion, 
interpretation, summarization and valuation may be asked in higher 
classes whereas questions like listing, describing, selecting etc. may 
be considered for lower classes.

7. Marks should be clearly allocated part-wise, whenever there are more 
than one parts in the same essay type question.

Need for Training of the Students

Reliability of essay type examinations can further be improved if the 
students are trained properly through the use of such questions in day to day 
testing programme in home examinations. They need to be familiarized with 
the method of attempting such questions in accordance with the connotation 
of the various words especially the directional words used to circumscribe the 
nature and scope of the answers expected. This will ensure to a great extent, 
the consistency in each students’ understanding of what he is required to 
write in response to a particular question and the way the teacher is going to 
grade it.

Short Answer Questions

Essay type questions suffer from the lack of objectivity and reliability 
while objective type questions are often too small to test certain aspects of 
growth. Short answer questions are a good via-media between the two 
extremes and serve a useful purpose in overcoming the shortcomings of 
either type, if understood and framed properly by the teachers. Limits of short 
answer question cannot be clearly demarcated. For the sake of convenience 
we can adopt the following criteria. It may be a question whose answer

1. may be within 50-60 words
2. may be two to six-seven lines
3. may have 2 to 4 credit points
4. can be answered in 3 to 5 minutes

The advantages of short answer questions are as under:
• Short answer question can be used profitably in both external and 

internal examinations.
• It can be used to test almost all the objectives of teaching.
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• It helps students to develop the ability of organizing and selecting 
relevant facts.

• They can be scored more objectively than essay type questions and 
thereby ensure reliability.

• These questions help in covering more syllabus because more 
number of these questions can be put in place of one essay type 
question. This improves the validity of the question paper also.

Constructing Short Answer Questions

Following suggestions can help in formulating good short answer 
questions:

• Determine the ability to be tested and frame the question based on it. 
Generally questions of understanding are best suited to short answer 
question. Compare and contrast, classify, explain in short, summarize, 
etc. are the key words which can be used as directional words. Ability 
to express precisely can also be tested.

• Do not write short answer question like short notes in a global 
structure. The question should be pinpointed with a specific task.

A short answer question should be framed in such a way that it has 
definite answer. Complicated questions involving discussion and 
explanations can be broken down into several short answer questions. To 
make the questions more precise, the writer should keep in mind the 
language and the directional words to be used and the scope of the intended 
answer.

Short answer questions are of two varieties :

i) Why is it that Iceland and Tasmania celebrate their Christmas in 
different seasons ? (Question Form).

ii) Give two differences between rocks and minerals (Statement Form) 
They may be framed to test various abilities. For example,

Q. Why is the core of the earth solid even though it is hot and has a very 
high temperature of 4000°C ? (Give reason).

Q. Person ‘A’ purchases an electric iron which has an ISI mark and 
person *B* purchases an electric iron without an ISI mark. In your 
opinion, who is correct and why ? (Analyses).

3. Very Short Answer Questions

Very short answer type questions are those which require one word, 
one phrase or at the most one sentence answer. These questions generally 
are for one or half mark each and have one testing point.
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Very short answer type questions can be profitably used in internal as 
well as external examinations. They ensure better validity because more 
syllabus can be covered by using a number of V.S.A. questions than an essay 
type question. Moreover, these questions can be scored more objectively 
than essay type questions, hence providing better reliability to the test.

Very short answer questions are very useful in testing language 
achievement, especially for testing the knowledge of structure and 
vocabulary. But in the other subjects too, they can be used equally profitably.

Very short answer questions may be of many types :

1. Fill up the blanks : This is a very useful type for testing grammatical 
structures and vocabulary in languages and knowledge of terminology 
in other subjects.
i) I am not satisfied-----------------your explanation.
ii) Ann dropped a cup while she---------------------(wash) the dishes.
iii) The most commonly used method for prevention of soil erosion

in hill area is called--------------------

2. Completion Type : It is particularly useful for testing expression in 
language. For example :
i) I was so worried-------------------
ii) She does not know when---------------------

3. Analogy Type:
i) Cat: Kitten :: Lion :-----------------
ii) Soyabean : Protein :: Rice : —----------

4. Location Type : In Geography these questions are used for map 
reading or map filling.
In languages, it can be used for locating key ideas, key words or 
synonyms or antonyms, etc.

5. Transformation Type : This type is used only in language testing. 
Areas like Reported speech, Voice, Synthesis or Transformation of 
sentences can be easily tested through these type of items.

6. Question Form : The item can be asked in a question form or 
statement form :
i) Which of the Akbar’s monuments commemorates his victory 

over Gujarat ?
ii) What is meant by ‘golden time’ in the following lines ?

“And listen till I do beget
That golden time again”.
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7. Statement Form:
i) Mention the name of one Mughal Prince who distinguished 

himself in getting many Sanskrit books translated into Persian.

8. Usage type : This is used only in language testing e.g. Use the 
following words in your own language : ‘feature’, ‘ensure’, etc.

Constructing Very Short Answer Question

The following points are suggested for constructing very short answer 
type questions.

• To require a single and unique answer, word the question or 
incomplete statement carefully.

• Before writing a question think of the intended answer first. Then 
write the question to which that answer is the only appropriate 
response.

• Use a direct question, unless the complete sentence permits a 
more concise or clearly defined correct answer.

• Avoid unintended clues to the correct answer.
• Word the item as precisely as possible without losing the meaning it 

intends to convey.
• Avoid using the textbook language in working of an important idea 

as the basis for a very short answer item.

Constructing Selection Type Questions

Selection type questions are all objective type questions. Objective- 
based and objective type tests are often confused with each other. When a 
question is framed with deliberate attention to the objective which we want to 
measure, it is an objective-based or objective centred question. Such 
questions may be of any form like Essay type, Short answer type, Very short 
answer type or Objective type. But when a question is designed to test the 
students’ achievement in an objective way rather than subjective we can call it 
objective type question. In an objective type question, there is no space for 
the evaluator’s subjectivity. Whoever scores such questions, scores them the 
same way as the answers are not supplied by the student but selected by 
them.

Forms of objective Type Questions

There are various forms of objective type tests.

True/False or Yes/No Type questions

Questions with two alternatives commonly known as true false or yes 
no type question is a form in which a statement is given and the student is
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asked to say whether it is right or wrong or true or false. The main 
disadvantage of T/F items is that there is a 50% chance of guessing and even 
poor students may score 50% just by guessing. Therefore, these should not 
be used in formal annual examinations. They are useful in classroom testing 
as they are quick to construct and score. Such items provide a fairly reliable 
measure of students’ comprehension of the text particularly in language 
teaching.

An example of T/F items is given below :

“The day - time temperature in the Sahara is very high, but the nights are 
very cold. The desert is very dry except in the oases”.

Indicate whether these sentences are true or false by writing T or F in 
the brackets.

1. Sahara is very hot during the day. ( )
2. The oases are very dry. ( )
3. There is no water in the desert. ( )

In other subjects also, such questions can be prepared fruitfully for example,

0 Both animals and plants are living things. ( )
ii) All animals eat small animals. ( )

2. Matching Type

Matching type items have two or more columns. In a two column
matching question in one column are written certain facts, concepts, 
principles, examples, etc. and in the second the related phenomena. For 
example, we can give principles in one column and the illustrations based on 
these principles in the other. The student is required to write the matching 
number of principle involved against the illustration or examples given. In 
languages, it can be used for testing vocabulary, for example

Direction : Match the words given in column A with the meanings given in 
column B.

A B
i) Barber a) One who makes bread / biscuits, etc.
ii) Waiter b) One who is incharge of a place
iii) Baker c) One who cuts people’s hair

d) One who serves food in a hotel
e) One who looks after sick people

In matching type questions more content area may be covered. It reduces
reading and response tile as well as provides objective measurement of
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students’ learning. Scoring of such questions can be done efficiently and 
accurately, therefore, test scores are highly reliable. However, these 
questions are difficult to construct due to the problem of selecting a common 
set of stimuli and response. Further, it is difficult to measure higher level 
learning objectives through these questions. Therefore, such questions are 
more useful in classroom testing rather than in formal annual examination.

3. Multiple Choice Questions

The basic form of all the objective tests is the multiple choice type. As 
said earlier, it consists of a stem which may be in the question form or in an 
incomplete statement. The students' task is to select from the given 
alternatives the one that is correct. For example :

i) An incomplete statement;
He was very much interested —----------------- ^e story
a) by b) on
c) in d) at

ii) Question Form
Which of the following diseases is a non-infectious disease ?
a) Small pox b) heart attack
c) malaria d) cholera

The effectiveness of the item should depend on how best the item is
framed to test the desired objective.

Constructing Multiple Choice questions

Following points may be kept in view while constructing the multiple 
choice items:

1. Do not use multiple choice type items when only some memorized fact 
has to be recalled or when answer in mathematical problem has to be 
got by simple calculation.

2. Give three or more but not more than five choices.
3. See that there is only one choice which is correct and avoid choices 

overlapping with one another.
4. Have a clear central problem in each item. Multiple choice item should 

not be mere four or more unrelated true false statements connected by 
a leading question like “which is true”.

5. Make the stem part of the item containing the central problem including 
in it as much of the items as possible. Choices should not contain 
anything which would have better been out in the stem.

6. If possible, avoid negatively stated item, as it is likely to confuse the 
examinee. When it is given, the word, ‘not’ may be either given in 
capitals or underlined.
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7. Avoid the use of textbook language. Mislead the rote learner by using 
familiar or stereotyped phrases for distractors.

8. See that all choices provided are sufficiently plausible to be selected by 
a fair proportion of the examinee. Both correct and incorrect choices 
should be homogeneous in their mode of expression, length and other 
external characteristics. The distractors should represent errors 
commonly made by the students who are to be tested.

9. Avoid making the correct response consistently longer or consistently 
shorter than the distractors.

10. The correct choice must be different from the distractors consistently in 
meaning only with no superficial verbal clues.

11. Make sure that articles that ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘the’, do not serve as clues to the 
correct choice.

12. Arrange the choices in logical order, if one exists.
13. See that the position of the correct answer in the series is chosen 

entirely at random. Use first and last places as often as the 
intermediate places.

Table 1
Summary comparison of different Forms of Questions

SI.
No.

Aspect Essay Short Answer Objective
Type

1. Objectives
tested

Can be used for 
testing all objectives, 
more effective for 
certain higher 
objectives.

Can be used 
equally effectively 
for all objectives.

Cannot be 
used for testing 
expression, 
ability to 
organize skill, 
etc.

2. Sampling of 
content

Gives a very poor 
sampling of content.

Helps in increasing 
the sample.

The use of a 
large number 
of items results 
in broad 
coverage, 
which makes 
representative 
sampling 
possible.

3. Subjectivity 
of scoring.

There is a lot of 
subjectivity of scoring.

Subjectivity of 
scoring is 
controlled.

No subjectivity 
of scoring.

4. Ease of 
scoring

Very difficult to score Comparatively 
easy to score

Extremely easy 
score

5. Ease of 
preparation

Very easy to prepare Moderately easy to 
prepare

Difficult to 
prepare

6. Bluffing in 
answers

Quite possible Limited Not at all

7. Guessing Not possible Very little Quite possible
8. Halo effect Predominant Controlled Impossible

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
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Action Verbs for testing different objectives

Different action verbs or instructional words are used for testing 
different objectives. Some action verbs are given below objectivewise.

Knowledge: For testing knowledge of information, following action words 
may be used. Define, describe, explain, name, list, outline, state, select, 
recognize, pinpoint, reproduce, identify, match, relate, narrates, find errors, 
etc.

Understanding : As the abilities involved in understanding are translation, 
interpretation, inference, extrapolation, comparison, etc. the following action 
verbs can be used while framing different types of questions.

Write in your own words, rephrase, illustrate, give example, translate, 
convert, distinguish, compare, contrast, differentiate, classify, arrange, 
rearrange the sequence, give reasons, justify, discuss, explain, summarise, 
express, estimate, predict, identify, give the title, identify the main idea or 
theme, select etc.

Application : For testing application, the student has to analyze, synthesize, 
apply in an unfamiliar situation, solve problems and evaluate. The action 
words used for testing application will depend on the context. However, some 
commonly used action verbs are given below :

Analyse, categorize, synthesize, design, argue, appraise, rate, evaluate, 
support, defend, judge, value, predict, estimate, discuss, determine, 
formulate, construct, compose, assemble, combine, etc. It may be noted that 
many of the action verbs may overlap with different objectives and this will 
depend on the context in which these terms are being used. It is the context 
that will in fact decide the actual objective that is being tested.

Considerations for deciding a particular form of question :

Each form of question has its own specific nature and its own strengths 
and limitations. In fact it is the situation in which a question is used that gives 
it its advantages or disadvantages.

While selecting a particular form one should keep in mind :
• the purpose of testing
• the objective of testing
• the level of students
• the time and resources available
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1. Purpose of Testing

The purpose of testing is also important while deciding a question form.
If the purpose is to improve learning and to see the depth of understanding of 
the students, essay type question is very useful.

When the purpose is to diagnose the difficulties of pupils, each and 
every teaching point should be covered in the test. In this case very short 
answer and short answer questions are most suitable. These questions 
reveal the nature of difficulties that the student is facing because he has to 
supply the answers. The use of objective type questions in such a situation 
would be able to tell only what the fault is and not the nature of difficulties.

In an examination situation, where a large amount of content is to be 
covered and the time available is limited, a variety of question forms may be 
used. As the purpose here is to classify the students and discriminate 
between good and poor achievers, these questions should be constructed in 
such a manner that they reveal their maximum and minimum achievement.

For the purpose of selecting the candidates for some scholarship or 
posts and in examinations where the examinees are large in number, 
objective type questions are the most suitable form. These are not only easy 
and quick to score (they can be scored mechanically too) but also ensure 
hundred percent objectivity. Hence, the results are very reliable.

2. Objective of Testing

Theoretically speaking almost all objectives can be tested by using any 
form of question. However, each question form is better suited for testing 
some specific objectives than any other form. For example, if the objective is 
to test the ability to organize, integrate, summarize, apply, interpret, present 
arguments, narrating an even or describing a process, essay type question is 
a good form to select. On the other hand, if the objective to identify 
relationship, analyse, make predictions, appraise or evaluate, objective type 
questions prove to be more useful. In fact, this form can be used to measure 
a variety of objectives ranging from the lowest level of understanding to higher 
mental abilities. To use an objective type question for testing simple recall or 
recognition of facts and information is to misutilize its potentiality. It can be 
said in reference to the use of objective type questions for testing simple 
recall that why should one use a sword when only a needle is required.

3. Level of Students

The level of students is also a consideration for selecting a particular 
form of question. If the students are small, too much writing will not be 
possible for them. In that case the questions to be selected are objective 
type, very short answer and short answer type. The use of essay type 
questions frequently will not be feasible at lower stages of schooling. At
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higher level, more essay type questions can be used in combination with 
other forms to test various abilities of students.

4. Time and Resources Available

Time and resources available are also important considerations for 
selecting a form of question. Time here means the time spent in constructing 

to the test and scoring the answer scripts. If the time is short and the teacher
wants a quick review of the lesson, short answer and very short answer 
questions are a good choice as they are easy to construct and not very time
consuming to score.

Resources include man power available and computers, etc. When a 
test is to be administered on a large number of students and manpower is in 
short supply, objective type questions should be employed as they can be 
scored fast without losing on objectivity. They can also be scored by 
computer. Contrary to this the supply type questions will require a large 
number of evaluators and longer time.

Whatever be the weaknesses and strengths of different forms of 
questions, the most vita, aspect is that the teacher or the examiner should 
select particular form keeping in mind the purpose of testing. Prior to 
constructing the test one should first define the objective, identify the content 
to be covered and see the time and resources available. Then only one 
should decide on a particular form of question which in turn should be 
precisely worded and clear cut in meaning and scope.

5. Preparing a Good Question Paper

A question paper is not just a random assortment of questions. To be 
an effective instrument of evaluating academic achievement, it has to be 
framed according to a pattern decided upon in advance. The following steps 
are necessary for setting good question papers :

A. Preparing a Design of the Paper
The design is not only the first, but also the most important step of 

paper setting. It lays down the following dimensions of the question paper.

1. Weightage to Objectives

This means the selection of objectives desired to be tested and 
allotment of marks to each objective according to its relative importance. This 
will help reduce emphasis on memory alone and ensure testing of higher 
abilities.
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2. Weightage to different areas of content

This entails the analysis of the syllabus and the delimitation of the 
scope of each topic and in the light of that allotment of marks to each such g
topic for the purpose of framing questions.

3. Weightage to different fonns of Questions <
*

Working on the principle that for testing a particular ability and content 
the most suitable form of question alone should be used, the teacher decides 
to use different forms of questions in the question paper instead of just the 
single traditional form, i.e. the essay type question. He also decides on the 
marks to be allotted to each form of question.

4. Scheme of Options

The design may also indicate the pattern of options i.e. (i) complete 
elimination of overall options and (ii) the retention, within limits, of internal *
options. These among themselves may be comparable in respect of the
objectives to be tested, the major area of content covered, the form of the g
question, and the difficulty level of the questions. g

5. Sections in the Question paper •
4

Inclusion of objective type questions may necessitate the division of the 
question paper into sections and the allotment of a separate time limit for "
answering each. These questions are usually answered in a shorter time and 4
therefore, should not remain with the pupils for longer than just the time (
necessary for attempting them.

In view of the above consideration, the design may suggest the division I
of the question paper into two sections, both to be administered 
simultaneously, but the one containing objective type and very short answer 
questions to be collected at the end of the given time limit.

B. Preparing a Blue print of the Paper

A blueprint gives the detail of the design in concrete, operational terms.
It is a three-dimensional chart giving the placement of different questions in 
respect of

1. the objective tested by each
2. the content area covered by each and
3. the form of question which is most suitable for testing 1 

and 2 above
In addition to the above three dimensions the blueprint should also indicate:

1. the numerical weightage to each question individually and
2. the scheme of options to be adopted in framing the questions.
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C. Preparing a Question Paper based on the blueprint

The next step is the preparation of questions on the basis of the 
blueprint referred to above.

The framing of questions based on the blueprint would necessitate the 
knowledge of objectives and their specifications, a mastery over the subject 
matter and skill in framing different forms of questions.

While writing or selecting questions for the paper it should be kept in 
mind that the question

1. is based on some specific objective of teaching
2. relates to a specific content area
3. is written in the form as required by the blueprint and satisfied the 

rules for framing that form of question
4. is at the desired level of difficulty
5. is written in clear, correct and precise language which is well within 

the comprehension of pupils and
6. clearly indicates the scope and length of the answer

D. Editing the Question Paper

Editing the question paper is a step of crucial importance. It consists of 
the following measures.

1. Assembling the Questions
Assembling the questions into sections is usually done on the basis of 

their forms, i.e. the objective type and/or the very short answer type may be 
put in one section and the short answer and the essay type may be placed in 
another section.

Within each section again, there could be sections based on the 
content area. The questions may preferably be organized in a graded order 
of difficulty.

2. Instructions to Examinee
The editing may have important implications for the administration of 

the question paper, that is, in view of the division of the question paper into 
sections based on forms of questions, it may be necessary to give a specific 
time limit to the section containing fixed response type of questions. This will 
obviate chances of malpractices to a very great extent.

E. Preparing Scoring Key, Outline Answers and Marking Scheme
It is essential to prepare the scoring key, outline answers and the 

marking scheme before finalizing the paper for administration. This will help
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in detecting errors and vagueness, if any and contribute to greater objectivity
and reliability of scoring.

The scoring key is to be prepared for the objective type questions and j
the marking scheme for the essay, short answer and very short answer 
questions. The marking scheme gives the expected outline of the answer and *
the marks that each point or aspect of the answer deserves. In case there are «
more points than provided for in the marking scheme and the students has the 
freedom to choose only a limited number of them, it should be indicated that 
any of the points given in the expected answers or similar other points given 
by them may be taken as correct. As far as possible, effort should be made to 
give all the points that may be relevant to the question, irrespective of the 
number asked for in the question.

F. Preparing the Questionwise analysis

The questionwise analysis will enable the paper setter to know the 
strengths and weaknesses of the question paper more thoroughly. It will also 
ensure a check as to how far the question paper conforms to the blueprint.
Each question has to be analysed in terms of the following elements :

1. Objective tested by the question
2. Specification on which the question is based
3. Topic and sub-topic covered by the question
4. Form of the question
5. Estimated difficulty level
6. Approximate time required for answering
7. Marks allotted to questions

These details are given in a tabular form and each column of the table, duly
filled in, will give a precise picture of the distribution of questions either over
the different objectives or the areas of content or the forms of questions.
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2. CONCEPT OF EVALUATION

From educational view point evaluation may be defined as a systematic 
process of determining the extent to which educational objectives are 
achieved by the pupils.

The expected competencies developed through teaching are to be 
measured periodically, which will reflect the academic performance/ scholastic 
achievement of the child. This is done through the testing process. Testing is 
a component of teaching-learning process. Testing is to test a few/sample 
competencies only.

Testing discloses/reveals the academic performance of the child in 
terms of quality, i.e. numerals/grades. These numerals are the basis for a 
teacher/institution to convert them into the quality. This is done based on 
values. The first element of this activity i.e. awarding marks or grades in 
valuation. Valuation strengthens the hands of teachers to offer judgement 
about child’s progress. Value judgement is based on the values obtained 
through valuation. Valuation plus value judgement, within the prevailing 
norms, leads to evaluation.

VA + VJ-> EVA

Evaluation is a comprehensive and continuous process to assess the 
behavioural changes which includes knowledge, competencies and changes 
in attitude, aptitude, interests, values and skills.

Evaluation is a sequential process with four stages, viz. input, process, 
diagnostic and product. In educational terms, these are called the types of 
evaluation.

The input evaluation is to know the capacities of the child at the entry 
level and coping up strategies. That is why this is called ‘Placement 
Evaluation’. The child is processed through teaching and learning 
throughout the academic year. The progress of the child is measured 
periodically through process of evaluation. In case, the performance of the 
child is not upto the expected level or it falls down from time to time, the 
necessity of diagnostic evaluation arises. This helps us in knowing the factors 
or causes responsible for the decline/ deficiency in achievement. This helps 
the teacher to find remedies to overcome the problem and help the child for 
proper growth. This is a diagnostic evaluation, at the end of the academic 
year. There is a need to assess the overall performance of the child which is 
termed as summative evaluation. This enables the teacher/system to qualify/ 
certify the child for further upward movement in career or further promotion to 
higher classes.

In oral approach, the teachers employ tools like questioning, 
discussion, debate and more frequently quiz.
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Firstly evaluation implies a systematic process, distinct from casual, 
uncontrolled observations of pupils.

Secondly, evaluation assumes previously identified educational 
objectives.

Evaluation is a much more comprehensive term than ‘measurement’ 
which is limited to quantitative descriptions of pupils’ behaviour. Evaluation 
includes both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of pupil behaviour with 
value judgement concerning the desirability of that behaviour. Measurement 
does not include judgements concerning the value of the behaviour observed. 

Purpose of Evaluation

The main purpose of evaluation in a classroom situation is to change 
pupil behaviour in a desired direction. Thus evaluation becomes an integral 
part of the teaching-learning situation. The desired directions are educational 
objectives established by curriculum. Thus evaluation becomes the process 
of determining the extent to which these objectives are achieved :

Teaching Learning

P = Process

The interdependence of these three facets of education is clearly 
recognizable from the following steps.

1. Identifying and defining the objectives in terms of desired changes in 
pupil behaviour.

2. Planning and directing learning experiences in harmony with the stated 
educational objectives.

3. Determining pupil progress towards the stated educational objectives.
4. Using the results of evaluation to improve learning and instruction.
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Types of Evaluation Procedures

There are wide varieties of procedures

Qualitative techniques Quantitative techniques
(results expressed only (results are reduced to
in verbal technique) numerical scores)

In addition to this broad classification, there are two major ways of

classification of evaluation procedures.

In terms of aspects of 
Behaviour to be evaluated

Aptitudes (test designed to 
predict future learning activity)

Achievement (test designated to 
indicate degree of success in 
some part learning activity

In terms of evaluative method

Testing Procedure

Oral Written

Self Report technique

Interests Interview Questionnaire

Attitudes

Personal - social adjustments

Observation techniques

To evaluate pupils’ interests, 
Attitudes, skills and personal 
activities

General Principles of Evaluation
1. Determining and clarifying what is to be evaluated has priority in 

evaluation process.
2. Evaluation techniques should be selected in terms of purposes to be 

served.
3. Comprehensive evaluation requires a variety of evaluation techniques.
4. Evaluation is means to an end but not an end in itself, henceforth it 

should be comprehensive and continuous.
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Relating Evaluation Procedures to Objectives

The following sequence of steps summaries this procedure.

General Objectives 
(goals which direct our teaching)

Specific learning outcomes 
(pupil’s behaviours are accepted as 

evidences of attainment of objectives)

Evaluation Techniques 
(procedures for obtaining samples of pupil 

behaviour described in the learning outcomes)

All the procedures used in evaluation programme should possess 
certain common characteristics. They are of validity, reliability and objectivity.

Validity

Any good test should be measured what it claims to measure.

In construction the following points are to be followed.

1. Determine the scope of the test
Does the test cover a lesson, a unit, a phase, a specific job or some 

other measurable part of the training activities.

2. Determine what is to be measured
Design a test that measures attitudes, abilities, skills, knowledge, 

understanding are application or mastery of principles and facts.

3. Select the test items
Write items for each topic and/or sub-topic without regard for the 

number of test items that will be used in the final draft or prepare as many 
examination items as possible.

4. Select the technique
Try to select the testing technique most suitable for the purpose of the 

test. Always keep in mind the objectives of the training programme.

5. Fix the length of the test
Choose the number of items that will cover the instructional material 

adequately.
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6. Selection of the final items
Choose those items that treat the most essential and significant 

portions of instructions. Never use a test item to measure material not 
covered by the instructional activities.

7. Arrange the test items in final form
Group similar items together and arrange them in an appropriate and 

approximate order of their difficulty.

8. Prepare directions for the test
The instructor is obliged to make it perfectly clear what the trainee is to 

do and how the trainee is to do it.

a) Prepare the scoring divides aid in the speed and accuracy of 
evaluating the pupils.

Reliability

A good test item is one that is reliable and made on the basis of 
validity. It gives the same rating to a candidate even if he is examined by 
different examiners at different times. The other criteria involved in evaluation 
are comprehensive practicability and acceptability.

Objectivity

A test can be considered to be objective, if the scoring of the test is not 
affected by the examiner’s personal judgement. Thus the opinion, bias or 
judgement of the examiner can have no influence on the results of the 
objective test.

Functions of Assessment

Two main functions of assessment can be perceived. One is norm 
referenced in which the main function is to discriminate among students and 
place them in an order of merit. It is essentially competitive, the result being 
used for selection purpose. The second is criterion-based or referenced. It is 
essentially diagnostic, describing the knowledge or skill, which students have 
attained or not.
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GTtLgg&jJ&fflrDGST GpiJGITGl/ GUGfTltAi&ULJL-® GJGS)GST ^LfiGST^J ^^)GST<SHGU ULLf-^<A), G&lLL—GD, GlJ&t&,GV 

LjrDaaGssflsi&LJ u®^Gsrrr)GST. ^Gs^Gsr^GiD^iLfib Gp(njG&ij GULprkj&GV ^jGsrGipn (Lp(LpGS)LDijj itgst &,gogJ) 
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Lnrr^rf) <sfi) <ssrn^rrGfT 
(y)&jGO &jlTGtT

QLDITg,#) LD^uQlJG^ST 100Q&rrii) : 2 1/2 LDGtosf)

QffluL]
1. GiUe^isierr Q^GiHeHiTSGiiLb, i err etflGTSTgrrs, oil'd $)(fr$&d) GGHG&srQib

2. GrilGsrn gtgjsst 4&(&)& Q&iuiLjGTr euLqjzrflGV GiflGtoL- gt^s^^go Gghg^^ild

I. onromiLD GfilasrrraiangfTfGn orotoGsiGiu^ius gtlL.I—GV}J'S>(&) ldl_(£ild

(q&iQgurTGSTfflrpf&tLD eLp6srnt)i gh rflsi^si^Ff l£)<3mtldgo ) g5)gs)l_ 6r(Lg§]3i. 8 X 2 = 16

1. gtgist ^roQpnffl Gpizj(3jg>d) GeuaforQii)?

2. ^.err^euQ^ebeorTLb q-ilutgsigttgitgi) GjGisr?

3. iJlroiT gjdsTGmsisTij L]a(LprhjarT<A) ujrr^i Q&iuiu Gghosst^ld?

4. ldg&st Gsnussss l] a legist it gist otost# &lL.I—U u(^UGUGisr lurrrr?

5. ^iGtoiLDGisr s,gwstl_ ffoto^uSlGisr filGtoGV iurr#j?

6. SH—G&lGisr &GrflttTLfi1(&) 0HTL-&1 LLIIT&tf?

7. eu^Q^^uu^GULjD GiflGir &>(&).

8. Q^ITGiSTGtoOSTiqGiTGITll) <5T^J?

9. psis lot ro gist LJGto&Gurr&Qii) urr<siJGtirr<9i(8jLi> GT&,g>Gto<s,GiLirTGisT?

10. (§nyrbQ&>rrsna enrriLSleorrsi njiriis ^^iligh^ghost ujrTGtoGu?

II. &>Lp0i <S>rTGW)JLD Gl51 GSTrT<S,3,{Grf)GfT GTGtoGuGlLI GG)]LD (‘LpttTrnStol'&tfK LDL-®LD

(qwQgu it g$t ft] rot^Cn ghrfl&<§£&(&) l£1<shtldgo g/Hgm— gt^^is, 3 X 5=15

11. ^)(Tf).<si1l.'S,.^storoensvfli_ii) Ggu&sistQ ghost lurrstoGH?

12. ^iGST^^lGTST ^IKI^GtoGST G^GTT<S,(^Si.

13. fi^rb/gluj §d(njL—GisT LD^Qrorr^ $(nji_Gisfli—ii) 'Sh.rfihuGurbGtoro ^iji^&Gttsfhurr£$rfl'SiU) 

GTGHGurr s)j Sn. n^^lromr?

14. Q&iGUGtoGST'S 'SLDGtoST (LpOSflGHIT GTrhirZJ&GlSTLi) LfSiLf)^^IGTTGTTrTIT?

15. GTGHG\HlJOSSTLS)-O) GTGV GV IT ^rorhlSi^Lb S-GTTGTTOST GT GIST H)] QLDTTL^lGtlIT££££10)

• 'Sh.lDLJULL.^lGTrGTr^J?

III. &lj)'S,'S>rTGWS)ILD gSI G$TIT&,'S,(Grf)GTT GtG>&,GS)ILD G^GSTI0GS)l<9,(SF> LDL-®LD U S>lGB)GBTr5gl

GH rfl'Si^lTf'Si^'Si Lfil&ITLDGV sSlGtoL- GT(Lg&>]&,. 1 X 7=7

16. L]S,(LgGtoL_lLinrr GTUJ^JLJ) GLDOSTGtoLDUSlGtoOST^li) ^oogl ^GHGUrr^l £ITLpGtf)GtoGlSTlLJLb 

GiTlGSTSiSl GHGtoIJS,.

17. siLburr , ^/GtoiLDGisr GurTuSlGvn&s, SnjjiLb ^roGlri)tfil<siGtoGrr£ Gl^rr(^S)Q^(ipsjs.

18. (SjlDg)5>) SnJQILD (StfOrDITGO LDGtoGHGHGITSjGtogjSj Q^IT(^S)^J GT(L£SJS,.

19. umj$£iT'SGisr s.ghs G^jfTjGtoLD urbrfilsi s^njib s,(j)s}Siis>GtoGTTS> Gignts^stf GT(LgstfSi.

IV. iSIgtSTGU (TT,GH GSTGH j)GtolT) LSf- iSl S)LpTTLDGO GT (!££]&,. 3X2=6

20. r5&)S>LbG)LjrTGU GrosTS)Qssm__ iej^ld (^roGtoGiriLiLb Gib® Lb gtgst (fjsirjiLjLb (^roGtoGfriLjLb

GTQgSJS,.

21. flGHuu^lsnTij^^lo), ^rhiaGtoGir GTGtsr£Qssm_rz]&) §>lrfl&i6urTGST GTGisiusj (LpupuGiiGrTGir

GurflaGtr gt(lj)^js.
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V. '-gy<sin<5VT3iatf <sSl esmAan^UfA^LD gSI<^th_

22. <su<ov>& GTrtTGiniLi) Q&rTGV&fl&sr Qurr^cir - u<sS) I uy51

&rT&ft)jii) LAtuikiQarrGS'lLj LTbsvyianuj $&,&) <oT(Lp&,]&.

23. if^<m3j3j^ipr5ff,rr<^T em&iJlGnLpujrT &pn)] crana <Tn.^jeu^j

^>{) &jlrf'l&®&LD ^(iTj&tgrDGir ££)) £b1(nyzurT&&ld.

24. nj<sv>&iL]Ln L-i&n&U-iriD - ^rnLDpajiGUGirgi.

Qldit&d&st Grozina ^ldgv^Gijd&gwsv

25. ZbSfcurr eui—LSe^fl&iT £lpLfilGUGir fblpQLDcbrnpii) - g^Qp/TL—rflev

d~rLLi—uQiJ/b^j6ir<sirey<siT .....____

'°>j)3i<ofiiT<5mT&l §<SV)g, LDGmflGLD&iGVHSO

26. aiiturir

Gr^.<oT.S)(n)iL.Lq-<5STLJLJIffiTem<5ir Geuppniuaiit Lfl6W5WStr

g)) &rh]&[jprrijrriu<^ULPGfrGWotT

27. Ljrpmir&niTjni GrmTGniii) Qg>m—GmjLJ Lflrfl&^Lb (Lp&np

<£l) L]p + prr^jr^j Lipprr +girr)j $) Ljpii> + + £21gu

28. &6ULi>LJ& S-pjULj&dr

<=2>l)^1,g)J UGZTasOijGWT® §)) u^IQgstlL®

29. Qurri^eb GTasTupp&LJ Qurrqystf

^]) &GV)6GT LD6W5V (°^) (S&ITGWoV

30. &[fhurT<svr erflanL—aniLig Ggireij Q^lli^j GT(ip^j<m.

L^Lfila^ LDjpGlron(n) Gluiurr_______ (ldgmt I ldgtst)

31. #LD6innT Gurrpnpii) Q^iueuu)

....... &<sqt (($ I np)

10 X 1=10

<
I
<
I

VI. ^dp^^/T6ap/d) GfilGsrrrai&HQijGrT gtgitksii(j>ujgv)Ild g)rij&)6F>60T<j>(&) ldlL®ld

(qgdQgd rr&ntfi}p(&)LD eLpebrjirti gu rfl3,(<srr)&,(&> Lfil&iTLDGO ) gSIgidl- GT(Lg3fj3i. 5x2 =10

32. £uGir<5)j<sir&>§)lp<oVLD gt^u^j gtggtgist?

33. <s^(fTf ^GVtp&QarrGwsi] g^Igit &,(&)&.

34. Qurfliurrrr GTGisr^jLb Q&rreb gt^gtdgtst iJjIgv gist&]&(&,& QarrG&sr® Gurr^GU^rr^^ 

$(rTf.Qp.^.&.(§ffluiJl®fQprTif?

35. ^ijrrLfxsir GiflGWoiTGi] GTGiru^j lurr&j? ,

36. aLq-Gma (LppgjULjGVGUif {Q)iuprfi)uj njjfGV&Gir lurremcu?

37. Q&GVGurf ^(n)6U(iTfLb <Q<STT&n<5i]ujrr(flL—L£) Qgdgwstls^uj^ lurr^j?

38. <spzuQ<oiirr(nj ah.L.-L—ft&lGViii) gu.&JfK gtG&^gwj&qld ^(fy&QpGtT lurrgi?

VII. 8>Lp&&,rrGttt)iLb GrS}Gtnrr&<9ugrr)Gtr gtgdguGuj gqild QpGtirpGvp&(9) ldlL.®ud

fs^si/QsurTGfTnSlpt&jii) ^np gutfl&ignp&t&f l£)<9mtldgo oftsinL- GT(Lg&pa. J A "

39. GirrripGrilpt&yfluj ^Ginudj^GGip^Gir uprfilp Sf)(rrj.Gifl.&. lurr&j &uyj&lpmt?

40. QurfhurrGijrr® LSIppgi §)ijgwt® pwGpjGwriTGij&iGtoGrr GtflGtr  &>(&>&.

41. GU.&.&1. ^l<SUfT&6lfl&5T USW5TLI tpGDGiSTaGWSrT GT(Lgg]<9i.
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42. ^ld^ju LjGVGurflsbr pGisTrfi) LDroeurru ueisTLSlsmstsT stflstT
43. g)sbsurrtp«9;an<£B ^tuu^ gu strip GsusswQQldggt (y).su. Gurrip&>&j§drDrrrr?

VIII. &Lp&j&jFT6isviiijD eS)6srnai<si^rTf<c^T GrG&>ssuil) spsisTrnspu&c&f ldlLQld u ^estssrip^i
SU l£)<9UTLDG0 GT(Lg&iJ&. 7 X 7=7

44. {°fir5$iurTGifl<5VT ^uj(bss)<si susrnhj&str , surrLp&sma urbrfila (gupiuipag pswoVGurfh^ii) 
«K(75^^y«c5isrr^ Q&rr(&j£gi GT(Lggix.
45. GTGuQsuGurb<5V(DLJ ULp^^LDirup LD(ip.eu. Q$rr(§£^6toip&i&)(DiTiT?
46. spstrs^suujrrGp L-irT6rvasp]a(&j (ipsinG stump srstuustn^ siTIgu&(&)&.
47. LDGS)StUlLflUJGp]ll) &SVGJhLJll) G^StuGu) G)l)GU<3>(8yS>.

IX. ^tp^a/Tggg)/ti) ^>/6ff)ggrAffl 6i9637nr«K<K(ST5<»(^th 6ifl«5)L_ 6T(tpfff<gs. 10 X 1=10

48. erfliurrstu srilsmistniup G&tTfijQ4j®&&ii ST^gia.
(5la pmlfpd) (sfisiusviiLi) ^ipmu Gsusituipiu eusiTrhi&eir--------
^l) assflLD Gusirrhj&.srr LDsfa&irrgja&su g)) <xisb susuiEjasrr

49. GampLLL— {g)L—£6in& r&ipuL/a
ipp «>_6U<55 ^rrmLj&ffi&f&j______Q&rr(Lp foamiup Gurrsiup^j

50. ^stiu Lnrrsiu gt&stlj Qurr^srr {ruppi) Q&rrso
^l) &€&(£> <956TO€l) g)) asmsu

51. &Lpa>&rTe$B)jii) surr^SliuLb sustn& surra&huu) ?

^(Ufeustrist^euiT pL-Gnu, ^(stuiJlsiu suLflsuipg Gasthuetsuf) , srsiuro ^iLparrstu Q^m—ijnreu 
(grfiluiJlQffirDrriT.

52. &ip<3iarTGGis)iii) Q&rri—fflspietTGTT &ri)§du LJlstuLp<sistS)su $(Ujgigi&i.
«n'6U^^)sb ffigLhuipeiumpgi Q&rTrbQurTLflcii ^eueurr^^L^i—^s^^ 

&rrsthuLj£rflgi.
53. ^LpA^nsmiLb s_su smog, Qgm—iT&GinGU ^(n)GU&$>Qg>rTL—rr&snrT& LDiripppja,.

^l) LD^(ipaiUD LDGUIJLp
54. Gsurbuysmif) &-(nj<svu& Gpirggi Grippe a.

(5ml) (5<5iurDrT<sn jg)@<sbr &ss)eu____ sststurr^G^mi)
(<&,&*%&,@l&)

55. 8ip<9;&rTG8iniLi> Q&rrtp&itst^su ^(t^Qurr^su &>(U)ii> spGg,ss)]Li) epqtj Q^frebetneu ST(Lp^ 
^l&Q&rrso g(upl) ^(f^Qurr(r^ss)erriLju) <5T(Lpgi&.

utp ^)^itsu gp unrtT ft-) asmsv
56. &Lp<9i&;msm)iLi> Gurr&i&hiJii) siflstnL_iLirr&> ^etuLDiLjLDrru)] e)Slstu(5rr^Q^m—fr 

LD<svGtiGUGTT(y)ii) (^st)susu(Lpil) (fiiJLbtJlujg] ^(rpOlpsuGsustSl^ &gguj).
57. &LD&&,iTGi5iniii) Q^rrss)A3= Q&rrrb&itsrpsrr srGp,Gpiil) e^eturblstustu siflrflg&p GT(ip§i<sn.

{°fi(U)GlflGtoGlU (ip^L^Lfi
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i_y idgu uj6rfl<5srrr&i<9iGtT gu LSf-GU gidldljli (LpGtnrr)

Q^UJIL/GIT (Lf TT)Gll ILI G)0lG8TTT<3i<TJiGIT)

1. &fflujrr<siST GiflGmL—Gmujg GgiTGi] Q&iug><sb

^f) &L-I—GV

Quiurr^L-i—Gi)

2. ^i) QurT^GWoira QdiirQ^^j £-gugvld GT(Lg&>& Q&iug>G\)

3. ^>f) GTglGV& G&lLI—GV

(Sluttg^gist G&L-L-gv £gp {^gvhljl] G&lLl^go

4. (grfDGlflGiST ^IJGinTL—TTlh ^LTf-GVlU LDlLQlD G&TT3j&1]<9: Q^IT®#^# @rTLflffi&,&}]

GT(Lg3jj8jG0.

5. Lnujf5jQ<3nrTGSlLJLf}GmLp<3iGrr ^>/) Q&ttg) gt(I£&) &>! gv,gtt,lp

6. LiiujrhjQarrGtfuLflGvyi&Grr Q&ttgv GT(L£>3j&jj ggst,g8T
7. LDiLJIhjQ^rTGI^LJLSl&yiLp^Gir Q&TTGV GT(Lgg>gJ p,IJ

8. nj/iGV Qulutt ^frlrflujiT (^gogv^j) ^fflrfhuir Quiurr Qun(n)g&j<3>

9. Q&ttgv QurrQTjGir Qurrq^^^isi.

(2) (3)

10. QuiTQTjGtT GrflGinZ]<9>& Q&jlTl—GmjLJ iJIrfIggG)

gt.&ttlLQ yrnrrtrrGvrr ini (^LpGsr^j GiflajLDrr&u LSlrfl&3,G))

iJ7ijljl-I^}G0

5. 2±_GUGV)LD6GlUJ 2Z-.(njGU<3>LDrT<!f>Glfli) £_(IT)GlJ &,3jGG)g, &.GUGG)LDUjrr<9iGl]Lb LDITfbnffl GT Q&lUg,G\)

6. g^Qij Quit (IT) git gusisirrrrpgjii) ^(n) Q&itgvgv)gv GT(Lg45&Q&iu&>G\)

7. G^(TTf Q&(TGOG\)I&(3\ QurT(TT)GfT

8. Qg,TTGto&& Q&TTtr)&GG>G1T G^rfl^^] GT Q&lUgGX)

9. QglTI—(&£(&) GlflGVTTT ^9fGV)LD<!Tt<9i& Q&lU&jGV

10. ^Ifi^ULSlGlDLp fiaSil GTlTpdj^ Q&UJgGV

11. Gurraffiiuu lSIgdl^ (g^(tf,gs)ld, ugvtgvld) gt^^ Q&iugGV.

Z, S"



GpiJLD 230 LDGtttf)

L£>rr§yrfl siJi^rr^^rr&r 
&>LfilLp (Lp&>sv grTGIT

(o)LDrr&igi LD^uQLJsmr 100

QftluLj 1) GrflGVL—aiGtT Q^GtflGurT&Gmb err eiTl&iT^rr^ sail'd gg)(r/j<9ia Gcusw^lb

2) giUgstit gtgsst Q&iuiyen: GiiLqjstflGV qB<o5)l_ GT(Lg&i GgiigmtQld.

I. $zjpJ> <x/T6m)/Lb aSlesrrr<siai(6r^err gtgfiguGuj gould gtl-1—&£!&(&) ldlLQld

<q6\iQgu rresTn^nj^Lb eLpebrnrii gu l£)<3mtldgo eSlstnL- GT(tjig]&. 8 X 2= 16

1. &GU6)flij6tirui-GV GrsvGorr £)&}&>(stal'd s-GfTGfTGsr?

2. &1gstla GTGUfr)GWD& Glarrebeviib?

3. fr)n)]<oV>LDiLjrr&& QarTGrTGUg g&ai&ti Grgj?

4. ^GVtfLDGtr &G&5TL- ffanguflGbr rflenGV lurr&j?

5. Qarranev Lon^^Grr {gfiGu-i&Gwsu GTiijrziGvrib ffiru&^GGTnr?

6. &>\—GV z_/<£6i) erfhumu Lurr^ju QurbruGTTGrrgj?

7. t&lrflonj— ldgmsviiTIgv GiflGwsrrGUGsr lurranGu?

8. L-incttsr<sisf)asr urTL-Gmi—a G&lL® ^GSTG^GsriLiLb GpirLphyib ujit^j <9b.f&)GBTiT?

9. (&>£)} L6)Gsfl&,(§ '°>i&&Lb Lflro&<3i& arrrrGmrLb lurrgi?

10. urrijp l^l/5) <oTg,&>Qto&uj yj-fi?

II. ff.tp«a<gfrggg)/tb Gfi)<s8frr&i&,(<stf)GiT gtgs)guGiu^jld pLpGsrrn&ni&c&i ldl-Qld

g^wGIgu rrevrnflrbf&fijD ^jni gu rfl&<$£&(&) ifil&rruiGti gS1gs>I— er(Lg^j<si. 3 X 5=15

11. ^(r^.e^.<snjjpn51<3i (grtfluL-i gugwjj,.

12. £rTiLiG[T<srr£5d<oti ^iug\)L]&g[t ujrrGtoGu?

13. L]a(Lg6mi—ujrnT GTiugtib Gldgstg^l£)GS)uj g^Igit&(&)&>.

14. @Gto£GGHU&i &GWTL-. ^^JLLGiT LD&)yp&&'l<oV>UJ €)SlGl]rf1<3i<9i.

15. &(L£LDGV GUGTTgi&ITL] QLJ(($rb£Gto'9>GSHU (GTjlTGST ^ibu^lT GTfEJIhJGSTL£) GurrpT^^^prTIT.

III. ^Lp<si3irr€sv)iLD &S}&srrT8>&><§ii)6tT gtG&,gs)ild GpGsrrnGiniai(&t ldl_®ld u ^l&nesr^^i

eurf1<sn^<3i(^ Lfil&rrLDGO srfl&nL- GT(Lgg]&. 1 X 7= 7

16. gsn&aGLn ffipr5gQg,GsruGSH5iL]Lb j?/<2<otf)<o8T &.GS>i—iurrij^j s-iurr^^lGvnuiqib G&Gir&ffi

6T(Lpgl&.

17. LDrkj&GU Gurrypgi&iiu unrL—G&lGV Q&jrfluj gu^ld &gsstgsst&1 G&itgiigvggt ug&stl]

pGVGisTaGtoGrr g^gttAS) gt(L£&)]&.

18. ^ldij ^(t^uijit L8GsrnL-^iuLbG^LDiLJ)GV>GST GTGijGurrry ^IpuLSI^^iGrTGfrrrfr?

19. gSIgsstlSgst i in GTGSTGS)iib ^GS}GDULSlGb curTGSsfl&jrr&GST e^rfihuGijrbGsw)#, Q&TTTg&gi

GT(LgffJ<9>.
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IV. lSIgvt <su(nj<su6ST6upann) ^u}. lSIiptprrLDGO GT(L^^j<9i. 2 +2+ 6 = 10 4
20. GUGm&QiurrifliLi gt&st^ Q&jm__ (&jrD<swofriLiLb 3i6if)ny gt&st (j/xy »//n (^roG^xsTTiLjuj

GT (LQ3j]<3>.

21. L-irnrfirrzwTrbwilj um^M) grr<oisr Q^rnu gt&st^ Q&,rTL_rk]ffiu uttl^w (Lp(Lg6V)LDiLiLb

GT(Lggl&.

V. &ijp<9i asrrgKp/Lb ^6m<sifT3)gi <sSl&STrr&,8,(<ofT)&(&fLD aSlani— gt(L£3,i<9;. 10 X 1= 10

22. ^iLifprfihuGiJit .....................

<°>l) &mfliLirr &itgvt p<5\)<5vrr&j<oisTrTrr

£%)) &GttfK3LDGVgiUJITrr FT-) &<Sl^(3>L£)GrT@UjrTIT.

23. GlilrllLDG^Lp^ ^6DIEJ^Lfil3iQ3irr<olfl(n)L£)<o^Qi^ST<5^T Q&UJlLJGfT ^i^uJIgv Lfi)<sisr 

GTasT&niLb P-Giigwld &tlL@L£> QurTQTfGTT

^]) LDGVlLp jgp LMrGWSi) FT’) &<5WT&)

24. arram/Lb ^fDL-urre^slsr n:proiif. FF&G&lGm&UL— eurr^pd) ^i^jgugdisv 

l6)g\)gwsv 2-uSIit <&(&,.

Zj5)6USTD6U S-llS}fr&,(3) S-UHitA(3)

fg)) gtfffiuj lMxswsu ^iiSlrr3,(3j ff) &2r5j) ujuSIgvgwsv Q-uSlrt&(&)

25. LDlUfhl QarrstflLJ LSlG^LpuJlG^GST^ £6tf}fr&Qg,(Lgg)l<3,.

g-iiSlrrGtfKjfo&sv GTGiTGiniLb Quir(rr,Giraj(iT)Lb Q&ttgv ---- ------------------ GT&sTU&jrr^Lb

26. (LparflLHSurr ^jija&hunr (yyanpuSlGV fSiEjffiGsrrrnr.

^&Q&lUU-l<StTU}-lrila) .................  ^G^LD^^JGITGrT^J.

(JiLDrrGWSVT GT&i]6V>& ££)) ^GWilUL/ IT-) (LpiJGMT

27. GUFT&sflGV (a^rfliUGbr ......_____Guqjj&IrQir&H (gugitld, <su<svii>)

28. <3nJl<svrr .... GU(£Gmn&^uurr®Gi]§il<5\) gugvgvguit.

t-sy) $GWSttTGfiUJ (LpGV&DGCg, SfrsWoWTGSHLl

££)) LD(f^^4i^)<5V)GSvr<smiu ft-) liitgwswb $&n<5WTGnuj

29. QLirT(n)rij&lj& :

Q&rr<s\)

Qguib^jIT

^l}) 6UTT&5TL£)

(olurrtrfjGir

^IJ&IT 

@f) LDfT&lT .



3O.L±&#>Gtf}GO LD th (gst, gsst)

31. (3>GU rkj&L—LDn LDGIDGO GT GIST GV) I LD Qg)IT L_GV>IJ U LJlrfl&(§Li>(LpGinrD 

Qeurhj&l__LD +LDIT+LDGV>GO <2oGDfhl&L-LDn+LDGV)G0

^)GGufa&i—+L£>rrLDGinG\). it) Geu[ij+<3ii__ lditldgv)GO

VI. &Lp<9i<9UTGBir)iLD of) Gsnr&aigTffGTT gtgidgdQuj gqild ffi/fc<gjgnfefcfgi ldl—Qld

g^guOigi]rrttrnfilrrK&jLD ?LpGVTnr)i euLfl&nLDGO giSIgm— GT(U)&,ia. 5 X 2= 10

32. {gfii5§iliurTGiilto) 6jijrT<otrLDiT& zlgttgit &rrgi gdgv>3>&,&t lumswzu?

33. Q&LDLDrfi) ^L-6toi— £_£u<5toLULm&& Q&iTGfGr® (ip.su. &(££&>] U-irrg]?

34. <s£Gi]Q<svrT(iT) <3A.l-1—^^1^jld gu,sl.&1 GT®&)&i]GV>ij&(&)LD $(nj&(&jrD<srr gt&h?

35. ^ijitldgvt giSIgidgitgii giSIgtt &>(&>&

36. ^gSIgMujit aGssri— s-gvstgidld iliit&j?

37. 5>l(njQr5Gb GgugS)# @Gv>LDuflGbr ffirouL] lurr&n?

38. LjGOGUit&GmGiru L-jrbffl& Q^gogu^it^git GTGrrGVTLDiT&& <ab.rfihuGmGii ujitgvigi?

VII. &Lp3i3irr6!nniLD GSlG5Tn&>&>(<sTT)GtT gtgidgiiGuj^jld eip6srrn6s)i<9i(^t ldlLQld

qgmQgu rrdnnfliptajLD ^^gu l£13utldgo gSIgsu— gt^^js,. 3 X 5= 15

39. ^ugiGO&GorrLD pii) ld&&gwsit gtgogoitt)) {ipGVGV>&u u®3>&j&lrDrrrr?

40. GTGUipGWp GlDGVtGlDG^)LD Ul±&<5>GG\lGSST(£lLb GTGST (LfiGU. GLU^LDLfSlpiTIT?

41. GgU^GUG)gS}, (G^ITGSTGUG0G61 GTGVTuQuiLIIT (£LljjpUGV)LD<3iarTGVT &rTIJGWnTk]aGtoGrr GlflGurfi

42. 2-LDT)]UL]G)6iirfl&tf rsGbrrfi) LDroGurru ugrstlHgvigitt GtflGiT3>(8)&.

43. G^GfTGSiGU ILL fT IT <£L0 GUTTILI, ILHTIT UJITGV>IJLj UrTL^lU^rr^^ OrLtflU Qu^GVLDULjQ&llDITIT.

VIII. &Lp<9i<SFilTGimiLD gSIGSTrr<9i3HGf^GIT Gt(3&>GS)ILD GjiGSTrr)Ga)l<Si(^ LDL-&LD U^GSiGST^^J

GU rfl&HGtT)3i<&f Lfil&tTLDtfO 6)51 G8)L— GT(LD^I3i. 1X7=7

44. grriLj GIlditl^uSiGgoGuj ^gogiTI Qljidgditld gtgstugs>^ Sftgj.GiSlai. gtgIjgutt^j

tJ2nyGijSlrDmT?

45. ^/GST^ <2HTGlflrriTUJIT UrTL-($l<9i(&)li> Gu&&&(&)LD Ulf)& QuipiD rf)l3>Lp'9:£flGnUJ&)

Q&rrf&rfb&ii GT^gia.

46. Quiflu-imflGisr ld^i g^IgoA^#, Q&itgSist® uibifflg) Q$rr(3jg)(0l&(Lpgi<9i

47. G)uGfar&igrT)&(&) ldgdgstilSIujg) ^gogiH LfilaGGUG&srL_/d uttgo gtglstu^gidgst gSigit&(&,&>.

IX. ^ib^a/Tgp/ii) ^gidgst^^i &51 gstttAa^A^ld gSIgsu— gt(l^^<^. 10 x 1= 10

48. &Lp& <SHTGGfi)ILD GlpTTL—IT GTGhGUGS)&GSHU& ^ITITIB^^J?

2-GfTGllGIT£ $rDGV>LD GTGVTU&3 GTGVTGVT

49. <9HTGlfllLI&]<9iGrT GuTTM LDT)p & GV) GO & GIT GT GO GO IT LD ^GO^GO £_GITGfT ^GWSSTGO(rT)&(gjLb ...

50. ff,LD&'J>nGVV)ILb Qg,ITl—fflG) aHTGWTU Qu T)]LD G^(T^GV)LD UGVTGV)LDLJ lJIgV)1£GSUU

utriDL/&(&)4> ^gvvtGgvist 0HTgrr& s-^glj^Igvtpgst.

ip.su


51. ^Lbaarramitb aSlani— ^^LDiL/LDfT^] &ipp<^anrrgQ&iiTL—iT ^<5^ld<s,&,.
wrrLpaiG!na6inu-i<9i arijLi&rig>rr<5br ^.ujirni^ asveri).

52. QLirT(jT,&g]a
&,LJLjG<svrrLLLq-UJ gLfilLpttr eufrevriv
&rrikj&1ij6rv G&ffiuj gGwsvGuir . <sij.°^.&l&)Lr>L]rj6$irn'r

Si) §il<SV0itT

53. &IF>fijlLJ LSl<S^Lpidl<5irn51 <oT(Lggl&

Fr-GijrTLL® &lthjaLb ir-.QeiiJjrTGiflasT p<svfl ffiipLJLi&iGiT £ku.

54. ^swl—Ulj&(&,<& Q&rrQa&LJuiL.QGirGiT GrflGWoSTLj l](&$I<svhulj Qurr([r,3j&>LDrT&5r
^<mmQlLJ<2:<9:LDrr&&) <oT(Lg&>!&,.
^ei]^&m<oV)LD<5^uj<3: ^rT^jdj^Trrrr G&rrganasT euLfiliurra _____ s_eu<sumT

(Aguey)
55) QGijQurrQyziT 3j(n)Lb ^(nfij&rrrbaewsir 6T(Lgg]<3i.

Gld(t^, Q&utgvg&I, LJLpiff, ^LOiuLb.

56. GeufbnjjGinLD G&fr^^i

<zurry)&G6)&> ____ &jurrr5&> ^dnuGuD LD^wiLfliUGti'Iasr (^nSl^G^rr&ir.

(&*%,<*>' <9,J§)«30

57. &Lp& &rr<sm)iLb Gg,rr<5&&& Q&rrrb&qonjGn'. crGaaniLn q&si rfilom&sr <Siflrf)£gi
^]) rurr&jflGVil) ^(nffiswsmT.



3. 10. 2005
&,Lfi}Lp (yy^roforreh Q&lulljgit (<^i‘ i <su<s$)Gsbt)

um. uLjfgg):
LD^ressr

eurrypg giuu (&,$>! ^pei/eisirj-LJ
U(&,gl

Q^rrjgl.Q^. QLDrr.Quurr. UeD&GSKUU
urTLusv

ld ruLDevrir&SFlu
urruev

CULflurTL-Qu
um_sb QLDn^^LD

1 — 3 2 — 2 1 2 = 10

2 2 4 4 2 6 2 — = 20

• 5 10 5 5 — — . — 5 = 25

7 — 7 7 — 7 7 — = 28

12 19 18 2 15 10 7 83



3. 70. 20 05
^u51lQ (Lp&tpprTGTT &-<SS)ljn><SS)L— (^Jl‘ I <SUGn<SfiST)

um. .ih 
LD^IuGluessr 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 70

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 = 70

2 2 — 2 — 2 ■ 2 2 — 2 2 = 74

5 — 5 — 5 5 5 — — 5 — = 25

7 7 7 — — — — 7 7 — — = 28

70 73 3 6 8 8 70 8 8 3 77
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ENGLISH

General Guidelines for Question Paper Setters

1. Maintain uniformity in coverage of content and objectives and allotment 
of marks.

2. Marks to be allotted according to the difficulty level and the effort 
involved in answering the questions.

3. While framing the questions, correct technical terms appropriate to the 
unit may be used.

4. Specify the required points / length of the answer in the question.
5. Efforts should be made to avoid the repetition of questions in 

successive years to avoid guessing by the students.
6. Questions should be specific, simple and clearly stated.
7. In case of choice questions, proper objective and difficulty level should 

be considered.
8. While framing questions, separate the questions according to marks 

allotted. For example, one mark questions followed by 2 mark 
questions, 3 mark questions, etc.

9. In language question papers, prose, poetry and plays should be 
separated, to ensure proper representation and to avoid neglect of a 
particular section of text.

10. Evaluation of answers must not be merely on their comprehension of 
facts alone, but on their ability to communicate effectively using 
appropriate words and linguistically correct structure.

11. Content dimension should be kept in mind while framing the questions. 
For example, when the content is limited to three sentences in the text, 
only very short answer questions may be asked.

12. Questions are to be framed in such a way that only a specific answer is 
possible. If a question calls for a number of alternative answers, 
evaluation of them will lead to unnecessary complication.

13. There should be gradation of questions from easy to difficult level. 
There should be variety of question forms.
Eg. Objective type questions

Very short answer questions
Short answer questions
Essay type / long answer questions

Question paper making is cumbersome and time consuming. 
Question-banks, source materials and support of colleagues and their 
time for this is needed.

14. Evaluation and testing is a specialist area and it needs adequate 
orientation to different concepts in testing and practice in test 
construction for teachers. Along with the content areas, the teachers 
must be aware of the value and importance of awarding marks and the 
areas/skills to be covered.
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15. Visual stimulus like pictures, maps, charts and diagrams, etc. can be 
given.

Analysis of the X Standard English Public Examination Question Paper 
of Tamil Nadu for the year 2005.

It is suggested to reduce the weightage under knowledge objective. It 
is desirable to increase the weightage under expression level.

Open ended questions need to be rephrased. For example, 1. 
Describe the sufferings of Jean Valjean, 2. Describe the charm we get out of 
travel by train - should be rephrased into Describe the sufferings of Jean 
Valgean in a paragraph or two [Specify the number, of paragraphs to be 
written. Question paper should start with simple and easy questions to 
remove the tension and anxiety of the students.

To reduce the pressure and load on the memory of the students, it is 
recommended that the number of questions given under choice has to be <
increased. This is to be done without compromising the expected level of
achievement of competencies.

The sample question papers are only suggestive. These papers f
should be discussed at 3CERT level by constituting a Committee.

The committee should be formed with the Director, SCERT as the •
Chairman and the subjectwise experienced teachers / paper setters, <
professors and resource persons involved in design and development of
question papers.

A five-day workshop should be conducted for preparation of sample 
question paper.

A sample study should be taken up before implementation all over the 
State. Study should be taken up by the participant teachers at their district j
level.

Subjectwise expert teachers, one for subject from each district should 
be called for five day workshop.

Paper setters should prepare blue print and scoring key compulsorily.

Two to three sets of papers should be prepared by different 
experienced subject experts.
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ANALYSIS OF THE X STD. ENGLISH ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER OF TAMIL NADU FOR APRIL 2005

SI.
No.

Objective Knowledge Understanding Application Skill Total
MarksType of Qns E SA VSA OBJ E SA VSA OBJ E SA VSA OBJ E SA VSA OBJ

Unit/Chapter
1. The Master Blaster 1(3) 1(10) 13
2. The Benevolent 

Bishop
1(3) 1(5) 8+2

3. Sambu in London 1(3) 1(10) 13
4. Travelling far 1(3) 1(5) 8+2
5. His First Test 1(3) 1(5) 8+2
6. Tommy finds a 

book
1(3) 1(10) 13

7. My dear PC 2(6) 6+4
VOCABULARY

a) Synonyms 5(5) 5
b) Antonyms 5(5) 5
c) Prefix/suffix
d) Am.E/Br. E 3(3) 3
e) Abbreviation and

Acronyms
0 Syllables 2(2) 2
g) Compound words
h) Foreign words
i) Homophones
j) Nationalities 5 5
k) Idioms 15 5 20

Section B:Poetry

a)
b)
c)

Memorisation
Appreciation
ERC/Matchlines

10 4(8) 3(12) 30

Section C: Other 
competencies

a)
b)
c)

Study skills
Occupations
Strategies

25 25 15 8 23 12 15
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BLUE PRINT FOR SAMPLE ENGLISH QUESTION PAPER - X STD. 
TAMIL NADU

SI. Objective Knowledge Comprehension / Expression/ Application Appre- Skill Total Remarks
No. Understanding Ciation

Lessons E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0
1. The Master Blaster 1(10) 1(2) 12 1. VSA-

choice is
5 out of
6. (5)

2. The Benevolent 
Bishop

1(1) 1(5) 1(2) 8 2. E-
choice is
1 out of 3 
10

3. Sambu in London 1(10) 1(2) 12 3- P-
choice Is
1 out of 3 
(5)

4. Travelling far 2(1) 1(5) 1(2) 9 4. SA
choice is
5 out of 8 
(10)

5. His First Test 1(1) 1(5) 1(2) 8
6. Tommy finds a book 1(10) 1(2) 12
7. My dear PC 2(1) 2(4) 6

VOCABULARY
a) Synonyms 5(5) 5
b) Antonyms 5(5) 5
c) Prefix/suffix 5(5) 5
d) Abbreviation 1(3) 3
e) Syllables 2(2) 2
0 Compound words
g) Foreign words
h) Homophones
•) Nationalities 5(5) 5
j) Idioms
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SI. Objective Knowledge Comprehension / Expression/ Application Appre- Skill Total Remarks
No. Understanding Ciation

Lessons E SA VSA O E SA VSA O E SA VSA O
Section B:Poetry

a)
b)
c)

Memorisation
Appreciation
ERC/Matchlines

2(10) 3(6) 2(8) 5(5) 1(1) 16
1
8
5

Section C: Other
competencies •

a)
b)
c)

Study skills
Occupations
Strategies

10 5 10 15 15 8 5 16 5
5
5

15

Grand Total: 100 marks

Objective Type : O - 26 questions -26 marks/ VSA - 5 questions - 10 marks; SA - 10 questions - 24 marks; Essay - 
3 Questions - 25 marks/ Skills 3 questions - 15 marks,
Number outside the brackets indicates number of questions. Number inside the bracket indicates marks.
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Objective 1 : Knowledge

Specification :
Remember I Recall I Recognise / identification
Examples
1. Fill in the blanks with suitable words or phrases.
2. Give one word for collective things.
3. Analogy test.
1. Complete the following sentences.
2. True / False tests with corrections
3. Spelling
4. Pick the odd one out.
5. Formation of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs.
6. Pick out any part of speech.
7. Replace the underlined words in the following sentences choosing the 

right words from those given in the brackets.
8. Pronunciation - identifying the silent letters.

Comprehension
1. Multiple Choice
2. Matching half sentences with the other half.
3. Changing phrasal verbs into words.

Expression
1. Frame questions using the question words given in brackets.
2. Transformation of sentences

a)
b)
c)
d)
e) 
0

Simple to compound or complex
Using to.... too
Using so....that not 
If clauses - all the three types 
Affirmative to negative 
Expanding telegraphies

fl

I
1

Objective 2 Comprehension - Language

Relation
Differences
Classification
Comparison
Examples
Estimation
Errors
Reasons
Substitution tables 
Discrimination

I
fl
4
4

1
4
1
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Specification :

1. classification
2. comparison
3. discrimination
4. differences
5. errors
6. estimation
7. examples
8. reasons
9. relations
10. substitution tables
11. multiple choice
12. match half sentence with the other half
13. changing phrasal verbs into words

1. Putting different known knowledge in different forms - words, symbols, 
figures, language charts, tables, etc.

2. Interpretation - draw meanings from symbols, graphs, chart, figures, 
etc.

3. Extrapolation, ability to see implications, consequences, effects, 
corollaries and make predictions.

Objective 3: Expression of language - using materials in similar, 
unfamiliar situation.
Application : Core subject 

Specification

Analysing the facts 
Collection of data 
Verification 
Result
Generalization

Eg. A person enters home and sees the scattered and fallen things in the 
ground. Now he hypothesizes the facts. First he thinks whether the thief 
must have entered. The windows and doors were in tact. He rejects. 
Whether the cat is responsible. No possibility - grills are there. Then he 
looks outside and sees the leaves, broken branches, gale is the reason.

Objective 4 : Appreciation - Language
Skill Language + Core subject 

Specification
Identifying rhyming words and figures of speech.
Definiteness, proportion 
Drawing charts, pictures, maps
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Observation and experimenting
Preparation of models

Skills
1. Reflex movements
2. Basic fundamental movements
3. Perceptual abilities
4. Physical abilities
5. Skilled movements
6. Non-discursive communication

Sample Question Paper 

Weightage to Objectives

Knowledge 25 marks
Comprehension 31 marks .
Expression 29 marks
Skills/ Appreciation 15 marks
Total 100 marks

Weightage to Types of Questions

Type of questions No. of 
questions

Marks

Objective type 26 26
Very Short Answer 5 10
Short Answer 10 24
Essay / Long / Paragraph Answers 3 25
Skills - Appreciation 3 15
Total 47 100

Weightage to Difficulty Level

Easy questions 36
Average questions 41
Difficult questions 23
Total 100 marks

Weightage to content

Prose 30 marks
Poems 30 marks
Vocabulary 25 marks
Skills-Appreciation 15 marks
Total 100 marks
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SAMPLE ENGLISH QUESTION PAPER - I

LANGUAGE PART B 
ENGLISH PAPER I

(NEW SYLLABUS)

Time Allowed : 214 hrs Max. Marks: 100

Instructions:
i) Answer all the questions in the answer book given separately.
ii) Read the questions carefully and try to understand them fully before 

answering them.
iii) Write down the question numbers correctly in the margin in your 

answer book.

SECTION A

I. a) Answer any five of the following questions in a line each.
5x1=5

1. Who was the convict ?
2. Which is the best time to start travel by car ?
3. Name the book that Gandhiji read with interest ?
4. What is MultiMedia ?
5. What is a hard copy ?
6. What is the annoying part about travelling by plane.

b) Answer any five of the following questions in about 3 lines each.
5x2=10

1. When, where and against which team Sachin hit his first test 
hundred ?

2. Why did Jean Valjean hesitate to steal the silverware at first?
3. What was Sambu’s reaction when he heard that he was invited 

to London ?
4. What are the thoughts in your mind as you look out of the 

plane’s window ?
5. Why was Gandhiji surprised to get prizes and scholarships?
6. What was wrong with the mechanical teacher ?
7. How has multimedia helped learning process ?
8. Give a few examples for mass communication.

II. Answer any one of the following questions in a paragraph of about ten
lines. 5x1=5

1. How did the Bishop react when Jean Valjean was brought before him 
by the police ?
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2. How was travelling different in the old days ? Pick out the points in all 
three types of travel to illustrate.

3. Describe any two qualities of Gandhi with examples from the lesson.

III. Answer any one of the following in about twenty lines. 1 x10=10
1. Write an essay on the life and achievements of Sachin Tendulkar.
2. The adventures of Sambu in London.
3. Margie and the old schools.

IV.
A. Choose the correct synonyms for the underlined words from the given

options. 5x1 =5
1. It was an unpretentious locality.

(ordinary, rich, slum)
2. I am a convict.

(danger, concerned, criminal)
3. Goldstein eagerly asked about the case.

(interestingly, easily, evenly)
4. I was not regarded as a dunce.

(fool, clever, leader)
5. It is awfully funny.

(joking, amusing, fancy)

B. Choose the correct antonyms for the underlined words from the given
option. 5x1=5

1. Kids must have loved it. (hatred, liked, enjoyed).
2. The output received as a hard copy through the dot matrix printer, 

(gave, accepted, enjoyed)
3. I do not remember having ever told a lie.

(understand, forget, realize)
4. But there is hope for all. (despair, faith, trust) •
5. The court increased his sentence, (decreased, added, hardened)

C. Form five new words from the root words listed below using the given
‘prefixes’ or ‘suffixes’ in brackets. f
(mis----- , dis— in------ , ------------- ion,——y, —arian)
instruct 2. jealous 3. spelt
discipline 5. like 6. perfect

D. Supply the full forms for any three of the following abbreviations. I
3x1=3 «

1.UK 2. BBC 3. RADAR 4. SSLC
I
I

<
<
<
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5x1=5E. Complete the following :
Country People
Russia
Africa 
Sweden 
India 
Norway

F. Split the following words into syllables. 2x1 =2
1. Clever 2. Political

SECTION B

V.A. Quote from memory. 10

The tables turned - 6 lines.
From : come forth ...
To: ....by cheerfulness

The road not taken 
From : Then took the other 
To: ....passing there.

B. Answer any three of the following as directed. 3x2=6

1. The broader wicket opposite 
was cleared at 6 p.m.

a) What served as the wicket at the other end ?
b) What was ‘cleared at 6 p.m.’ mean ?

2. I will repay thee all this thou hast done.
Unto that Ibraham who slew thy son I

a) What is the name of the stranger ?
b) What is the sin committed by him ?

3. Whose armour is his honest thought 
and simple truth his highest skill.

a) Who does the poet describe here ?
b) What is the man’s armour ?

4. And hard I how blithe the throstle sings I
a) Whose song is said to be blithe ?
b) What is ‘blithe’? •

5. Where, shot between the automatic knives
It is guaranteed to finish dead as much mutton.

a) What happens to the person shot in ?
b) What is guaranteed ?
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C. Explain with reference to the context any two of the following.
2x4 = 8

1. Two roads diverged in a yellow wood 
and sorry I could not travel both.

2. Balanced and just are all of God’s decrees.
3. Harsh circumstances oft made the rule 

and not the M.C.C.
4. And very few are asking * why not scrap it?’.

D. Read the lines given below : 5x1 =5
Remember me!
I am Professor Seth.
Once I taught you Geography. Now 
I am retired, though my health is good.
My wife died some years back.
By God’s grace, all my children 
Are well settled in life.

Rewrite the sentences by matching the lines.

1. The narrator says that his health is good.
2. He is happy because if the students remembers him.
3. He stays alone because well settled in life.
4. He asks he was a Professor earlier.
5. His children are his wife died a few years back.

E. Pick out the rhyming words from the following lines and write them in 
your answer sheet.
Where are you going to my little cat ?
I am going to town to get me a hat.

SECTION C

Other competencies

A. Match the following website with the relevant information.
5x1=5

Website Information

1. www.vizagsteel.com about Steel Authority of India Ltd.
2. www.sail.com about Southern Railway
3. www.s.railway.com about Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd.

Company in India.
4. www.airportsindia.com about a Steel Plant in

Visakhapatnam
5. www.bsnl.co.in.com about Airports in India
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B. Read the following headlines taken from an English daily about the
Indian Poet Rabindranath Tagore. Write a paragraph based on the 
headlines to present it in a T.V. Programme. (5)

Rabindranath Tagore 1901- founded a school at
1861-Born in Calcutta Santiniketan near Bolpur

1910 - published Gitanjali, 1913 - awarded the Nobel
his best known collection Prize for literature
of poems.

1941 - died at Calcutta

C. From the picture, answer the following questions. 5x1 =5
1. Where are the boys standing ?
2. Why are some people standing ?
3. How many ladies do you see in the picture ?
4. What are some of the children doing ?
5. What is the lady seated on the left side wearing ?

(N.B.: For picture, please see the Xerox)

LANGUAGE - PART B

ENGLISH PAPER I

ANSWER KEY

I.a) 1. Jean Valjean was the convict. 1
2. Early in the morning is the best time to start travel by car. 1
3. Gandhiji read with interest the book ‘Shravana Pithrubhakthi 1 

Nataka;.
4. Multimedia is a combination of text, graphics, sound, 1 

animation and video.
5. A hard copy is the output of a computer through a printer. 1

b) 1. Sachin hit his first test hundred in 1990 at Old Trafford. In that 2 
test, he played against the English team.

2. Jean Valjean saw the Bishop. He was sleeping peacefully. In 2 
the moonlight, his figure was radiant. So at first Jean Valjean 
hesitated to steal the silverware.

3. Sambu thought that he was getting into trouble. 2

4. As we look out of the plane’s window, we see the land far 2 
below. We wonder about the place, the people, who live there 
and their activities.
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5. Gandhi did not have any high regard of his ability. So, he was 2 
surprised to get prizes and scholarships.

6. The mechanical teacher’s geography sector was geared a little 2 
too quick. So Margie feared worse and worse in geography.

7. Multimedia has replaced to conventional ways of teaching and 2 
learning. It has made learning a pleasure.

8. The newspaper, radio, television, and computer are a few 2 
examples for mass communication.

II. 1. Bishop - Friend - the police puzzled - had not taken the
candlesticks - Jean spent the night there with him - arrested 
him by mistake - police released him.

2. Old days - Ambassador car - hot while climbing the mountain 
- in those days - locomotives - quite exciting - no change of 
today.

3. Gandhi - shy - avoided company - back home as soon as the 
school was over - never told a lie, misspelt the word kettle - 
not copied from neighbour.

III. Essay
IV. A 1. Ordinary

2. Criminal
3. Interestingly
4. Fool
5. Joking

B. 1 Hatred
2. Gave
3. Forget
4. Despair
5. Decreased

C. 1. Instruction
2. Jealousy
3. Misspelt
4. Indiscipline
5. Dislike
6. Perfectarian

D. 1. United Kingdom
2. British Broadcasting Corporation
3. Radio Detection and Ranging
4. Secondary School Leaving Certificate
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E. 1. Russians
2. The Africans
3. The Swedes
4. The Indians
5. The Norwegians

F. Cle-ver (two syllables)
Po-li-ti—cal (four syllables).

V. A. Come forth into the light of things,
Let nature be your teacher.
She has a world of ready wealth 
Our minds and hearts to bless.
Spontaneous wisdom breathed by health 
Truth breathed by cheerfulness.
Then took the other, as just as fair

• And having perhaps the better claim
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that, passing there.

B.1. a) The lamp post 
b) Closing

2. a) Ibrahim
b) He murdered Yussoufs son.

3. a) Happy man
b) Honest thought

4. a) The song of the throstle
b) Happy

5. a) He will die.
b) Death is guaranteed.

C- ERC
1. The road not taken by Robert Frost.

Explanation - autumn season - leaves had turned yellow - 
standing therewith hesitation.

2. Nobleness enkindeth nobleness by James Russel Lowell. 
Explanation :
Ibrahim standing before him. He said that God’s ways were 
balanced by just. He was certain that his first born son would 
sleep in peace.

3. Sin and out by G.D.Martinean.
Cricket ground - school - no strict rules - free to play as they 
like.

4. This Excellent Machine by John Lehman.
Only a few people are raising their voice to put an end of the 
arms race. But their cries fall on deaf ears.
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D. 1. The narrator says that he was a professor earlier.
2. He is happy because his health is good.
3. He stays alone because his wife died a few years back.
4. He asks if the students remember him.
5. The children are well settled in life.

E. Eat, hat

Section C
VIA. 1 About a steel plant in Visakhapatnam

2. About Steel Authority of India
3. About Southern Railway
4. About Airports in India
5. About Bharat Sanchar Nigam limited company in India.

B. 1. Rabindranath Tagore was born in Calcutta in 1861.
2. In 1901, he founded a school at Santiniketan near Bholpur.
3. In 1910, he published Gitanjali which was his best known 

collection of poems.
4. In 1913, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.
5. He died at Calcutta in the year 1941.

C. 1. The boys are standing in the train compartment.
2. Some people are standing because there were no seats for 

them.
3. We see three ladies in the picture.
4. Some of the children are sleeping.
5. The lady seated on the left side is wearing Purdah.

Modification in the Sample Question Paper 1

1. Instead of 3 marks short answer questions, the question paper stars 
with one mark (VSA) questions. This has been done to make the 
students feel comfortable with easy very short answer questions. First 
question's 15 marks is divided into 5 marks - VSA and 10 marks - SA. 
II, III and IV questions are retained as they are. Under Section B, 
Q.No. V B has been changed as follows, 4 questions of 2 marks, have 
been reduced to 3 questions of 2 marks.

2. Under C, ERC 3 questions of 4 marks has been reduced to 2 questions 
of 4 marks.

3. Under D, the team has introduced 2 new items. One is pointing out the 
rhyming words. The other is matching test on a given poem.
Section Eremains as it is.
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Analysis of English II Paper

Suggestions and Modifications done in the II English sample question pap

1. The team feels that there would be a single English question paper for 
100 marks for X Std. Students. This is to lessen the burden of the 
students. The National Curriculum Framework 2005 also recommends 
to reduce the burden on students in public examination. Hence instead 
of allotting 5 hours for 2 papers, the examination time may be reduced 
to 2 % hours on one paper.

2. The single question paper may be divided into 4 sections viz. A, B, C,
D.
Section A can consist of questions from prose.
Section B can consist of questions from Poetry
Section C can consist of questions from Skills
Section D can consist of questions from Functional Grammar

Instead of Formal (traditional) grammar.
Anyhow the team has analysed the second question paper also and 
modified some of the questions and prepared a sample question paper.

3. The modified questions are :
1. II.' F. Precise-writing is changed into unseen comprehension

passage with simple questions.
Under III f. - clues are given to help the students by giving relative 
pronouns in the bracket.
Under III g - instead of identifying the pattern we have set “rearranging 
the jumbled words and writing meaningful sentences” type questions. 
Under III i - Meanings for the phrasal verbs are given at the end in 
brackets.
Under III j - for transformation of sentences, the answer is partially 
given and students are asked to complete it.
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TIME : 2 1/2 HRS

0
ii)

iii)

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ii)

6.
7.
8. 
9. 
10

b)

SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER

ENGLISH PAPER II

MAX. MARKS : 100

Answer all the questions in the answer book given.
Write down the question numbers correctly on the margin and write 
your answers against them.
Read and understand each question carefully before answering it.

SECTION A (READING)

A) (i) Choose the best answers to complete the following 
statements. 5x1=5

Indira founded the.....
a) Vanar Sena b) Mahila Sabha
It was very difficult for Anne to teach her... 
a) good habits b) games

In youth, Sarojini had known the joy of.... 
a) learning b) poetry
Sun Kyi was inspired by......principle;
a) Gandhian b) Communist
We are lost we have burnt.......
a) soldier b) saint

c) Red cross

c)table manners

c) travelling 

c) democratic

c) patriot

State whether the following sentences are True or False. 5x1 =5

Helen Keller was against Hitler and Mussolini. 
Sarojini Naidu gave up her studies due to ill-health. 
General Aung San was a great leader. 
Muthulakshmi abolished water tax.
Joan of Arc was a great scholar.

Read the given passage and list out the linkers used. 5x1 =5

But the worse thing about plane journeys is that you don’t get the 
feeling that you have traveled. You haven’t really passed through all 
the places in between if you understand what I mean.
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SECTION B (WRTITING)

ll.a)

b)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c)

d)

1.

2.

3.

e)

Make notes of the following passage. (5)
Helen Keller was developing a largeness of spirit on social issues, 
partly as a result of walks through industrial slums and partly because 
of high incidence of blindness among the poor. In 1909, she joined the 
socialist party. For many years, she was an active member, writing 
articles in defence of socialism, canvassing for the party and 
supporting trade unions. Then she decided that her life’s chief work 
was to raise funds for the American Foundation for the Blind.

Rewrite the statements in meaningful cogent order. 6x % =3

In spite of all these, number of accidents are increasing.
Traffic policemen, assisted by students, regulate the traffic.
Road traffic has increased very much.
It is very important that drivers do their job more carefully.
The Government is widening the roads.
They are building overbridges also.

Develop the hints into a readable passage. Give a suitable title. (5)

Tenali Raman - offends King - King gets angry - sentences Raman to 
death - but allows Raman to choose type of death - wise Raman - 
promptly says “wants natural death of old age” - King amazed - 
pardons Raman - admires his intelligence.

Write any one of the following letters. 1 x8=8

Write a letter to your brother advising him to pay more attention to his 
studies.
Write a letter to the D.E.O. requesting him to preside over your School 
Sports Day.
Write a letter to the Manager of a Sports Company ordering some 
sports goods.

Complete the dialogue. (The dialogue is between a policeman and a 
tourist). 4x1=4

Policeman
Tourist

Policeman
Tourist
Policeman
Tourist
Policeman
Tourist

1. Where---------------------?
I want to go to the Big Temple.
2. ---------------------------
Yes, this road leads to the temple.
3.How far---------------?
It is about a km from here.
Can I get taxis here ?
Yes, 4.------------------
Thank you Sir
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0 Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
5x1=5

(Professor Abdul Kalam is one of the world’s greatest scientists. Let us 
find out what his childhood was like).

I was born into a middle class Tamil family in the island town of 
Rameswaram in the erstwhile Madras State. My father, Jainulabdeen, 
had neither much formal education nor much wealth; despite these 
disadvantages, he possessed great innate wisdom and a true 
generosity of spirit. He had an ideal helpmate in my mother, 
Ashiamma. I do not recall the exact number of people she fed 
everyday, but I am quite certain that far more outsiders ate with us than 
all the members of our own family put together.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9)

lll.a)

Who is Professor Abdul Kalam ? (1)
Where was he born ? (1)
Who were his parents ? (1)
Why does he feel proud of his father ? (1)
Select from the passage words which mean the same :
a) Knowledge at advanced level: w--------------- m (1/2)
b) giving and helpful g------------------y (1/2)

Punctuate the following sentence. (3)

hands up everybody the game is over.

SECTION C (GRAMMAR)

Fill in the blanks in the given passage with suitable articles.
4 x % = 2

I gave----------------one rupee note to-------------old man.

------------- old man returned coin to me immediately saying

b)

1.
2.
3.

that he was not begging.

Fill in the blanks choosing the right phrase prepositions from the list 
given below. 3x1=3
(look to, took to, broke down, care for)

The thief------------ his heels on seeing the policeman.
We must---------- for the senior citizens.
The entire world--------- on hearing the Kumbakonam fire accident.
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c) Rewrite the following passage filling in the blanks with correct tense
form of the verbs given in the brackets. 4x1 =4

We-----------------------(live) in this house since 1990. We-------- (want)

to shift to a bigger house as my father------- (promote) as an officer.

We----- (not decide) yet as to when to shift.

d) Match the clauses in column A with those in column B. 3x1 =3

Column A Column B
1. If she gets the first rank I would fly.
2. If Raja had lost in the election she will go abroad for higher

studies.
3. If I were a bird he will buy a new shirt.

he would not have become 
an M.P.

e) Italicized words are the answers. Frame questions for them using the
clues given in the brackets. 2x1 =2

1. She goes to school on foot. (How)
2. Rani teaches us Tamil (who)

f) Combine the following sentences using relative pronouns. 4x1 =4

1. I like this girl. Her temper is good, (whose)
2. Some children are untidy. They catch cold instantly, (who)
3. An accident happened this morning. This is the place, (where)
4. The book is on the table. It is mine, (which)

g) Rearrange the jumbled words. 2x1=2

1. Mathematician I Srinivasa Ramanujam / well known / is / of 
India I a

2. Madurai / went to / last week /1

h) Read the following dialogue and fill in the blanks with suitable modal
auxiliary verbs. 6x % =3

Kannan I’ve lost my watch. I-------not tell my father about it.
I am so afraid. What —I do now ?

Muthu You-------be afraid of telling him. He-------
Certainly get you a new watch. He is very kind.

Kannan What------ 1 say, if he scolds me severely.
Muthu You-----always speak the truth to your father.
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i) Give the meaning of the underlined phrasal verbs selecting from the 
given list. 6x 16 =3
(cancelled, eats, search, extinguish, postpone, wear)

1. Put on cotton clothes during summer.
2. They put off {he cricket match because of the rain.
3. Put out the fire, before it breaks.
4. He is looking for a job.
5. The cow feeds on grass.
6. Owing to the strike, the meeting was called off.

III. Rewrite any eight of the following sentences as directed. 8x2=16
1. She says to me, “I like Mysore" (into indirect speech).

. She tells me that----------------

2. The teacher advised the students to listen to him properly, (into direct 
speech).
The teacher said to the students, “---------------------“.

3. Children celebrated the Republic Day. (into passive voice)
The Republic Day--------------------------------

4. Let money not be wasted on luxuries, (into active voice)
Do not-------------------

5. The Nile is longer than any other river---------------in the world.
(into positive degree).
No other river is-----------------------------------

6. Walking is the best exercise, (into comparative degree).
Walking is better--------------------

7. No other poet is as popular as Sri Subramanya Bharathi. (into 
superlative degree).
Sri Subramanya Bharathi is the most---------------.------------------------------

8. Veera Pandya Katta Bomman spoke and inspired the people, (into 
simple sentence).
Veera Pandya Katta Bomman’s speech-------------------------

9. Despite his poverty, he leads a decent life, (into complex sentence).
Though---------------------------- , he leads a decent life.

10. As soon as the guard waved the flag, the train started (into compound 
sentence).
The guard waved the flag-----------------------------------
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SECTION D (TRANSLATION)

I.a) Translate the following proverbs into your first language. 5x1 -5

1. Prevention is better than cure.
2. Man proposes, God disposes.
3. Truth alone triumphs.
4. Make hay while the sun shines.
5. Justice delayed is justice denied.

b) Translate the following passage into your first language. (5)
Health is the most valuable of all earthly possessions. Without it all the 
rest is worth nothing. To enjoy good health, we should refrain from 
excess in eating. We should eat moderately and not whatever we get. 
We should always eat in moderation even if invited for dinner.

l.a)
i)

H)

English II Paper 

Answer key for sample paper

1. VanarSena
2. Table manners
3. Poetry
4. Gandhian
5. Saint
6. True
7. False
8. True
9. False
10. False

b) Linkers : But, that, that, if what

11.a) Notes

b) 1. Road traffic has increased very much.
2. Traffic policemen, assisted by students, regulate the traffic.
3. The Govt, is widening the roads.
4. They are building over bridges also.
5. In spite of all these, number of accidents are increasing.
6. It is very important that drivers do their job more carefully.
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c)
d)
e)

f)

C)
d)
e)

f)

g)

hi

g)

hi

g)

h)

g)

h)

Developing hints - suitable sentences can be written.
Letters
1. Where do you want to go ?
2. Does this road lead to the temple ?
3. How far is it from here ?
4. Yes, you can get taxis here.

1. Professor Abdul Kalam is our President.
2. He was born in Rameswaram.
3. Jainulabdeen and Ashiamma were his parents.
4. His father possessed great innate wisdom and a true generosity 

of spirit. So he feels proud of his parents.
5. (i) Wisdom, (ii) generous

“Hands up everybody ! The game is over.

a) a, an, the, the
b) 1. took to

2. care for
3. broke down

c) 1. have been living
2. want
3. has been promoted
4. have not decided

d) 1.---------- she will go abroad for higher studies.
2. ---------- he would not have become an M.P.
3 ---------- 1 would fly.

e) 1. How does she go to school ?
2. Who teaches you Tamil ?

f) 1. I like this girl whose temper is good.
2. Some children, who are untidy, catch cold instantly.
3. This is the place where the accident happened this 

morning.
4. The book, which is on the table is mine.

1. Srinivasan Ramanujam is a well known Mathematician of India.
2. I went to Madurai last week.

1. Dare
2. Can
3. Need not
4
5
6

Will
can / will 
should
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•)

j)

IV.

1. Put on - wear
2. Put off - postponed
3. Put put - extinguish
4. looking for - search
5. feeds on - eats
6. called off - cancelled

1. She tells me that she likes Mysore.
2. The teacher said to the students’ “Listen to me properly”.
3. The Republic Day is celebrated by the children.
4. Do not waste money on luxuries.
5. No other river is so long as the Nile.
6. Walking is better than any other exercise.
7. Sri Subramanya Bharathi is the most popular poet.
8. Veera Pandya Katta Bomman’s speech inspired the 

people.
9. Though he is poor, he leads a decent life.
10. The guard waved the flag and the train started.

Translation in Tamil
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MATHEMATICS



PRESENT QUESTION PAPER MARCH 2005

TAMIL NADU

MATHEMATICS 
(English Version) 

(New Syllabus)

Time allowed : 2 14 hrs Max. Marks : 100

Instructions:
i) This question paper consists of four parts. Answer according to the 

note given in each part..
ii) Numbers and letters should be legible. The rough work should be 

shown at the bottom of the pages of the answer scripts.
iii) Only the logarithmic and trigonometric tables issued at the centre 

should be used.

PART A (Marks : 15)

Note:
(i) This part contains fifteen questions. Answer all the questions.
(ii) Each question carries one mark.
(iii) Each question has four alternate choices. Choose the correct or 

the most appropriate one from among them and write down the 
alphabet indicating the response.

15 x 1 = 15
1. The sum of 1 + 3 + 5 +.....20 terms is

a) 210 b) 400
c) -400 d) 250

2. The common ratio of the G.P. 3,6, 12, 24,....is
a) 2 b) -2
c) 1/2 d) - %

3. The volume of a sphere of radius r units is

a) - nr3 4 * * cu. Units
3
4c) - nr cu. Units 
3

b)

d)

- nr2 cu. Units 
3

47ir3 cu. Units

4. A = {3,4,5,6}, B = {5,7,8}, then A - B is

a) 5 b) {3,4,6}
c) {3,4,8} d) {7,8}
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5. f = { (0,-1), (3,2), (5,3), (7,2)}. In this function the image of 5 is

a) -1 b) 2
c) 3 d) 5

6. The square root of 36a8 is 
a) 6aThe * 16 b) 18a8
c) 6a4 d) a4

7. When x3 + x2 + 5 is divided by (x - 1), the remainder is
a) 10 b) 0
c) 7 d) -7

A point on 2x + y > 10 is
a) (-5,2) b) (5,2)
C) (2,5) d) (2, -5)

9. The number of tangents drawn to the circle at any point on the circle is
a) 2 b) 3
c) 4 d) 1

The length of the diagonal of a square is 472 
side is

m, then the length of the

a) 4m b) 872 m
c) 72 m d) 8 m

11. The midpoint of the line segment, joining the points (3,5) and (1,3) is 
a) (4,2) b) (2,4)
c) (1,2) d) (2,1)

12. The equation of a straight line passing through (2, -3) and parallel to x- 
axis is
a) x = 3 b) x = -3
c) y = -3 d) y = 3

73
13. If sin 0 = —, then the value of 0 is

a) 60° b) 30°
c) 45° d) 90°

14. The standard deviation of a given data is 4.
by 3, then the new standard deviation is 
a) 4 b)
c) 7 d)

If each value is multiplied

12
1
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15. One card is drawn at random from a shuffled pack of 52 cards, 
the probability that it will be a spade is

Then

a)

c)

1
13
1
2

b)

d)

1
4

52

PARTB
Note:

i) Answer any ten from the fifteen questions in this Part.
ii) Show all the steps.
iii) Each question carries two marks. 10x2 = 20

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Find the 10th term of an A.P. whose first term is 12 and the common 
difference is 5.

Find the sum of 12 + 22 + 32 +.....+ 102.

Find the surface area of the sphere whose radius is 3 cm.

If A = {a,b,c,d,e}, B = {b,d, f,g }, C = {b, e,f,h}, find the value of 
Avj(B^C).

If f(x) = x + 5, g(x) = x2, then find the value of f o g. 

Find the G.C.D. of (a - b)2 ; a2 - b2

5x + 20Simplify:
7x + 28

Define Event.

Chords AB and CD cut at P inside the circle. If AP = 10, PB = 4, CP 
5, find PD.
In the figure, O is the centre of the circle, find the value of x.

26. Find the co-ordinates of the point which divides the line segment 
joining the points (2,6) and (3,4) in the ratio 3:1 internally.
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27. If the straight line 7x -5y = k passes through the point (1,1) find the 
value of k.

28. If sin 0 = cos 0 and 0 is acute, find the value of tan 0.

29. The standard deviation and the mean of a series are 15 and 60 
respectively. Find the coefficient of variation.

30. An integer is chosen from 1 to 50. Find the probability that it is a 
multiple of 7 ?

PARTC (MARKS: 45)

Note:
i) This Part contains 10 questions each with two alternatives. 

Answer any nine questions.
ii) Choose either of the alternatives.
iii) Steps and diagrams should be shown.
iv) Each question carries five marks. (9x5 = 45)

31. Find the sum of all multiples of 9 between 400 and 600.
OR

In a G.P. the fourth term is 27, and the 7th term is 729. Find the first 
term and the common ratio.

32. A vessel in the form of a hemispherical bowl is mounted by a hollow 
cylinder. The diameter of the bowl is 15 cm and the total height of the 
vessel is 13 cm. Find the capacity of the vessel.

OR
A hemispherical bowl of radius 30 cm is filled with soap paste. If paste 
is made into cylindrical soap cakes each of radius 5 cm and height 2 
cm, how many cakes do we get ?

33. Verify the De Morgan’s Law (A v B)' = A' n B' using Venn diagrams.
OR

If A = {0,1,2,3}, B = {3,7.11.15.17}, f: A -> B is defined by f(x) = 4x+3, 
represent f as (i) the set of ordered pairs, (ii) a table, (iii) an arrow 
diagram.

34. Factorise : 3x3 - 10x2 + 11 x - 4
OR

Multiply:
x2 - 4x- 12 x2 -2x-3 
x2-3x-18 x2+3x + 2
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35. If 9x4 + 12x3 + 40x2 + ax + b is a perfect square, find the value of a and 
b.

OR
If a, p are the roots of the equation x2 - 3x - 4 = 0, form the equation 
whose roots are a2p, p2a.

36. Draw the graph of the system of linear inequations : 
x - 2y > 3 and 2x + 3y < 6
and find the solution set. (Graph sheet need not be used).

Or
The following table given is the characteristics of a project:

Activity 1-2 1-3 2-3 3-4 3-5 4-6 5-6 6-7
Duration 
in days

5 10 3 4 6 6 5 5

i) Draw the network diagram.
ii) Find the critical path and project duration.

37. Prove that in a right-angled triangle the square on the hypotenuse is 
equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides.

OR
Three circles with centers at A,B and C touch each other externally. 
AB = 4 cm, BC = 6 cm, CA = 8 cm. Find their radii.

38. Prove that the points (2, -2), (8, 4), (5,7) and (-1, 1) form a 
parallelogram.

OR
Show that the following lines are concurrent and find their point of 
concurrency:
x + y = 7, 2x + y = 16 and 3x + 8y = 11.

39. A ladder is placed against a wall such that it reaches the top of the wall 
of height 6 cm and the ladder is inclined at an angle of 60° with the 
ground, find how far the ladder is from the foot of the wall.

OR
From the top of a lighthouse, the angles of depression of two ships on 
either sides of the lighthouse are observed as 30° and 45°. If the 
height of the lighthouse is 200 metres, find the distance between the 
ships.

40. Find the standard deviation for the following values :
30, 80,60, 70, 20, 40, 50

OR
A coin is tossed three times. Find the probability of getting (i) head and 
tail alternatively, (ii) exactly two heads.
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PART D (MARKS : 20)

Note:
i) This Part contains two questions each with two alternatives.
ii) Answer two questions choosing either of the alternatives in 

each question.
iii) Each question carries ten marks. 2 x 10 = 20

41. Construct a cyclic quadrilateral ABCD given AB = 7.5 cm, AC = 10 cm, 
ZBAC = 30°, AD = 6.5 cm.

OR
Take a point P at a distance of 7 cm from the centre of a circle of 
radius 3 cm and from P drawn two tangents to the circle. Measure the 
length of each tangent.

42. Draw the graph of xy = 12, x, y > 0. Use the graph to find y when x = 5 
and find x when y = 8.

OR
Draw the graph of y = x2 - 2x - 8 and hence use it to solve x2-2x=8=0.
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Analysis of the Present Question Paper (March 2005)

Weightage to Objectives

SI.
No.

Chapter SECTION A SECTION B SECTION C SECTION D Total
MarksK U A s K U A s K U A s K U A S

1. Number Theory 1(1) 1(1) • • ■ 2(2) • ■ ■ 1(5) 1(5) • ■ • ■ 16

2. Mensuration 1(1) • • ■ ■ 1(2) • ■ • 2(5) ■ • ■ • 13

3. Sets & functions • 2(1) • 2(2) 2(5) • • ■ 16

4. Algebra 1(1) 1(1) • 2(2) 3(5) 1(5) ■ • 26

5. Applied Maths • 1(1) 1(2) • • ■ 2(5) • 13

6. Geometry 1(1) 1(1) • 2(2) 1(5) 1(5) • ■ 16

7. Analytical
Geometry

• 2(1) ■ 2(2) 2(5) • • • 16

8. Triigonometry 1(1) - - 1(2) - 2(5) - - 13
9. Practical

Geometry
• • • ■ ■ • • 2(10) 20

10. Statistics 1(1) 1(1) - 2(2) 2(5) - - - 16
11. Graphs - - - - - - - 2(10) 20

Distribution of 
questions

6(1) 9(1) • • 1(2) 14(2
)

■ • 11(5) 7(5) 2(5) 4(10)

1x15-15 2x15-30 5x20-100 10x4-40 185
Max.Marks-100
Time : 2 % hrs

1x15-15 2x10-20 5x9 - 45 10x2 -20 100

Note : The number in the bracket shows the mark rate. The number outside the bracket shows number of questions. 
Knowledge 4% Understanding 50%
Application 19% Skill 27%
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ANALYSIS 1

I 
I 
1 
I

Analysis of Present Question Paper
<

(Weightage to Marks)

Sub: Mathematics State: Tamil Nadu 1

WEIGHTAGE TO MARKS AGAINST CHAPTERS AND NO. OF PERIODS

SI.
No.

Chapter No. of 
periods 
allotted

Marks to be 
allotted

Marks 
allotted in 

the previous 
question 

paper
1. Number theory 21 16 16
2. Mensuration 10 13 13
3. Sets and functions 12 16 16
4. Algebra 21 26 26
5. Applied Maths 10 13 13
6. Geometry 16 16 16
7. Analytical Geometry 15 16 16
8. Trigonometry 10 13 13
9. Practical Geometry 10 20 20
10. Statistics 15 16 16
11. Graphs 10 20 20

Total 150 185 185

ANALYSIS - 2

WEIGHTAGE TO OBJECTIVES

Subject State: Tamil Nadu

SI.
No.

Chapter No. of 
periods

Marks
allotted

Know
ledge

Under
standing

Appli
cation

Skill Total

1. Number
theory

21 16 1 10 5 - 16

2. Mensuration 10 13 1 2 10 - 13
3. Sets and 

functions
112 16 - 16 • 16

4. Algebra 21 26 1 20 5 - 26
5. Applied

Maths
10 13 2 1 - 10 13

6. Geometry 16 16 - 16 - - 16
7. Analytical 15 16 - 16 - - 16
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Geometry
8. Triqonometry 10 13 1 2 10 - 13
9. Practical

Geometry
10 20 - - - 20 20

10. Statistics 15 16 1 15 - - 16
11. Graphs 10 20 - - - 20 20

Total 08 92 35 50 185

Knowledge 4%
Understanding 50%
Application 19%
Skill 27%

TAMIL NADU

ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT QUESTION PAPER

MARCH 2005

1. The question paper is set up keeping in mind the students of all levels.
2. Questions are evenly from all the chapters.
3. Variations are found between the blue print and the question paper.

Objectives Blue Print Question paper 
March 2005

Knowledge 24% 4%
Understanding 39% 50%
Application 27% 19%
Skill 10% 27%

4. Both internal choice and external choice are found in Part C.
5. Challenging questions are not found.
6. Disproportionate.weightage is given to algebra.

Suggestions

1. External choice in Part C can be removed to maintain even distribution 
of marks for all chapters.

2. A few challenging sums can be included in Part C.
3. Both the questions in the internal choice must have the same objective.
4. A good percentage in the knowledge level objective can be attained by 

raising the number of multiple choice questions only.

However, the model question paper is set up according to the present 
pattern except a change in Part C.
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BLUE PRINT - WEIGHTAGE TO OBJECTIVES IN THE MODEL QUESTION PAPER
SI.
No.

Chapter SECTION A SECTION B SECTION C SECTION D Total
MarksK U A S K U A S K U A S K U A s

1. Number Theory 1(1) 1(1) • • • 2(2) • • ■ ■ 2(5) • • • • 16

2. Mensuration 1(1) ■ • ■ • 1(2) ■ ■ 2(5) • • ■ • 13

3. Sets & functions 1(1) 1(1) 1(2) 1(2) • 2(5) • • 16

4. Algebra 1(1) 1(1) ■ 2(2) • • 2(5) • • 16

5. Applied Maths • 1(1) 1(2) • • • • 2(5) ■ 13

6. Geometry 1(1) 1(1) • 1(2) 1(2) 2(5) • • ■ 16

7. Analytical
Geometry

1(1) 1(1) 2(2) • 2(5) • • ■ 16

8. Triigonometry 1(1) - - 1(2) - - 2(5) - - 13
9. Practical

Geometry
• ■ • ■ • • • • 2(10) 20

10. Statistics 2(1) - - 1(2) 1(2) 2(5) - - - 16
11. Graphs - - - - - - - - 2(10) 20

Distribution of
questions

10(1) 5(1) 2(2)1 10(2
)

3(2) • ■ 6(5) 10(5) 2(5) ■ - 4(10)

1x1 5=15 2x15=30 5x18=90 10x4=40 175
Max.Marks=100
Time : 2 % hrs

1x15=15 2x10 = 20 5x9 = 45 10x2 =20 100

Note : The number in the bracket shows the mark rate. The number outside the bracket shows the number of questions.
Knowledge 8% Weightage to difficulty level
Understanding 31% Easy 31%
Application 32% Average 49%
Skill 29% Difficult 20%
Total : 100% Total 100%
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MATHEMATICS

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

PART A (MARKS 15)

Note :
i) This part contains fifteen questions. Answer all questions.
ii) Each question carries one mark.
iii) Each question has tour alternate choices. Choose the correct or 

the most appropriate from among them and write down the 
alphabet indicating the response.

Qn.
No.

Difficulty
Level

Chapter
No.

Objec-
Tive

Question

1. E 1 K The sum of
12+22+33+.....+n2 is

„(„ + l)
2

n(n + l)(2n + l)
' 6

c) [ En]2 d) n2

2. E 1 U The value of-10(mod3) is 
a) 2 b) -1
c) 1 d)-2

3. E 2 K The volume of a cylinder 
of radius *r’ and height *h’ 
is
a) 1 /3 nr2 b) nPh 
c) 4/3 nr3 d) 7cr2h

4. E 3 K (A - B) (A - C) = ?
a) A-(BkjC)
b) (A-B)o(A-C)
c) A-(BnC)
d) Au(BnC)

5 E 3 U If f(x) = 2x and g(x) = % x
then (f o g) (x) is 
a) 2x2 b) 1/2 x2
c) x2 d) x
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6. E 4

7. E 4

8. E 5

9. E 6

10. E 6

11. E 7

K The g.c.d. of x6 and x2 is 
a) x8 b) x2
c) x8 d) x12

U If 9X2 + 12x + k is a 
perfect square 
a) 6 b) 1 c) 9 d) 4

K The path that takes the 
longest duration is

a) project path
b) longest path
c) critical path
d) event

U The length of the side of a 
square is 4. The length of 
the diagonal is 
a) 4V2 b) 8
c) 8 V2 d) 16

K Which of the following is 
not cyclic ?

a) Square
b) Rectangle
c) Isosceles 

trapezium
d) Parallelogram

K Which of the following
lines passes through the 
origin ?

a) y = 2x + 5
b) x =-2
c) y = -3x
d) y = 2

I
<

I

<
12. E 7

13. E 8

U The point of intersection of 
the line 6x-3y-30 = 0 with 
x-axis is
a) (6,0) b) (5,0) 
c) (0, 5) d) (0,6)

K Who is the father of 
Trigonometry ?

a) Euler •
b) Zeibnitz
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c) Aryabhatta
d) Ptolemy

14. e 10 K The standard deviation of
1,2,3,4,5 is V2 . The 
standard deviation of a+1, 
a+2, a+3, a+4, a+5 is
a) 72 b) a + 72

cj a72 d) -^=
72

15. E 10 K The probability of an event
is P(E). Then which of the 
following is not correct.

a) P(E) = 72
b) P(E) = 1.5
c) P(E) = 0.5
d) P(E) = 0.25

PART B
Note:

1) Answer any ten from the fifteen questions in this part.
ii) Show all the steps.
iii) Each question carries two marks. (10x2 = 20)

16. E 1 U Find the 5th term of the 
G.P. 64. 16,4,.....

17. A 1 U Solve 5x = 3 (mod 8)

18. E 2 U Find the volume of a 
hemisphere whose radius 
is 2.4 cm.

19. E 3 U Given U = {1,2,3,4,5,6} 
and A B = {2,3,4,6}. 
Find A' n B'.

20. A 3 K Define function.

21. A 4 U Find m if 5x5 - 9x3 + 3x + 
m leaves remainder 7 
when divided by x+1.

22. A 4 U Form the quadratic 
equation whose roots are
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5+73 and 5 - 73 .

23. A 5

24. A 6

25. A 7

K What is Linear
Programming Problem ?

U In triangle ABC DE || BC,
AD = 6, DB = 10, AE = 3. 
Find AC.

U Find x and y in the 
following figure.

26. A 7

27. A 7

28. A 8

29. A 10

30. A 10

U If a triangle has its
centroid at (4,3) and two 
of its vertices are (2,-1) 
and (7,8), find the third 
vertex.

U Find the equation of the 
straight line with x 
intercept 4 and y intercept 
-3.

A Find the radius of the 
incircle of a regular 
hexagon each side of 
length 6 cm.

U Find the coefficient of
range of the data 27, 28, 
34, 36, 39, 59.

A What is the probability that 
a leap year selected at 
random will contain 53 
Sundays ?
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PART C

Note :
i) This part contains 9 questions with two alternatives. Answer all the 

questions.
ii) Choose either of the alternatives.
iii) Steps and diagrams should he drawn.
iv) Each question carries five marks. 9 x 5 = 45

31. A

32. A

33. A

34. A

U Find three numbers in G.P. such that 
whose sum is 14 and product is 64. 
OR
Find the sum of the series to n terms 
1 + 12 + 104 + 1006 +......

2 A A circus tent is cylindrical to a height of
3m and conical above it. If the base 
radius is 52.5 m and slant height of the 
cone is 53 m, find the area of the 
canvas required to make the tent.
OR
A hemispherical bowl of radius 30cm is 
filled with soap paste. If this paste is 
made into cylindrical soap cakes each 
of radius 5 cm and height 2 cm, how 
many cakes do we get ?

3 A In a class of 50 students, the number of
students who passed in various 
subjects are as follows : English 25, 
Mathematics 18, Science 14, English 
and Mathematics 8, Mathematics and 
Science 5, English and Science 7 all 
the three subjects 3. Find the number 
of students who failed in the exam.
OR
Find the value ofmiffog = gof when 
f(x) = 2x+3 and g(x) = 5x+m.

4 A In AABC, mZC is 20° greater than
mZA. The sum of mz A and mZC is 
twice mZB. Find three angles.
OR
If a and p are the roots of 2x2 —4x +1=0 
form the equation whose roots are 
squares of the roots.
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35. E 5 S Use graphical method to solve L.P.P. 
Maximise Z = 2x + 10 y 
Subject to the constraints 
2x + 5y < 16 
x < 5
x > 0, y > 0 
OR
Draw the network diagram and find the 
critical path. Also find the project 
duration.

Activity 1-2 1-3 2-3 2-4 3-4 4-5
Duration 
in days

22 . 27 12 14 6 12

36. A 8 K Prove that the angle subtended by an 
arc at the centre is double the angle 
subtended by it at any point on the 
remaining part of the circle.
OR
Prove that parallelogram inscribed in a 
circle is a rectangle.

37. A 10 K Find the coefficient of variation of the 
following data : 16, 13,17, 21,18 
OR
Two dice are rolled once. Find the 
probability of getting an even number 
on the second die or the total of face 
numbers 10.

38. E 7 K Prove that the following points are 
collinear:
(3,1), (-1,-7) (5,5)
OR
Show that the following lines are 
concurrent.
x+y = 7, 2x+y=16, 3x+8y = 11

39. D 8 A Two angle of elevation of the top of a 
tower from two points distant ‘a’ and *b’ 
from the base and in the same straight 
line with it are complementary. Prove 
that the height of the tower is 4ab .

OR
A vertical tower stands on a horizontal
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ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

>

plane surmounted by a vertical flag staff 
of height *h’. At a point on the plane, 
the angle of elevation of the bottom of 
the flag pole is a and that of top of the 
flag pole is p. Prove that height of the 
tower is

h tan a 
tan P — tan a

PART D
Note :

I) This part contains two questions each with two alternatives.
ii) Answer two questions choosing either of the alternatives in each 

question.
iii) Each question carries ten marks. 2x 10 = 20

40. E 9 K Construct a cyclic
quadrilateral ABCD given 
AB = 7.5 cm, AC = 10 cm,
ZBAC = 30°, AB = 6.5 cm.
OR
Construct AABC given the 
base BC = 5cm mZBAC =
45° and median AD =4cm.

41. D 11 S Draw the graph of y = x2-
x-8 and hence solve the 
equation x2-2x-15=0.
OR
Use trapezoidal rule to 
find the approximate area 
under the curve y=x2 
between x = 0 and x = 2 
taking n = 4.

SCHEME OF VALUATION

PART A

1. b) 0 (2w+1)
6

2. a) 2

3. d) Hi^h
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4. C) A-(BnC)

5. d) X

6. b) x2

7. d) 4

8. c) critical path

9. a) 4V2

10. d) parallelogram

11. c) y = -3x

12. b) (5,0)

13. d) Ptolemy

14. a) V2

15. b) 1.5

PARTB

16. a = 64 r = ’/4 
tn =ar<h-1>
= 64 x (y<)4 = ’/«

17. 5x = 3 (mod 8)
=> 5x = 8n + 3 n = 0, ±1,±2, .... 

+3
=> x = --------

5
Solution = {.....-1,7, 15, ....}

18. V = - nr3
3

= — x 71 x 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4 (.8)
3

= 9.216 cm3

19. A'nB' = (A kJ B)'
= {1,5}

20. P(x) = 5x5 - 9x3 + 3x + m

(1)
(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

0)
0)

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
<
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P(-1) = 7
5x(-1)-9(-1) + 3(-1) + m = 7 (1)
-5 + 9- 3 + m = 7
m = 6 (1)

21. The rule which associates every element of A with a unique element of 
B is called a function, where A and B are non-empty sets.

22. x2 - (S . O . R) x + P. O . R = 0 (1)
x2-10x + 22 = 0 (1)

23. The linear programming problem is to maximize or minimize the 
objective function subject to constraints.

£ _ 3
10 ' x 
6x = 30 
x = 5
AC + 3 + 5 = 8

(1)
(1)

25. x = 60° 
y = 120°

26. yt+y2 + y3
(43) (1)

j'2+7^> =(4,3)

(X3, y30 = (3,2) (1)

27. (D

— + ---- — 1
4 -3
3x - 4y - 12 = 0

0)
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28. C.R. = L-S
L + S 

59-27 
59 + 27 
32

= — =0.372 
86

(1)

0)

29. 366 = 52 weeks + 2 days q
P(E)=|

(1)

(1)

PART C

31a) Let the numbers be a, ar

a3 = 64 
a = 4

- + a + ar=14 
r

=> 2r2-5r + 2 = 0 
=> r = 2 or r = %

Numbers = 2,4,8

(1)

(3)

(2)

«

<
4
I
I
I
I
1

b) Sn =1+12 + 104+1006 +.....to n terms.
= 1 + 0+10 + 2 + 100 + 4.....ton terms.
= (1 + 10 + 100 +.....to n terms) + (0 + 2+ 4+...to n terms) (1)

= + ” [2a + (n - 1) d ] (1)
r-1 2

1 (10n -1) A?
10-1 2

[2x0 + (n-1)2] (2)

10 -1=-------- + n(n-1) (1)
9

32. E.S.A. of cylindrical part = 315 n m2
a) C.S.A. of the conical part - 2782.5 m2 

Area of the canvas = 3097.5k m2
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b) Number of soap cakes -
— it x 30 x 30 x 30 
3 

it x 5 x 5 x 2
360

(2)

(2)
(1)

33.a)

Students who passed at least one subject = 40 (1)

Students failed = 40 (1)

b) f o g = 2 (5x + m) + 3
= 10x + 2m + 3

g o f = 5(2x + 3) + m
= 10x + 15 + m 
m = 12

34.a) m ZA = x, mZB = y, mZC = z

a) z - x = 20°
-x + z = 20° 
x + z = 2y
x - 2y + z = 0
x + y + z = 180°
x = 50°, y = 60°, z = 70°
mZA = 50°, ZB = 60°, mZC = 70°

b) a + p = 2 a p = 1/2
a1 + a2 = p1 = p2
a1 + p1 = a2 + p2 

= 3

a1 p1 = (<xp)2 
1 
4

(2)

(2)
(1)

(2)
(2)
(1)

(1)

(D

(1)
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mZA = m ZC
mZB = mzD

Also, mZA + m/C = 180°
2m ZA = 180°
mZA = 90°

mZB + m ZD = 180°
2m ZB = 180° «
mZB = 90° 4

mZA = m ZB = mzC = m ZD = 90° *

Hence it is a rectangle.

37.a) S.D. = 2.5

<
<

C.V. = - x100%
X

17
= 14.7

b) n(S) = 36 P(B) = — 
36
3

P(AuB)= - 
36
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35a) The equation is x2 - 4x + 2 = 0 
Diagram

(2)
(2)

Corners (0.0) (5,0) (5,1.2) (0,3.2)
Z=2x+10y 0 10 22 32

The maximum value is 32 at x = 0, y = 3.2.
(2)
(1)

b)

Critical path is 1 - 2- 3- 4- 5
Duration = 52 days (1)

36.a) To prove (1)

m ZA O B = 2mZACB

In A AOC 
OA = OC
/. m/OCA = m ZOAC (1)

m ZAOP = m ZOCA + m ZOAC

= 2mZOCA (1)

Similarly, mzBOP = 2m ZOCB 
mzAOB = m ZAOP + m ZBOD 
= 2{ M ZOCA + m ZOCB}
= 2m ZACB (2)

38.
a) % [ x, (y2 - y3) + x2 (y3 - yd) + x3 ( y, - y2) ]

= ’/2 [3 (-7-5) + (-1) [5-1] +5(1+7)]
= % x 0 
= 0
Hence collinear.

0)

(3)
(D
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b) Point of intersection = (9, -2) 
3xc + 8y = 11 
3 x 9 + 8x (-2) =11 
11 = 11
Hence the lines are concurrent.

(3)

(2)

39.a)

tan 0 =
a

-•(1) tan 90 - 0 h
K

cot 0 =

tan 0 =

h
~b

h ...2

From (1) and (2) 
h2 = ab 
h = 4ab

(1)

(2)

b)

tan a = A
X

tan a

(1)

(1)
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h + \ 
x

h + /z, o x = ------1 ....2
tan P

tan p =

(1)

Equating (1) and (2) we get

, h tan a
hi = ----- 7?----------tan p — tan a

40. Rough diagram

a) Constructing the circle
Constructing the quadrilateral

b) Rough diagram 
Drawing the arc 
Constructing the circle

41 .a) Scale and axis 
table 
Graph
Drawing the line y = x + 7

b) Scale and axis 
Table

• Graph
I Calculation
. Area

(2)

(2)

(6)
(2)

(2)
(6)
(2)

(2)
(3)
(3)
0)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(1)

I *********

>
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REPORT

A 5-day workshop on “Training Programme for Paper Setters on the latest 

trends, issues and practices of Evaluation at the secondary level” was held at RIE, 

Mysore between 3-7 October 2005.

Preliminary workshop to develop the training programme for paper setters 

was attended by the following members.

1. Dr V Kesavan, Retd. Professor of Chemistry, RIE, Mysore

2. Dr M K Nagaraj, Retd. Lecturer, DIET, Mysore

3. Dr C K Vishwanath, Professor and Principal, MSCW, Mysore

4. Mr.D.Gunashekaran, BT Assistant, Govt. High School, Serugudi, Tiruchi 

District, Tamil Nadu

In the workshop, recent (2005) question papers of class X of Andhra Pradesh 
and Tamil Nadu were analysed.

In general, observations with respect to question papers of class X of Tamil Nadu 

are :

1. The single book for general science encompasses the areas of science 

taught viz. Physics, Chemistry and Biology. The book clearly specifies the 

number of teaching hours for different units in the syllabus.

2. The question paper was framed in accordance with the blue print covering 

adequately all areas and objectives of learning.

3. There is a single paper for 100 marks for 2 14 duration covering all the 

areas. The question paper contains four sections, Section I contains MCQ 

for 20 marks. The remaining sections II, III and IV contain SA and LA 

questions for a maximum of 80 marks. The choices for answering 

questions are provided in Section III and IV only (45% excess of questions 
in Section III and 60% excess of questions in Section IV).

4. Questions were prepared giving due weightage to the hours of instruction 

specified for each unit in the syllabus.
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Even though the pattern of evaluation prescribed is generally satisfactory, the 

following observations for improvement of assessment and evaluations are 

made :

1. Part III contains 22 questions out of which 15 questions are to be 

answered. This type of general choice may lead to possibly a complete 

omission of one of the areas.

2. In Part IV, total number of questions are 12 and 8 questions are to be 

answered; questions are grouped into A, B and C for Physics, Chemistry 

and Biology respectively, with the restriction of 2 questions from each 

group. This partial restriction may not adequately ensure selection 

covering all the three areas in proportions to the hours of instruction 

allotted to the group.

In view of the above mentioned comments, changes in question paper in the form of 

patterns are suggested as detailed in the appendix. [Ref. Pattern 1 and Pattern 2].

«
I

I
I

<
1

<
<
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The general observation with respect to question papers of class X of Andhra 

Pradesh are:
1. There are two separate books — one for Physical Science and another for 

Biological Science.

2. The hours of instruction for covering various units of the syllabus are NOT 

mentioned.

3. The blue print for the question paper was not supplied along with the 

paper.

4. There are two separate question papers.

Paper I for Physics and Chemistry and 

Paper II for Biology.

Each paper carries 50 marks and each examination is for 2 % duration.

5. Paper I contains two parts Part A and Part B, with Part B being of the 

objective type (compulsory). Part A contains 4 sections. In each of the 

sections, number of questions asked are very much in excess of number 

of questions to be answered and the statistics for them are

Section I 60% in excess

Section II 50% in excess

Section III 100% in excess

Section IC 100% in excess

6. Paper II contains again two parts - Part A and Part B with Part B being ;of

objective type and is compulsory. Part A contains 4 sections, comprising 

of SA and LA questions. As in the case of Part A of paper I, here also the 

questions asked are in large excess of number of questions to be 

answered. The excess statistics of various sections is the same viz. 

Section I 60% in excess

Section II 50% in excess

Section III 100% in excess

Section IC 100% in excess

In order to have effective instrument for teaching and evaluation of various 

areas of instruction, the following suggestions are made.
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1. The committee felt that specification of duration for instructions of different 

units of subjects to be taught should be mentioned. Otherwise, the 

weightages to be given to different areas would become arbitrary.
2. The Committee felt that making a common single book available for 

students to learn all the areas of science (Physics, Chemistry and Biology) 

may help the children to develop an integrated approach of the science. 

This view is also in accordance with the recommendations of the National 

Curriculum Framework (2005).

3. Because of undue excess of choices offered in all sections of Part A and 

both the papers, there is every possibility of omission of instructions and 

evaluation of certain areas, all together. The Committee felt that ;is should 

be consciously discouraged.

4. A total number of hours of examination (5 hours) is possibly too large and 

too strenuous for the students of this age group.

In view of the above mentioned comments, two patterns of question papers - one 

containing a single paper encompassing all the areas (Physics, Chemistry and 

Biology), another of two separate papers for Part I (Physical Science) and Part II 

(Biological Science) are suggested and appended.
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TAMILNADU : Suggested Pattern No.1

Components: Nature No. of Qns.
Marks per 
question Choice Type

Total 
marks to 
be
answered

Total
marks
ALLOTTED Remarks

Part-1 : MCQ 20 nosi 1 mark each compulsory 20 x 1 = 20 20 x 1 = 20

Part-ll: SA 10 nos. 1 mark each compulsory 10x1 = 10 10x1 = 10

Part-lll- 
GP-A (Phy) 
GP-B (Che) 
Gp-C (Bio)

SA

7 qns. (Phy) +
7 qns. (Che) +
8 qns (Bio) =22 
nos.

2 marks each

15 out of 22 
selecting at 
least 5 from 
each of Gp. A, 
B, and C

15x2 = 30 22 x 2 = 44

Helps giving 
weightage to 
all areas 
adequately, 
without 
letting favour 
to any

Part-IV:
GP-A (Phy) LA 4 nos. 5 marks each 3 nos. out of 4 3x5=15

12x5 = 60

Helps giving 
weightage to 

all areas, 
adequately 

without 
letting favour 

to any

GP-B (Che) LA 3 nos. 5 marks each 2 nos. out of 3 2x5 = 10

GP-C (Bio) LA 5 nos. 5 marks each 3 nos. out of 5 3x5 = 15

OVERALL 64 NOS. 10C 134
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TAMILNADU 
SCIENCE (10 STD) 

PATTERN I

rime:

Note :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

2 14 hours Maximum Marks: 100

PARTI (20 qns. xl mark = 20 marks)

1. Answer all the questions.
2. Choose and write the correct answer.
3. Each question carries one mark.

'ITie velocity of the body vertically projected 
height
a) Maximum
c) Zero

Hie volatile liquid used in refrigerator is 
a) Water
c) acetone

Hie unit of latent heat of vapourisation is 
a) J b) JKg1

The colour obtained by mixing red and green is 
a) wliitc 
c) magentha

upwards when it reaches maximum

b) Minimum
d) None of these

b) helium 
d) ' freon

c) JKg'K'1 (l)JK'1

b) yellow
d) cyan

Hie resistance of a conductor carrying 3 A current with 15 V potential difference 
between tlic ends is
a) 5 olun b) 45 olun c) 10 ohm d) 5

When 92C238 emits an alpha particle, the new element formed has the mass number
a) 90 b) 234

Which of the following is a weak acid ? 
a) HNO3 b) II2SO4

The chemical name of the bleaching powder is 
a) calcium chloride
c) calcium oxychloride

Glass is attacked by
a) 1IC1 b) H2SO4

c)

<0

93

I1C1

d) 238

d) CII3COOII

b) calcium hypocldoritc
d) calcium chlorate

c) 11T d) HNO3
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10. The iron which cannot be welded is 
a) steel
c) wrought iron

b)
d)

cast iron 
all the three

11.

12.

Which one of the following carboxylic acids is present in the sting of red ant ? 
a) lactic acid b) formic acid
c) acetic acid d) butyric acid

Sexual reproduction of penicillium is caused by
a) anisogamy b) endospores
c) fragmentation d) rhizomorphs

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Respiration in the absence of oxygen is 
a) Aerobic respiration 
c) Transpiration

Which of the following is not a stop codon ? 
a) UAA b) UAG

Wind pollination takes place in this plant, 
a) Mussaenda
c) Y ucca

Rheumatic fever is caused by
a) streptococcus
c) E-coli

Wild asses are confined to
a) Gir forest
c) Sunderbans

b) Anaerobic respiration
d) Guttation

c) UAC d) UGA

b) Jasminum
d) Oryza

b)
d)

staphylococcus 
Vibrio cholerae

18.

19.

20.

b)
d)

Rann of Kutch 
Nilgiri Hills

Which of the following is a geophagus earthworm ? 
a) Eisenia foetida b)
c) Lampito Mauritil d)

The study of the fate of particular blastomere is called 
a) tissue culture b)
c) cell lineage d)

Which of the following is a type of ‘carp’ ? 
a) Ctenopharyngodon idella
c) Mugil cephalus

b)
d)

Eudrilus eugeniae
Octochaetona
thurstoni

cloning
cytology

Chanos chanos 
Salmogairdoerii

PART II (10 qns. x 1 mark= 10 marks)

Note:
(i) Answer all the questions.
(ii) Each question carries one marks.
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(iii) Answer should be in a word or in a few words (or) in one line.

21. Rain drops assume spherical shape due to

22. Why do we feel sultry in rainy days and in coastal areas ?

23. How do you convert a galvanometer into a voltmeter ?

24. Gamma rays cannot be deflected by electric and magnetic fields. Why ?

25. Why toothpaste becomes green when cabbage juice is added to it ?

26. What is the need to use baking powder as an additive in food stuff?

27. Why is the skin slimy in frog ?

28. 1 low can Leukemia be treated ?

29. What arc the green house gases ?

30. What is RCC ?

PART III (15 qns. x2 marks = 30 marks)

Note
(i) Answer any 15 questions selecting 5 questions each from Group-A, Group-B 

and Group-C
(ii) Each question carries two marks.

Group-A
31. Why do sky-divers use spread eagle position ?

32. If the coefficient of cubical expansion of a material is 5.4 x 10’5 K"1. What is its 
coefficient of linear expansion ?

33. 'Hie soft drink bottles arc made of thick walls. Why ? 34 35 36 37

34. State Snell’s law of refraction of light.

35. What is a primary cell ?

36. Mention any two safety measures to be taken in nuclear radiation laboratory ?

37. Define Latent Heat of Vapourisation.
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Group -B

38. What is the pH of 0.1M solution of IIC1 ?

39. Why is gypsum added to cement ?

40. What happens when washing soda is left exposed to air for a long time ?

41. Give equations for the reactions between iron and dilute hydrochloric acid.

42. Why is sulphuric acid called the King of Chemicals ?

43. What is the action of ammonia on formaldehyde ?

44. Why is soap not suitable for washing clothes in hard water ?

Group -C

45. What is “Dark reaction” in photosynthesis ?

46. Write a note on lamp brush chromosomes.

47. What is mutation ?

48. Draw a labelled diagram of sperm.

49. What is meant by artificial passive immunity ?

50. List the four symptoms of diabetes.

51. I low is acid rain formed ?

52. What is fibre-optics ?

PART IV ( 8 qns. x 5 marks= 40 marks)

(i) Answer eight questions by choosing 3 questions from Group-A, 2 questions 
from Group-B and 3 questions from Group-C.

(ii) Each question carries five marks.
(iii) Draw the diagrams wherever necessary.

GROUP A

53. State and explain Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.

54. Explain the refraction of light through a prism.

55. State Ohm’s law and explain how it can be verified.
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56. Give the medical and scientific application of X-rays.

GROUP B

57. (i) Define Arrhenius concept of acids and bases and give examples.
(ii) Define Lowry-Bronstcd concept of acids and bases.
(iii) Define pH.

58. Explain the method used for the extraction of Aluminium from its ore. Illustrate your 
answer with the help of a neat labeled diagram.

59. What is fermentation ? How is ethanol prepared by fermentation ?

GROUP C

60. Describe the cell structure in bacteria.

61. Write about the applications of Biotechnology in production industries.

62. Explain the mechanism of fertilization.

63. Give a detailed account of heavy metals and their effects on organisms.

64. Explain the importance of Laproscopy and Endoscopy.

*****
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BLUE PRINT -SCIENCE X STD

Unit Objective No. of 
Period

■
No of 
marka 
allotta 

d

Knowledge Understanding Application S kill Total
/

ResultMCQ USA SA LA MCQ VSA SA LA MCQ VSA SA LA MCQ VSA SA LA

1 Mechanics an 
properties of matter

01 09 1(1) 1(1) 5(1) 2(1) 09 (4)

2 Heat 12 08 1(2) 2(1) 1(1) 2(1) 08(6)
3 Light 12 10 1(1) - 1(1) 2(1) (51) 10(4)
4 Electricity & its effects 14 09 2(1) 1(1) '0) 09(4)
5 Atomic and Nuclear 

physic
10 09 5(1) 1(1) 2(1) 1(1) 09(4)

6 Chemical reactions 12 09 1(1) 2(1) 5(1) 1(1) 09(4)
7 Chemical compounds 11 08 1(1) 2(1) 1(1) 1(1) 2(1) JAIL 08(6)
8 Metals and non-metals 14 10 2(1) 1(1) 2(1) 5(1) 5(1) 10(4)
9 Carbon of compounds 08 10 1(1) 2(1) 5(1) 2(1) 10(4)
10 Levels of organisation 16 10 1(1) 1(1) 2(1) 10(4)
11 Cell Biology 08 10 2(1) 5(1) 1(1) 2(1) 2(1) 10(5)
12 Reproductive Biology 14 09 1(1) 1(1) 5(1) 10(4)
13 Disease and

Immunology
10 06 2(1) 1(1) 2(1) 1(1) 09(4)

14 Our environment 08 08 1(1) 2(1) 5(1) 06(4)
15 Applied Biology 10 09 1(1) 1(1) 2(1) 5(1) 09(4)

1(1) 1(1) 2(8) 5(4) 1(7) 1(5) 2(9) 5(6) 1(2) 1(4) 2(4) 5(1) 2(1) 5(1) 134/6
4

t
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BLUE PRINT -SCIENCE -CLASS X
Time 21/2 Hours
Total Mark including option : 134

Total Mark to be answers : 100
Unit Objective No. of 

Period
■

No of 
mark! 
allotta 

d

j Knowladoa Undar atandlno Application Skill Total
ZRaaultMCQ VSA SA LA MCQ VSA SA LA MCQ VSA SA LA MCQ VSA SA LA

1 Mechanics an properties

of matter

06 09 1(1) KD 5(1) 2(1) 10 4

2 Heat 12 08 1(2) 2(1) KD 2(1) 2(1) 09 6

3 Light 12 10 KD - KD 2(1) (51) 09 4

4 Electricity & its effects 14 09 2(1) KD KD 5(1) 09 4

5 Atomic and Nuclear physic 10 09 5(1) KD 2(1) KD 09 4

6 Chemical reactions 12 09 KD 2(1) 5(1) KD 09 4

7 Chemical compounds 11 08 KD 2(1) KD KD 2(1) KD 08 6

8 Metals and non-metals 14 10 2(1) KD 2(1) 5(1) 10 4

9 Carbon of compounds 08 10 KD 2(1) 5(1) 2(1) 10 4

10 Levels of organisation 16 10 1(1) KD KD 2(1) 10 4

11 Cell Biology 08 10 2(1) 5(1) KD 2(1) 5(1) 10 5

12 Reproductive Biology 14 09 KD KD 5(1) 2(1) 10 4

13 Disease and Immunology 10 06 2(1) KD 2(1) KD 09 4

14 Our environment 08 08 KD 2(1) 5(1) 06 4

15 Applied Biology 10 09 KD KD 2(1) 5(1) 09 4

134 1(11) 1(1) 2(8) 5(4) 1(7) 1(5) 2(9) 5(6) 1(2) 1(4) 2(4) 5(1) 2(1) 5(1) 10/64
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TAMILNADU: Suggested Pattern No.2

Components: Nature No. of Qns.
Marks per 
question Choice Type

Total 
marks to 
be
answered

Total
marks
ALLOTTED Remarks

Part-1 : MCQ 20 nos. 1 mark each compulsory 20 x 1 = 20 20 x 1 = 20
Part-11: SA 10 nos. 1 mark each compulsory 10x1 = 10 10x1 = 10

Part-lll- 
GP-A (Phy) 
GP-B (Che) 
Gp-C (Bio)

SA

7 qns. (Phy) +
7 qns. (Che) +
8 qns (Bio) =22 
nos.

2 marks each

15 out of 22 
selecting at 
least 5 from 
each of Gp. A, 
B, and C

15x2 = 30 22 x 2 = 44

Helps giving 
weightage to 
all areas 
adequately, 
without 
letting favour 
to any

Part-IV:
GP-A (Phy) LA

3 nos., 
each with 
internal 
choice

5 marks each 3 nos. 3x5=15

8x5=40

Helps giving 
weightage to 

all areas 
adequately, 

without 
letting favour 

to any in 
particular

GP-B (Che) LA
2 nos., 
each with 
intrnal choice

5 marks each 2 nos. 2x5=10

GP-C (Bio) LA

3 nos., 
each with 
internal 
choice

5 marks each 3 nos. 3x5 = 15

OVERALL

60 Nos. [+ 8 
(int choice) = 
68 NOS.] 100 114
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Time : 2 Vi hours

TAMILNADU 
SCIENCE (10 STD) 

PATTERN II

Maximum Marks : 100

PARTI (20 q us. xl mark = 20 marks)

Note: 1. Answer all the questions.
2. Choose and write the correct answer.
3. Each question carries one mark.

1. The velocity of the body vertically projected upwards 
height
a) Maximum b)
c) Zero d)

when it reaches maximum

Minimum 
None of these

2. The volatile liquid used in refrigerator is 
a) Water
c) acetone

b) helium
d) Freon

3. The unit of latent heat of vapourisation is 
a) J b)JKg' c) JKg'K’1 (l)JK'1

4. The colour obtained by mixing red and green is 
a) wliite b)
c) magentha d)

yellow
cyan

5. 'flic resistance of a conductor carrying 3 A current with 15 V potential difference
between the ends is
a) 5 olun b) 45 olun c) 10 olun d) 5

4

4

6. When 92C238 emits an alpha particle, the new element formed has the mass number
a) 90 b) 234

7. Which of the following is a weak acid ? 
a) IINO3 b) H2SO4

c)

c)

93

I1C1

d) 238

d) CH3COOH

8. flic chemical name of the bleaching powder is 
a) calcium chloride
c) calcium oxychloride

b) calcium hypocldorite
d) calcium chlorate

9. Class is attacked by
a) I1C1 b) H2SO4 c) HF d) HNO3

4
4

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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10. The iron which cannot be welded is 
a) steel
c) wrought iron

b)
d)

cast iron 
all the three

11. Which one of the following carboxylic acids is present in the sting of red ant ?
a) lactic acid b) formic acid
c) acetic acid d) butyric acid

12. Sexual reproduction of penicillium is caused by 
a) anisogamy b) endospores
c) fragmentation d) rhizomorphs

13. Respiration in the absence of oxygen is 
a) Aerobic respiration b) Anaerobic respiration
c) Transpiration d) Guttation

14. Which of the following is not a stop codon ? 
a) UAA h) UAG c) UAC d) UGA

15. Wind pollination takes place in this plant 
a) Mussaenda b) Jasminum
c) Y ucca d) Oryza

16. Rheumatic fever is caused by 
a) streptococcus b) staphylococcus
c) E-col i d) Vibrio cholerae

17. Wild asses arc confined to 
a) Gir forest b) Rann of Kutch
c) Sunderbans d) Nilgiri Hills

18. Which of the following is a geophagus earthworm ?
a) Eisenia foetida b) Eudrilus eugeniae
c) Lampito Mauritil d) Octochaetona

19. The study of the fate of particular blastomere is called

thurstoni

a) tissue culture b) cloning
c) cell lineage d) cytology

20. Which of the following is a type of‘carp’ ? 
a) Ctenopharyngodon idella b) Chanos chanos
c) Mugil cephalus d) Salmogairdocrii

>
PART II (10 qns. x 1 mark = 10 marks)

Note :
0) Answer all the questions.
(») Each question carries one marks.
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(iii) Answer should be in a word or in a few words or in one line.

21. Rain drops assume spherical shape due to

22. Why do we feel sultry in rainy days and in coastal areas ?

23. Ilow do you convert a galvanometer into a voltmeter ?

24. Gamma rays cannot be deflected by electric and magnetic fields. Why ?

25. Why toothpaste becomes green when cabbage juice is added to it ?

26. What is the need to use baking powder as an additive in food stuff?

27. Why is the skin slimy in frog ?

28. Ilow can Leukemia be treated ?

29. What are the green house gases ?

30. What is RCC ?

PART 111 (15 qns. x 2 marks = 30 marks)

Note
(i) Answer any 15 questions selecting 5 questions each from Group-A, Group-B 

and Group-C
(ii) Each question carries two marks. I

I
Group-A

31. Why do sky-divers use spread eagle position ?

32. If the coefficient of cubical expansion of a material is 5.4 x 10'5 K"1. What is its 
coefficient of linear expansion ?

33. Hie soil drink bottles are made of thick walls. Why ? I

34. State Snell’s law of refraction of light.

35. What is a primary cell ?

36. Mention any two safety measures to be taken in nuclear radiation laboratory ?

37. Define Latent Heat of Vapourisation.
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Group -B

38. What is the pH of 0.1 M solution of IIC1 ?

39. Why is gypsum added to cement ?

40. What happens when washing soda is left exposed to air for a long time ?

41. Give equations for the reactions between iron and dilute hydrochloric acid.

42. Why is sulphuric acid called the King of Chemicals ?

43. What is the action of ammonia on formaldehyde ?

44. Why is soap not suitable for washing clothes in hard water ?

(J roup -C

45. What is “Dark reaction” in photosynthesis ?

46. Write a note on lamp bmsh chromosomes.

47. What is mutation ?

48. Draw a labelled diagram of sperm.

49. What is meant by artificial passive immunity ?

50. List the four symptoms of diabetes.

51. 1 low is acid rain formed ?

52. What is fibre-optics ?

PART IV ( 8 qns. x 5 marks= 40 marks)

(i) Answer all the subdivisions of a full question that you choose.
(ii) Each question carries five marks.

(iii) Draw the diagrams wherever necessary.

GROUP A

53. State and explain Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.
OR

Describe an experimental method of determination of‘latent heat of fusion of ice’.

54. Explain the refraction of light through a prism.
OR

State Ohm’s Law. Explain how you would verify the law experimentally.
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55. Give die medical and scientific application of X-rays.
OR

What is electrolysis? Explain how electroplating is done?

GROUP B

56. (a) What is ‘Law of chemical equilibrium’?
(b) At 298 K, equilibrium concentration of the reactants and products for the 
reaction Il2 (g) + I2 (g) ------ > 2 HI (g)

<-----
are given as [H2] =0.04 M 

[I2J = 0.03 M 
[1111 = 0.25 M

Calculate the equilibrium constant for this reaction at the given temperature.
OR

Write the flow chart for the manufacture of washing soda. Give equations for the 
reactions involved.

57. Explain the method used for the extraction of Aluminium from its ore. Illustrate your 
answer with the help of a neat labeled diagram.

OR
What is fermentation ? How is ethanol prepared by fermentation ?

GROUP C

58. Describe the cell structure in bacteria.
OR

Explain the process of DNA replication.

59. Write about the applications of Biotechnology in production industries.
OR

Explain a simple method of vcnnicomposting.

60. Give a detailed account of heavy metals and their effects on organisms.

OR

Explain the mechanism of fertilization

*****
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

(English Version) 

(New Syllabus)

Time allowed : 2 hrs Max. Marks: 100

PART - A
(Marks : 30 x 1 = 30) 

Note : Answer all questions.

I. Choose the correct answer :

1. The Father of Local Self Government is
a) Lord Lytton b) Lord Rippon
c) Lord Canning d) Lord Clive

2. The Brahmo Samaj was established by
a) Dayanand Saraswati
c) Raja Rammohan Roy

b)
d)

Annie Besant
Vivekananda

3. Separate State for Muslims was demanded by
a) Jinnah b) Nawab Salimulla
c) Syed Ahmed Khan d) Ali brothers

4. Match the following :

(0 (ii)
A. William Bentinck 1. Doctrine of Lapse
B. Wellesley 2. Partition of Bengal
C. Dalhousie 3. Subsidiary Alliance System
D. Curzon 4. Abolition of Sati

Choose the correct answer:
A B C D

a) 2 13 4
b) 4 3 12
c) 3 4 2 1
d) 13 4 2

5. Match the following :
(0 (ii)

A. Communal Award 1. Linlithgow
B. Apartheid 2. Subhash Chandra Bose
C. Indian National Army 3. Nelson Mandela
D. August offer 4. Ramsay MacDonald
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a)
ABC
2 3 4

D
1

b) 3 4 2 1
c) 4 3 2 1
d) 3 2 1 4

6.

A.

Match the following :
0)

H.J. Bhabha 1.
(»)

Council of Scientific and Industrial

B. S.S.Bhatnagar 2.
Research
Department of Atomic Energy

C. D.S.Kothari 3. Agricultural Research
D. M.S.Swaminathan 4. Defence Science Organisation

Choose the correct answer:
A B C D

a) 2 1 4 3
b) 3 4 2 1
c) 1 3 4 2
d) 4 3 2 1

7. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct):

a) In 1792 Tippu signed the Treaty of Srirangapatnam with the English.
b) He handed over the territories of Cuddapah, Bellary, Anantapur and 

Kurnool to the English.
c) He was compelled to pay a huge war indemnity of over five crore 

rupees.
d) He had to surrender himself as hostage to the English until he paid the 

indemnity.

8. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct).
a) In 1929, the Congress met at Lahore under the Presidentship of 

Gandhiji.
b) It did not pass a resolution demanding complete independence from 

British.
c) It passed a resolution to launch Civil Disobedience Movement against 

the British.
d) It decided to observe August 15 every year as the Independence Day 

all over the world.

9. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct).
a) Montague-Chelmsford Reforms Act was passed in 1909.
b) It introduced Diarchy in the centre.
c) It expanded the Legislatures at the Centre and in the Provinces.
d) The Indian National Congress did not reject the Act.

10. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct),
a) The Sarvodaya Movement had the blessings of the British.
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b) It aimed at the upliftment and welfare of the depressed classes.
c) Social Movements, Social Legislations and Education became the key 

areas of this movement.
d) It wanted to bring a silent, non-violent, socio-economic revolution in 

India.

Fill in the blanks with suitable answers :

11. -----------------------was the economic adviser of the French King Louis
XIV.

12. Queen Victoria’s Proclamation was read out by Lord Canning at a
durbar held at--------------------------

13. Late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi appointed----------------Commission
to make an enquiry into the Centre-State relations.

14. The Supreme Court’s permanent seat is at----------------

15. The 74th Amendment is also known as the--------------------Act.

Choose the correct answer:

16. The word ‘citizen’ is derived from
a)
c)

Greek
Spanish

b)
d)

Latin
English

17. The Election Commissioners of India hold office for a term of
a) 6 years b) 5 years
c) 4 years d) 3 years

18. The District Judges are appointed by
a) The Chief Minister b)The Chief Justice of High Court
c) The Governor d) The President of India

19. The land that consists of homogeneous geographical features is called
the
a) Country b) Continent
c) Region d) World

20. The soil that is suitable for Cotton Cultivation is
a) Thurukkal soil b) Black soil
c) Red soil d) Alluvial soil

21. The Manchester of Tamil Nadu is
a) Chennai b) Madurai
c) Erode d) Coimbatore

I
»
I
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22. Match the following :
(•)

A. Malwa Plateau
B. Deccan Plateau
C. Chhota Nagpur Plateau
D. Himalayas

Choose the correct answer:
A B C D

a) 4 3 2 1
b) 1 3 2 4
c) 3 2 4 1
d) 2 4 1 3

(ii)
1. Young fold mountains
2. Minerals
3. Rain shadow region
4. Aravalli Range

23. Match the following :
(i)

A. Central Railway
B. Eastern Railway
C. Northern Railway
D. Southern Railway

Choose the correct answer: 
A B C D

a) 1 4 2 3
b) 4 3 2 1
c) 2 4 1 3
d) 3 1 4 2

24. Match the following :
(')

A. High population
B. Moderate population
C. Low population
D. Highest sex ratio

Choose the correct answer 
A B C D

a) 4 2 1 3
b) 1 4 2 3
c) 2 1 4 3
d) 1 3 2 4

(ii)
1. Kolkata
2. Chennai
3. Mumbai
4. New Delhi

(ii)
1. Tamil Nadu
2. Uttar Pradesh
3. Kerala
4. Assam

I
1

25. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct):
a) The Vindhya-Satpura mountains run north to south parallel to the 

Narmada Valley.
b) The Vindhya mountains are the side walls of the Narmada Valley.
c) The rocks of these mountains are the sedimentary rocks.
d) The highest peak on these mountains is Mount Abu.

1
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26. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct).
a) The temperature of the earth varies from place to place and time to 

time.
b) The sun’s rays fall directly over the equator in the months of June land 

December.
c) In the Southern hemisphere, it is summer from March to September.
d) There is a peak in temperature in June over Tamil Nadu.

27. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct).
a) In Simla, there is a Forest Research Organisation.
b) The lands of the Forest Department will be leased out to the poor for a 

few years only.
c) Those who have obtained the rights to fell forests have been compelled 

to cut only particular trees within the stipulated time periods.
d) Tree planting ceremonies have been celebrated during September - 

October of every year.

28. Pick out the correct statement (only one statement is correct).
a) Air transport was introduced in India in the year 1940.
b) Air India operates in the domestic routes.
c) Indian Airlines extends the service to some neighbouring countries 

such as Nepal, Sri Lanka and Singapore.
d) Indian Airlines operates an International Airline.

Fill in the blanks with suitable answers :

29. In the West of India lies the---------------------Peninsula.

30. --------------------dam has been constructed across the Sutlej river.

PARTB
(Marks : 10 x 2 = 20)

Note
i) Answer ten questions in all taking four questions from History 

Section, two from Civics Section and four from Geography Section.
ii) Answer briefly.

History (Answer any four questions)

31. Give a short note on Bartholomeu Dias.
32. Mention the reforms of Dalhousie in the field of Education.
33. What were the provisions of llbert Bill ?
34. When and by whom was the Indian National Congress founded ?
35. Name the places of the Space Centres that are located in India.
36. Name the member countries of the SAARC.
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Civics (Answer any two questions)
37. What are the categories of ministers in the Union Council of Ministers ?
38. Write a short note on the Voter Identity Card.
39. Write the types of Local Government.

Geography (Answer any four questions)

40. What are the important mountain ranges in Peninsular India ?
41. What are the natural conditions required for the cultivation of 

sugarcane?
42. What is meant by natural vegetation ?
43. What are the minerals found in India ?
44. What is census ?
45. Name the three important activities of field work.

PARTC
(Marks : 6 x 5 = 30)

Note
i) Answer all questions in detail.
ii) Only one of the alternatives in each question should be answered.

46. Enumerate the causes for the failure of the Revolt of 1857.
OR

Describe the relations of India with neighbours and other countries.

47. Explain the Quit India Movement and its results.
OR

Write on the progress of Education in India since 1947.

48. What are the powers and functions of the Chief Minister ?
OR

What are the merits and demerits of Indirect Election ?

49. Mention the independence of the Election Commission of India.
OR

Explain the rights and duties of citizens of India.

50. How does the South-West monsoon originate and blow ?
OR

Describe the methods of Paddy cultivation in Tamil Nadu.

51. Write in detail about the forest-based industries.
OR

Write elaborately about the population distribution in India.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
<

4
4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4
4
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PART D
(Marks : 4 x 5 = 20)

Notes:
Answer all questions.

52. On the outline map of India, sketch the British territories in India during 
the time of Lord Dalhousie and mark the following places .
a) Mysore
b) Travancore
c) Kathiawar

53. Draw a Time Line for the following events :
a) Bandung Conference
b) China invaded India
c) Tashkent Agreement
d) Kargil War
e) First Conference of SAARC

54. Draw any one of the following in the outline map of India.
a) Wheat growing regions
b) Black soil regions
c) Air route from Chennai to Delhi with two airports in the route.

55. Prepare a sample schedule of questions for collecting information on 
the sanitation of the local area or the village.

Note: Blind candidates may be asked to write only notes for questions 
relating to map and time line chart.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - TAMIL NADU 2005 
X STD (NEW SYLLABUS)

BLUE PRINT

Q. Lesson Marks Knowledge Understanding Application Skill Total
No. No. Allotted E SA | VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA ° E SA VSA O
Part
A

History

1 5 1 1(1) 1
2 4 1 1(1) 1
3 6 1 1(1) 1

4a)
b)
c)
d)

2
2
2
5

1 4
(1/4)

1

5a)
b)
c)
d)

6
9
6
6

1 4
(1/4)

1

6a)
b)
c)
d)

8
8
8
8

1 4
(1/4)

1

7 2 1 1(1) 1
8 6 1 1(1) 1
9 5 1 1(1) 1
10 7 1 1(1) 1
11 1 1 1(1) 1
12 3 1 1(1) 1

Civics
13 1 1 1(1) 1
14 2 1 1(1) i I
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15 4 1 1(1) 1
16 6 1 1(1) 1
17 4 1 1(1) 1
18 3 1 1(1) 1

Geography
19 1 1 1(1) 1
20 4 1 1(1) 1
21 6 1 1(1) 1

22a)
b)
c)
d)

2
2
2
2

1 4
(1/4)

•

1

23a)
b)
c)
d)

7
7
7
7

1 4
(1/4)

1

24a)
b)
c)
d)

8
8
8
8

1 4
(1/4)

1

25 2 1 1(1) 1
26 3 1 1(1) 1
27 4 1 1(1) 1
28 7 1 1(1) 1
29 1 1 1(1) 1
30 2 1 1(1) 1

Part B
History

31
32
33
34
35
36

1
2
5
5
8
9

Any four
8

1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)

8
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Civics
37
38
39

2
6
5

Any two
4

1(2) 1(2)
1(2)
1(2)

4

Geography
40
41
42
43
44
45

2
5
4
6
8

11

Any four 
8

1(2)

1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)

1(2)
8

Part C 
History

48 3 or 9 5 1(5) 5
47 6 or 7 5 1(5) 5
48 3 or 5 5 1(5) - 5
49 4 or 6 5 1(5) 5

Geography
50 3 or 5 5 1(5) 5
51 6 or 8 5 1(5) 5

Part D

52 Geography
2

5 1(5) 5

53 History 9 5 1(5) 5
54 Geography

5 or 4
5 1(5) 5

55 Geography
12

1(5) 5

Total 100
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.3 and Suggestions

*4-
No.

Suggestions

1. The question is incomplete. It could be “Choose the correct answer 
each from the following Multiple Choices :

4 & The question items may lead to confusion among the students, as the 
6 proper instructions are missing. On what basis the matching should be

done. It could be :
“Match the following correctly with the British Policies in India in column 
(i) and the respective Governor-Generals in column (ii) “.

Alternatives in the column (ii) must have atleast one extra item than the 
column (i).
Marking Scheme : Instead of 1 mark allotment for the whole question 
item, as there are 4 items, the marks may be increased to 4.

5. Not a good matching item, as the items in column (i) are not 
homogenous.

7. All the statements must be independent of each other. In these 
statements, ‘He’ may be replaced by the proper name, i.e. ‘Tippu’.

8. Same as above.
'It’ may be replaced by ‘Congress Session of 1929’.

9. Same as above.
‘It’ may be replaced by ‘Montague-Chelmsford Reform Act’.

10. Same as above.
‘It’ may be replaced by ‘Sarvodaya Movement’.

11. Any question item (Fill in the blanks) should not start with a-------------- .
The------------- can come in the middle or at the end of the sentence.

21 Matching items - observations as in Q. Nos.4,5 and 6.
&
22
24 In column (i) instead of ‘High population’ and ‘Low population’, it may 

be ‘High density of population’ and ‘Low density of population’.
Columns (i) and (ii) do not relate correctly. It is not matching correctly 
according to the given content in the text.
Ex: for ‘Low population’ - no item matches.

25 d) There is grammatical inconsistency.
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25 These are objective type question items, not very short answer types, 
to 
28
29. For the ‘Fill in the blanks’ item, instead of 1 mark for recalling a word, 54 

mark may be allotted.
30. It started with a blank. Not a good question item.

31. It is a vague question. The students may write anything related to the 
item. The question lacks specificity. Not objective type question.

34. It is a duel question. Too simple for two marks.

35. How many placesare to be named, is not clear. Ambiguous

36. Same as above.

38. Not a specific question.

40. Instead of ‘important mountain ranges’, it may be ‘major mountain 
ranges’.

43. Lacks specificity. Vague question. How many minerals are to be 
mentioned, is not clear.

46 Not an internal choice question. Both the questions are from different 
to chapters. This may lead to selective study. Difficulty level of the 
51 questions should be of the same level - either knowledge,

understanding or application.
For the essay type questions, word limit may be introduced. For 
example, write in about 100 words for 5 mark questions.

52. Instead of ‘sketch’ the boundaries, ‘mark’ the boundaries would be 
appropriate.
Marks allotted for this item may be split and mentioned in the question 
paper itself. Ex. 3 + 2.
The allotment of marks is not appropriate.
Sketching requires more time. So more marks are to be kept.

53. Marks allotted may be shown in the question paper.
Marks are insufficient. For drawing time-line, maximum of 2 marks and 
for locating one mark may be allotted. It includes 3 activities - recalling 
the dates of events, arranging them chronologically and drawing time 
line.

54. Not an internal choice. They are from different chapters.
Allotment of marks is more in this question compared to Q.No.53.
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Weightage to all the chapters are not maintained. Chapter No.9 in 
Geography is not taken care of.

Instead of 3 Multiple Choice items in History, only one can be given, as 
the item tests the same mental ability. Similarly in Geography also, 
similar pattern can be followed. The marks allotted for this item may be 
increased.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

(English Version)

(New Syllabus)

Time allowed : 2 1/2 hrs Max. Marks: 100

PART - A
(Marks : 30 x 1 = 30)

Note : Answer all questions.

Choose the correct answer from the following multiple choices:
4x1 = 4

1. Henry, the Navigator was the King of:
a) Italy b) Portugal
c) Spain d) France

2. Tippu had to surrender two of his sons as hostages according to this 
Treaty with the English
a) Treaty of Srirangapatnam b) Treaty of Madras
c) Treaty of Mangalore d) Treaty of Surat

3. The Headquarters of the Theosophical Society is at
a) Chennai b) Kolkata
c) Delhi d) Mumbai

4. The slogan adopted during the Swadeshi Movement was
a) Go back to Vedas b) Vande Mataram
c) Swaraj is my birthright d) Go back Simon

5. Match the following correctly with the British policies in India in column 
(i) and the respective Governor Generals in column (ii) 4x1 =4

(•)
A. Doctrine of Lapse
B. Partition of Bengal
C. Subsidiary Alliance System

(ii)
1. William Bentinck
2. Wellesley
3. Dalhousie
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D. Abolition of Sati
5. Curzon

4. Warren Hastings

Pick out the correct statement each from among the following group of 
statements. 2x1=2

6. a) Montague-Chelmsford Reform Act was passed in 1909.
b) Montague-Chelmsford Reforms introduced Dyarchy in the 

Centre.
c) Montague-Chelmsford Reforms expanded the Legislatures at 

the Centre and in the Provinces.
d) The Indian National Congress did not reject the Montague- 

Chelmsford Act.

7. a) The Sarvodaya Movement had the blessings of the British.
b) The Sarvodaya Movement aimed at the upliftment and welfare 

of the depressed classes.
c) Social Movements, Social Legislations and Education became 

the key areas of the Sarvodaya Movement.
d) The Sarvodaya Movement wanted to bring a silent, non-violent, 

socio-economic revolution in India.

Fill in the blanks with the correct words : 4x1/2 =2

8. Queen Victoria’s Proclamation was read out by Lord Canning at a
Durbar held at---------------

9. In the Indian national Army, a women regiment was organized under
the Captaincy of------------------

10. The First Maratha War took place during the period of the British
Governor General--------------

11. The Kargil war took place between India and-----------------

>

I
>
I

I
I
»

12. The Chief Minister is appointed by 
a) The Prime Minister
c) The President

b) The Governor 
d) The Speaker

13. The authority which conducts the local body elections is
b) Central Election 

Commission
a) State Election Commission

c) District Election Board d) Observers

14. The Election Commission of India is
a) Independent body b)
c) Private body d)

Statutory body 
Public Corporation
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15.

16.

The Supreme Court’s permanent seat is at
a) Chennai b) Mumbai
c) Kolkata d) New Delhi

The essential feature of the Federal Government is the existence of
a) two states b) units only
c) two countries d) Central Govt. & Units

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

A.
B.
C.
D.

The minimum age for voting right in India is
a) 21 years b) 25 years
c) 18 years d) 20 years

The region that has agriculture, industries and human resources as its
basis:
a) cultural region b) industrial region
c) social region d) natural region

The dam constructed across the Sutlej is
a) Bakra-Nangal b) Hirakud
c) Damodar Dam d) Stanley reservoir

The forests in the western parts of the foothills of the Himalayas :
a) Coniferous forests b) Deciduous forests
c) Taiga d) Evergreen forests

Gold fields in Karnataka, 
a) Mysore b) Kolar
c) Bangalore d) Mandya

Match the following correctly - the Railway zones in column (i) with the
respective headquarters in column (ii). 4x1 =4

0) (")
Central Railway i) Kolkota
Eastern Railway ii) Chennai
Northern Railway iii) Mumbai
Southern Railway iv) Secunderabad

v) New Delhi

4
I
I

I

Pick out the correct statement each from 
statements.

among the following group of 
2x1=2

I

23.a) The Vindya-Satpura mountains run north to south parallel to the 
Narmada Valley.

b) The Vindhya mountains are the side walls of the Narmada Valley.
c) The rocks of the Vindhya Mountains are the sedimentary rocks.
d) The highest peak on the Vindhya mountains is Mount Abu.
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24. a) The Gangetic and the coastal plains have high concentration of
population.

b) The Gangetic and the coastal plains receive rainfall from the south
west monsoon.

c) The Gangetic and the coastal plains do not have dense transport lines.
d) The Gangetic and the coastal plains have the fertile black soils.

Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 4x % = 2

25. The land that lies north of the equator and the south of the Tropic of
Cancer is known as the-------------------

26. The marshy vegetation of the Gangetic delta is called---------------

27. In India, the Equatorial Rocket Launching Station is at--------------

28. In India, census is taken once a--------------

PARTB (10x2)
Note

i) Answer ten questions in all taking four questions from History 
Section, two from Civics Section and four from Geography section.

ii) Answer briefly in about 30 words each.

HISTORY

29. Why did the Non-Alignment Movement begin ?

30. How did Sri Ramakrishna preach the people ?

31. How did the annexation policy of the British led to the Revolt of 1857 ?

32. Why did Rippon repeal the Vernacular Press Act ?

33. How did the fall of Constantinople affect the European traders ?

34. Why did the Third Carnatic War begin ?

CIVICS

35. Under which circumstances the President can declare emergency ?

36. If the Fundamental Rights are violated, where do the citizens go for 
justice ? Why ?

37. Which type of voting system is followed in India? Specify two of its 
features.
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GEOGRAPHY

38. Why are the Himalayas called ‘the Youngfold mountains’?

39. Give two reasons for the declining sex-ratios.

40. How is that ‘India is locationally significant’?
41. How dot he deltaic areas change into marshy or wetlands ?

42. How do you use a pie diagram to show the land-use in India ?

43. ‘Field work is important in Geography’. Give two reasons.

PART C (6 x 5 = 30,

Note:
i) Answer all the questions.
ii) Only one of the alternatives in each question should be answered.
iii) Each answer should be in about 100 words.

44. Explain the causes for the launching of the Non-Cooperation
Movement. How did the Indians react to the movement ? (3 + 2)

OR
Why did the Civil Disobedience Movement begin ? How did the 
Indians respond to this movement ? (3 + 2)

45. Explain the achievement of India in the area of Mixed Economy. (5)
OR

Explain the progress of Space Research in India after 
Independence.(5)

46. Explain the merits and demerits of the Federal Government. (214+214 )
OR

Explain the relationship between the Centre and the States in India.
(214+214)

47. Explain the merits and demerits of direct election. (21/4+2l4 )
OR

Explain the role and responsibilities of peoples’ representatives.
(214+214)

48. Discuss the importance of rain water harvesting for India. (214+214 )
OR

Explain the climatic conditions of coastal Tamil Nadu during Oct-Dec, 
with reference to the ‘retreating monsoons’ and .‘cyclonic stars’.

(214+214)
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49. Explain the favourable conditions for the location of Tata Iron and Steel 
Industry. (2%+2%)

OR
Why is Mumbai called as ‘The Manchester of India’? Explain.

PART D (20 MARKS)

50. On the outline map of India (i) mark the extension of the boundaries of
the British in India under Lord Wellesley. (3 + 2)
(ii) Locate the following places : a) Pondicherry, b) Lucknow

51. Draw a time-line for the following events. (2 + 4)
1. Jallian Wallabagh Massacre
2. Chauri Chaura Incident
3. Civil Disobedience
4. Cripps Mission

52. On the outline map of India, locate and mark any one of the following :
(4)

i) The paddy growing regions
ii) The cotton growing regions
iii) The wheat growing regions

53. Prepare a simple schedule of questions for collecting information on
the problem of water supply of your local area. (5)

*****
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - TAMIL NADU 2005 
X STD (NEW SYLLABUS)

BLUE PRINT

Q.
No.

Lesson
No.

Marks
Allotted

Knowledge Understanding I Appl cation Skill Total
E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA f o E SA VSA O

Part
A

History

1 1 1 1(1) 1
2 2 1 1(1) 1
3 4 1 1(1) 1
4 5 1 1(1) 1

5a)
b)
c)
d)

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

4(1)
- •

6 5 1 1(1) 1
7 7 1 1(1) 1
8 3 % 1

(1/2)
%

9 6 % 1(1/2) %
10 2 % 1(1/2) %
11 9 1/2 ' 1(1/2) 1/2

Civics
12 3 1 1(1) 1
13 4 1 1(1) 1
14 4 1 1(1) 1
15 2 1 1(1) 1
16 1 1 1(1) 1
17 6 1 1(1) 1

Geography
18 1 1 1(1) 1
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19 2 1 1(1) 1
20 4 1 1(1) 1
21 6 1 1(1) 1

22a)
b)
c)
d)

7
7
7
7

4(1) 4

23 2 1 1(1) 1
24 8 1 1(1) 1
25 1 1 1

(1/2) •
%

26 4 1 1
(1/2)

%

27 9 1 1
(1/2)

1/2

28 8 1 1
(1/2)

%

History
29
30
31
32
33
34

9
4
3
5
1
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

Any four

1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)

8

Civics
35
36
37

2
6
5

2
2
2

Any two

1(2)
1(2)
1(2)

4

Geography
38
39
40
41

2
8
1
4

2
2
2
2

1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
1(2)

8
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42
32

10
11

2
2

Any four

1(2)
1(2)

Part C
44 History-6 5 1(5) 5
45 8 5 1(5) 5
48 Civics-1 5 1(5) 5
47 5 5 1(5) 5
48 Geography-

3
5 1(5) 5

49 6 5 1(5) 5
Part D

50 History 2 5 1(5) 5
51 History

timeline
6 1(6) 6

52 Geography-
5

4 1(4) 4

53 Geography
12

5 1(5) 5

Total 100
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - TAMIL NADU 2005
X STD (NEW SYLLABUS)

BLUE PRINT

Q.
No.

Subject. Unit
No

Marks
Allotted

Knowledge Understanding Application Skill Total
E SA VSA O E SA VSA O E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA o

1 Geography 1 1 2
2 Geography 1 4 2
3 Geography 1 . 7 2
4 Geography 1 12 2

Group B
5 Eco 1 2 2
6 Eco 2 1 2
7 Eco 3 2 2
8 Eco 4 1 2

Section2
9 Geo 1 2 1
10 Geo 1 7 1
11 Geo 1 5 1
12 History 2 1 1
13 Eco 2 4 1
14 Eco 4 1 1

Section2
Group A

15 Geo 1 2 4
16 Geo 1 6 4
17 Geo 1 8 4
18 Geo 1 11 4

Group B
19 Geography 1 3 4
20 Eco 2 4 4
21 Eco 3 3 4



22 Eco 4 1 4
Section 4

23
A(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Geo
1
1
1
1
1

9
7
2

11
13

B(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Geo 1
1
1
1
1

10
11
7
12
1

Part B-15
1-1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10.

Geo
Geo
Geo
Geo
Geo
Eco

Civics
Eco
Eco
Geo

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
4
1

1
7
9
10
14
8
1
3
1
6

%
%
%
%

%
%
1/a
1/a

2-11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
19

Geo
Geo
Geo
Geo
Geo
Eco
Eco
Eco
Eco

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
4

3
5
9
10
13
5
2
2
1

1/a
1/a
1/a
%
1/a

1/a
1/a

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1



SOCIAL SCIENCE - TAMIL NADU 2005
X STD (NEW SYLLABUS)

BLUE PRINT

Q.
No.

Subject. Unit
No

Marks
Allotted

Knowledge Understanding Application S kill Total
E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0

1 History 2 3 2
2 History 4 12 2
3 History 6 11 2
4 History 7 2 2

Group B

5 Civics 1 3 2
6 Civics 3 3 2
7 Civics 5(i) 1 2
8 Civics 5 6 2

Section II
9 History 1 5 1

10 History 2 2 1
11 History 7 11 1
12 Civics 3 5 1
13 Civics 5(ii) 3 1
14 Civics 5(i) 5 1

Group
A

Section III

15 History 3 1 4
16 History 2 2 4
17 History 6 14 4
18 History 5 1 4

Group
B

19 Civics 1 3 4



20 Eco 4 1 1/a

3a
21
22
23
24
25

Geo
Geo
Geo
Geo
Geo

1
1
1
1
1

7
2
6

11
8

1/a
%
%
1/a
1/a

Va
Va
Va
1/a
Va

B
26
27
28
29
30

Eco
Eco
Eco
Eco
Eco

1
2
3
2
2

4
5
1
2
5

1/a

1/a
1/a

1/a

1/a

Va
1/a
Va
Va
1/a



20 Civics 3 1 4
21 Civics 5(i) 3 4
22 Civics S(iii) 3 4

Section V
23

A(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5) 
OR

History
1
1
1
1
1

OR

B(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

1
1
1
1
1

Main I
1-1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

History
History
History
History
History
History
History
Civics
Civics
Civics

3
4
4
6
7
7
3
7
7
5

1
12
1
1
3
15
5

15
15
3

%
%
1/»
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

- -

Main II
2-11
12
13
14
15

History
History
History
History
History

1
3

6
7

1
2

16
15

%
1/a

%
%



16
17
18
19
20

History
Civics
Civics
Civics
Civics

2
3
5
6

2
5
2
1 ___

Main III
Group A(i)

21
22
23
24
25

History
History
History
History
History

4
6
2
2
5

5
7
3
3
6

%
%
%
%
%

26
27
28
29
30

Group
A(ii)

Civics
Civics
Civics
Civics
History

3
3
6
3
7

4
8
3
6
1

%
%
%
Va
%



ITEM SHEET

Class & Subject:

Objective :

Specification :

Form of Question :

Estimated Difficulty Level:

Unit:

Sub-Unit:

Marks :

Estimated Time:

Date:

Q. No.

MARKING SCHEME

Q.
No.

Value Points/ Criteria V.P.Wise
Marks

Total
Marks

•

Name and Address of Item-writers :



BLUE PRINT

Q. Subject. - Unit Marks Knowledge Understanding Application Skill Total
No. Unit / Sub 

Unit
No Allotted E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0 E SA VSA 0

I

I
I

____

*

•

|
I Total | |



Dr P Veerappan, Incharge Head, DEE is addressing the participants 
from Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu



Dean is addressing the partieipants

Dr.G.Anwar thanked the partieipants for developing the training 
packagedn a short period.



From left to right ((Prof Viswanath, Principal, Maharani College, 
Mysore; Prof.G.T.Bhandage, Dean of Instruction, RIE, Mysore; 

Prof.Ramaniurtliy from Hyderabad and Dr.G.Anwar, Coordinator
of the programme)

Prof Viswanath expressing his views about the workshop



Workshop for Development of Guidelines/ Training Package to train 
Paper Setters of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu at secondary 

school level


